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WHAT IS CAMAC? 
CAMAC is the designation of rules for the design and use of modular electronic data-handling equipment. 
The rules offer a standard scheme for interfacing computers to data transducers and actuators in on-line 
systems. The aim is to encourage common practice and compatibility between products (both hardware and 
software) from different sources. 
CAMAC was originally defined by the ESONE Committee, a multi-national inter-laboratory organisation 
of data-processing experts from nuclear institutes. However, CAMAC is concerned with data-handling 
problems that are not specific to nuclear research and is being applied already in many other fields. Working 
groups of the ESONE Committee are considering further hardware and software aspects of systems for 
measurement and control, and maintain close liaison with similar working groups of the USAEC-NIM 
Committee and also with the International Electrotechnical Commission. 
CAMAC is a non-proprietary specification which can be adopted and used free of charge by any organisation 
and without any form ofpermission, registration or licence action. 
The CAMAC Bulletin, a publication of the ESONE Committee, disseminates information on CAMAC 
activities, commercially available equipment, applications, extensions and explanations of the rules. 
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OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR 
The modern world is marked by complex technology, massive 
international trade, and increasing human interdependence. In such 
a world, ?tandardization plays a vital role. 
Lack of adequate standardization had long been a serious 
shortcoming in the instrumentation field. The very real need for 
such standardization accounted for the dramatic world-wide acceptance 
of the NIM standard instrumentation system very soon after its 
.introduction nearly ten years ago. With increased automation, it 
became apparent that a complementary computer-oriented instrumentation 
system was necessary and CAMAC was developed to fill that need. 
The advantages of standardized instrumentation systems, including 
savings in cost and man~ower, as well as improved reliability and 
flexibility in optimization and structuring of instrumentation systems, 
have become apparent. Clearly, society can no longer afford the 
wasteful luxury of the complete custom engineering that has been common 
in the past. It is important to observe that diversity of applications 
is no barrier to standardization. 
The productive and friendly collaboration of the ESONE Committee 
of European Laboratories and the U.S. AEC NIM Committee has been 
grat1,fying and I am pleased that the U.S. National Bureau of Standards 
has been an active participant. 
~~' ----.. 
Richard W. Roberts 
Director 
National Bureau of Standards 
Richard W. Roberts 
BIOGRAPHICAL NOTE 
Richard W. Roberts became the 7th Director of NBS in February 1973. He has an 
international reputation as a research scientist in ultra-high vacuum technology and the 
physical and chemical properties of atomically clean metal surfaces. Dr. Roberts is a 
member of the American Chemical Society, the American Physical Society, the 
Washington Philosophical Society, the New York Academy of Sciences, the American 
Association for the Advancement of Sciences, Phi Beta Kappa and Sigma Xi. He is a 
senior member of the American Vacuum Society, a Fellow of the American Institute 
of Chemists, and Associate Editor of the Annual Review of Materials Science. 
Dr. Roberts, progressed to the University of Rochester from his home town of 
Buffalo, New York, receiving his batchelor's degree with distinction in 1956. After 
receiving a doctorate in physical chemistry at Brown University (1959), he served as a 
National Academy of Sciences Post-doctoral Fellow at the National Bureau of 
Standards (NBS) prior to joining the General Electric Company in 1960. He served as 
manager of Materials Science and Engineering at GE's R, and D. Center in 
Schenectady, N.Y. until he assumed the Directorship of NBS. 
HIGHLIGHTS OF ESONE ANNUAL GENERAL ASSEMBLY 
LUXEMBOURG DEC. 6-7, 1973 
The Assembly was convened immediately after 
the closing of the 1st International Symposium on 
'CAMAC in Real-Time Computer Applications' 
and was therefore well attended by the members 
and observers. 
Dr. H. Meyer of CBNM-JRC (CEC-Euratom), 
GEEL, Belgium was elected Chairman for the 
period 1973/74. The annual review by the retiring 
chairman, Prof. B. Rispoli, CNEN, ROME, Italy, 
had welcomed the new members from the Univer-
sities of Oxford, York and Haut Rhin (Mulhouse); 
the 'Centre des Recherches Nucleaires', Strasbourg 
and the 'Laboratoire des Applications Electroniques 
de l'Ecole d'Ingenieurs Physiciens', Strasbourg. 
Mr. H. Klessmann, as Chairman of the Data way 
Working Group, submitted the joint NIM-ESONE 
document 'CAMAC Serial System Organization-
A Description' NDWG 73-10 and EDWG 25/73. 
After careful discussion, the Assembly unanimously 
agreed that the Executive Group should authorise 
publication of this document as amended by the 
points raised in EDWG 26/73, the object of which 
was to allow access to the N-lines. 
Status reports from the other Working Groups 
led to lively discussions, the principal conclusions of 
which were: 
(a) The aims of the Software Working Group and 
the present status of the CAMAC Intermediate 
Language (IML) were presented, and the 
Assembly noted that a final document would be 
likely to appear in mid-1974. 
(b) The document, 'CAMAC-Specification of 
Amplitude Analogue Signals' Draft Text, 
Berlin 21st October 1973 should be authorised 
for publication by the Executive Group 
subject to rewording to make clear that it 
referred to signals on 50 ohm lines, and subject 
to agreement by the NIM Committee. (This 
document revises and extends the present 
specification EUR 5100 (1972)). 
(c) The Mechanics Working Group should actively 
investigate useful recommendations for non-
nuclear applications of CAMAC like for 
instance, means of connecting multi-signal 
lines via the front panel of a CAMAC unit in a 
way suitable for industrial process control 
environments. 
Prof. Rispoli reported that the Executive Group 
had established a 'rapport' with the Commission of 
the European Communities in collaboration with 
the CAMAC Supply Industry and the first outcome 
of this had been the Symposium in addition, of 
course, to continued support of the CAMAC 
Bulletin. 
The Executive Group had been considering also 
how to adapt to the changing circumstances of 
maintaining and promoting CAMAC now that the 
major part of the task of specifying CAMAC had 
been completed. Several proposals were being 
discussed, and Mr. H. Bisby explained to the 
Assembly a proposal that would encourage auton-
omous regional (or National) CAMAC Associations 
(of Users and Suppliers) supported by common 
facilities (maintenance of specifications, Bulletin, 
Symposium, etc.) from an international CAMAC 
council. The Assembly called a preliminary meeting 
of interested persons with the object of forming a 
Study Group to consider the topic further and 
report back at the next General Assembly. 
Liaison with the International Electrotechnical 
Commission was continuing, and a document 
dealing with the dimensions of CAMAC units was 
already at the 6-month voting stage. It was also 
possible that IEC documents embracing the whole 
contents of EUR 4100 and EUR 4600 would be 
prepared separately as Central Office documents 
during 1974. 
The Assembly accepted the invitation of Dr. R. 
Trechcinski to have the next Annual General 
Assembly in Warsaw during September 1974, and 
agreed to ask CAMAC Supply Companies to 
support an exhibition that would be held concur-
rently with the Assembly meetings. 
OBITUARY NOTICE 
PIETER CORNELIS VAN DEN BERGt 
The ESONE Committee have received with 
great sadness the news of Pieter's untimely death on 
the 9th January 1974, after a period of illness. 
Born in Schipluiden, near Delft, on 22nd Novem-
ber 1929 he completed his studies in Physics at the 
Technical University of Delft in 1956. In that year he 
joined RCN Petten and spent some time in Norway 
instrumenting the Halden reactor. Later in 1957 he 
assisted with the design of the HFR reactor of AMF 
Washington and with this experience he was made 
responsible for the instrumentation of the HFR 
reactor at Petten, on his return. In 1960 he became 
Leader of the Electronics and Instrumentation 
Group at Petten. 
Pieter was one of the earliest members of the 
ESONE Committee and was a staunch supporter of 
standardisation that would enable him to get on 
with the more exciting applications of electronics. In 
fact, as far as the record goes, he was the first in the 
world with a CAMAC system doing a useful job of 
work. 
All who knew Pieter will remember him for his 
gentleness in discussions on technical matters and 
yet his firm opinions on how best to solve some 
difficult problem or other. Those of us who were 
honoured to have been introduced to his private life 
also knew him as a true family man with many 
interests outside his scientific career. 
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APPLICATION NOTES 
MULTILAB- A LABORATORY AUTOMATION SYSTEM B~SED 
ON MODUS 4 AND CAMAC 
by 
P.M. HILLS 
Computer Technology Ltd, Heme! Hempstead, England 
Received 29th October 1973 
SUMMARY The time-sharing laboratory automation 
system MULTI LAB uses CAMAC and one or more Modular 
One computers. The history of such schemes is discussed, 
together with system characteristics, typical CAMAC 
interfaces, performance and software hierarchy. 
INTRODUCTION 
There are substantial advantages to be gained by 
the use of a centralised computer system to control 
the various instruments in an analytical laboratory. 
Although analytical instruments may require mas-
sive computer capability for short bursts, they do 
not make large total demands on computer power 
and so are ideal for control in a time sharing mode. 
The Multilab system is designed to provide an oper-
ating environment specifically for the analytical 
chemist, with on-line control of standard instrument 
types, and a range of application software. Multilab 
is based upon the use of one or more Modular One 
processors, Modus 4 software and CAMAC, an 
interfacing system which complements the inherent 
modularity of the rest of the system. 
History 
Multilab is being developed jointly by Computer 
Technology (CTL) and the AERE at Harwell and is 
the culmination of over four years of co-operation 
between them. In I969, Harwell and CTL, under 
partial sponsorship from the Ministry ofTechnology, 
sought to produce a time-sharing data acquisition 
system for use in the analytical chemistry laboratories 
of Government and educational establishments. At 
the same time numerous other computer companies 
interested in this field had produced, or were about 
to produce, similar applications of their machines. 
In the event, few of the projects completed over the 
next few years were a total success and the labora-
tory automation market was virtually taken over by 
tnstrument manufacturers who offered to supply 
dedicated non time-sharing systems for control of a 
specific group of laboratory instruments. These sys-
tems were based upon mini computers, and used 
interfacing systems of widely differing standards. 
CTL's own project proved that Modular One could 
support an extremely complicated multi-access data 
acquisition system but, since it was at the time based 
upon a special purpose executive which allowed only 
instrument processing, its commercial utilisation 
was limited. This work showed that Modular One 
was sufficiently powerful to perform real-time ac-
quisition and processing with various on-line labo-
ratory instruments; that it could simultaneously 
support local batch processing and allow users of 
the system to develop and run their own application 
programs in multi-access mode; and that the acqui-
sition and processing software could be run under 
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a general purpose executive (providing its response 
was adequate). These conclusions have led to the 
development of Multilab. The executive, together 
with utilities and language software, is termed 
MODUS 4. Its general purpose nature can be seen 
from the fact that MODUS 4 is the basis of all 
CTL's systems in scientific and commercial markets. 
SYSTEM FEATURES 
Multilab allows a system to have a large number 
of low-speed instruments operating at around 
I 00 samples per second, typically with sixteen in 
concurrent use. CAMAC greatly simplifies the con-
nection of any instrument to the computer. Fig. I 
shows a typical CAMAC interface for gas-liquid 
chromatograph (GLC) and nuclear magnetic reso-
nance (NMR) instruments (For information on 
these and other analytical instruments see Refs I-6). 
In older instruments signal levels are rarely suitable. 
and preamplification and filtering is usually needed. 
A typical Multilab configuration is shown in 
Fig. 2. Multilab software consists of a suite of pro-
grams and a specialist Instrument Operating System 
running under MODUS 4 in processor A. It controls 
CAMAC, organises data acquisition, initiates appli-
cations and allows users to set up and run instrument 
'jobs'. 
Instruments are controlled by teleprinters or visual 
display units (VDU), one in each of four laboratories 
for example. Instrument jobs are set up by question 
and answer with the system. Graded levels of system 
dialogue are provided for both the sophisticated user 
of the system and the technician who has to initiate 
runs or sequences of runs on a production basis. The 
user specifies the instrument station, run parameters 
and the name of a new or existing file to be used to 
retain data. He also specifies the sequence of pro-
cessing operations to be applied to the acquired data, 
and the peripheral device(s) upon which results are 
to be output. All this initial information can be 
preset. Standard application programs are provided 
for the common analytical instruments (GLC, 
NMR, and High Resolution Mass Spectrometers), 
but other applications software can be written easily 
by the user in Basic, Coral, Fortran or Assembler. 
More important, it can be compiled, edited and 
debugged without interfering with the operation of 
the rest of the system, or disturbing similar operations 
by colleagues working at the same time. 
During low-speed instrument runs the user is able 
to acquire and process data from one to four high-
speed instruments, operating at up to 50,000 samples 
per second. So far the high-speed instruments 
have usually been mass spectrometers operating at 
approximately 25kHz. For mass spectometry, a 
significant realtime processing operation is per-
Read every clock interrupt to detect master requests 
@ 
1 Interrupt Request Register 
2 8 Channel Multiplexer 
3 12 BIT ADC 
4 4 Channel DAC 
5 Reed Relay Multiplexer 
6 Voltage-Frequency Convertor 
7 Dual Parallel Output Register 
8 Programmable Clock 
9 Clock Scaler 
10 Interrupt Request Register 
11 Quad Counter 
Dual Parallel Input Register 
CB1=Local control unit 
~ 
Count for period determed by program 
CLOCK 
LAM 
Fig. 1 Typical CAMAC Interface for NMR/GLC Instrumentation 
Fig. 2 Typical Multi Processor MULTILAB Con-
figuration 
formed by the dedicated Modular One computer 
(processor B in Fig. 2), which reduces the quantity 
of data stored on disc, prior to further processing. 
All disc transfers are initiated by processor A, in 
response to control signals from processor B. This 
ability to reduce data sets to manageable propor-
tions, by pre-processing and subsequent real time 
transfer to disc, means that the system can handle 
sequential MS analyses of the output from a GLC, 
without the need for extensive storage facilities. 
For really high speed operation a burst mode is 
provided, where all data is buffered into a dedicated 
semi conductor store and subsequently transferred 
to disc between instrument runs. Sampling rates 
approaching 75kHz are attainable in this way. 
High-speed devices produce considerable data 
management problems. There may be industrial re-
gulations that require results to be archived for 
substantial periods (e.g. in drug research or produc-
tion). Modular One allows intermediate storage via 
an exchangeable disc system (14 Mwords per pack), 
with long term storage on 7 or 9 track magnetic tape. 
The system can, if necessary, support up to 32 ex-
changeable disc drives on one disc controller and up 
to 4 transports per tape controller. 
CAMAC INTERFACE 
A typical MULTILAB system for a mix of in-
struments requiring use of ADC's is shown in Fig. 1. 
The continuous ADC approach (voltage to frequen-
cy conversion) is recommended where it is necessary 
to transmit a signal having a wide dynamic range 
over distances of several hundred metres in an elec-
trically noisy environment. In such circumstances, 
one CAMAC quad scaler (four 24-bit counters), can 
handle four instruments. The dynamic range during 
a run is usually about 105 , but depends upon the type 
of voltage to frequency converter used, and the sam-
pling rate. In the example shown, the absolute dyna-
mic range is extended to greater than 106 by 
preamplifiers selected by a reed relay multiplexer. 
The multiplexer channel is selected by control lines 
from a CAMAC output register. Channel selection 
can be performed in real time. 
Instruments with high level outputs are connected 
by a multiplexed ADC in the conventional way, and 
for certain instruments closed loop measurement 
and control is provided by multiple DAC units, or 
by stepping Motor drivers. 
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LAM interrupt requests are graded via an inter-
rupt request register, although normally only a clock 
is allowed to interrupt the processor in a MULTI-
LAB system. 
For the low-speed system, the system interrupt 
rate is normally 1 OO,Hz, but there is no software 
restriction on clock frequency and much higher rates 
caii be serviced, dependent upon overall processor 
load. Sampling rates of individual instruments are 
requested by the user at set-up time and used to set 
software timers. These determine at which clock 
interrupt the data should be acquired. Instruments 
that would normally interrupt the processor to signal 
the availability of data are simply allowed to preset 
an interrupt request register which is read at the 
system clock rate. Hence M ultilab can service 
'Master' and 'Slave' devices and the overall interrupt 
load in minimised. The low-speed system normally 
has one CAMAC crate with controller. This can 
service up to 60 instruments, depending upon the 
types of device connected. 
The number of instruments connected to the high 
speed system usually is small and a separate CA-
MAC system for this may not be justified; in which 
case the CTL high-speed multiplexed ADC is used. 
All the digital input/output and clock requirements 
of the high-speed system are performed by the low-
speed CAMAC crate. 
All CAMAC transfers are programmed, and the 
controller conforms to EUR 4100 e. In general there 
has been little need for autonomous transfers or for 
multi-crate systems. In future, with more sophisti-
cated instruments, there may be a requirement for a 
controller that provides autonomous working. For 
Multilab applications this controller would have to 
be considerably more versatile than many of the 
existing designs, and would actually perform data 
processing and relieve the load on the dedicated 
processor, or replace it altogether. CAMAC in this 
role is cost effective, in that it forms part of a true 
parallel processing system which utilises the inherent 
intelligence of the CAMAC system. 
PERFORMANCE 
Multilab is a centralised computing system, based 
upon one of the most powerful midi computers 
available. 
With the system described above there is a limita-
tion of 50,000 samples per second for high speed 
ADC systems, but in future there will be a need to 
sample at rates greater than 100 kHz. In this area 
the instruments themselves will inevitably be sup-
plied with a dedicated mini-computer, and it is un-
likely that any time-sharing system, like Multilab, 
could compete and continue to time share. However, 
a centralised Multilab system, based on CAMAC, 
can be connected simply and cheaply to the dedi-
cated system to allow data transfer between instru-
ment runs. It can thus act as a data base, not only 
for the low-speed devices, but also for dedicated and 
usually very expensive instrumentation systems. A 
possibly more significant reason for centralisation is 
that, since Multilab is based upon a general purpose 
executive, users are able to take advantage of en-
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Fig. 3 System Software Hierarchy 
hancements to the executive software. One such en-
hancement is the CTL Satellite Operating System 
(SATOS). This provides the Multilab system with 
remote job entry capability, allowing the user to 
acquire and process data from instruments, while 
simultaneously sending data or jobs to a larger com-
puter via a 2400 baud communications line. Thus 
potentially unlimited computing power and data 
management facilities become available locally, and 
the user has the choice of local or remote batch 
modes of operation. Fig. 3 shows the levels of soft-
ware hierarchy in such cases. 
CONCLUSION 
This article has described a centralised computing 
system, based upon a general purpose executive and 
CAMAC, that is capable of solving the problems 
associated with laboratory automation. The CA-
MAC interface system specified for this product 
offers significant advantages to the user in terms of 
flexibility, expandability, availability and low in-
cremental cost, and is certain to enhance the per-
formance and reputation of the whole development. 
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LABORATORY REVIEWS 
CAMAC AT LAMPF 
by 
Donald R. Machen 
The Clinton P. Anderson Meson Physics Facility, Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, New Mexico, USA 
Received 26th September 1973 
SUMMARY The CAMAC standard has been adopted 
for general use in data acquisition and control systems at 
the Clinton P. Anderson Meson Physics Facility, one of 
America's newest national laboratories. This paper is a brief 
description of current CAMAC activities at LAMPF. 
WHAT IS LAMPF? 
The Clinton P. Anderson Meson Physics Facility, 
commonly referred to as LAMPF, is one of Ame-
ca's newest national facilities devoted to the pursuit 
of research in medium energy physics. LAMPF is a 
part of the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory and is 
located at an elevation of some 2200 meters in the 
'high country' of the southwestern United States. 
The heart of LAMPF is a proton linear accelerator 
approximately 1 km in length, operating at energies 
of up to 800 MeV and an average beam intensity of 
up to 1 rnA. The accelerator is capable of accel-
erating H- ions in addition to protons. 
Presently, researchers from throughout the United 
States and several European and Asian countries are 
in the throes of setting up equipment in anticipation 
of particle beams at the various experimental sta-
tions. All experiments are being planned with CA-
MAC as the interface between the data acquisition 
computer and the detector array. 
ORGANIZATION OF 
A DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM 
The experimental area at LAMPF consists of 
three main halls in which several experiment stations 
are located. Each station either has or will be equiped 
with a data acquisition computer system (generally 
PDP-11/20 or 11/45 computers) and two to three 
CAMAC crates, operated from a rather special 
LAMPF-designed branch driver. 
REMOTE 
ACCELERATOR 
CONTROL DATA 
TERMINALS 
Fig. 1 LAMPP Experimental Area Data Acquisi-
tion System 
In an attempt to conserve peripheral devices and 
also make the powerful central computing facility of 
the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory (LASL) avail-
able to experimenters, a linked system of data ac-
quisition computers was conceived. Fig. 1 indicates 
the basic structure· of this system. All experiment-
oriented data acquisition systems are coupled to a 
terminal computer via CAMAC data link modules. 
In addition, the LAMPF accelerator control com-
puter is also coupled to the Terminal Machine. A 
microwave data link to the central computing 
facility is planned in the near future. 
Data acquired by an experimenter's computer 
finds a temporary home on local disk or magnetic 
tape before being sent to the Terminal Machine 
peripherals, and on t'o the central computing facility. 
CAMAC HARDWARE 
Most CAMAC systems at LAMPF are configured 
in accordance with EUR-4600e and utilize the spe-
cial LAMPF-designed branch driver noted above. 
This branch driver, termed the Microprogrammed 
Branch Driver (MBD) is, in reality, a special purpose 
minicomputer designed to perform CAMAC I/0 
functions. 1 A side benefit of this novel branch driver 
is its ability to execute arithmetic and logical instruc-
tions in parallel with code being executed in the con-
trolling computer. The software overhead associated 
with conventional branch drivers is therefore much 
reduced. 
The many CAMAC modules used with each ex-
perimental station are, for the most part, commer-
cially purchased units." However, the special require-
ments of a number of external devices have necessi-
tated the design of modules at LAMPF. The 
computer-to-computer data link mentioned above, 
readout modules for two designs of multiwire pro-
portional chambers, readout modules for a multi-
channel pulse height analyser, a Dataway-accessed 
LAM-Grader for a single-crate system, and a control 
module for special beam profile wire-multiplexers 
are representative of the modules designed and con-
structed at LAMPF. 
OTHER CAMAC SYSTEMS 
In addition to the experimental station computer/ 
CAMAC systems in the LAMPF experimental halls, 
two mini-computers have recently been set up in 
single-crate configurations (with Type-U controllers) 
to serve as dedicated beam diagnostics systems, 
These computers, with their associated CAMAC 
hardware, acquire beam profile information from 
wire profile grids located in beam lines throughout 
the experimental area. Information is sent to the 
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LAMPF accelerator control computer, via CAMAC 
data links, for processing and use in beam line tune-
up. 
In addition to the basic physics research associ-
ated with the accelttrated beam at LAMPF, a bio-
medical facility for research and treatment of 
malignancies with pion radiotherapy is being con-
structed. The facility consists of a transport and 
beam diagnostics system for the pions (created when 
the proton beam strikes a graphite target) and two 
treatment rooms with their associated instrumenta-
tion. The operation of the facility is to be accom-
plished with a fully-configured minicomputer inter-
faced to the instrumentation and control hardware 
through an MBD-CAMAC multicrate system. 
Further, the computer system supports an extensive 
operators' console for operation of the facility. 
Last, but not least, a laboratory-based single crate 
CAMAC system (Type-U controller) is used ex-
tensively in module development, system checkout 
and maintenance of CAMAC and nuclear instru-
mentation hardware. The small computer coupled 
to this CAMAC system is programmed in an 'easy 
to use' interpretive language so that laboratory 
technicians can quickly set up a sequence of oper-
ations without the coding problems generally-
associated with a small ! general purpose digital 
computer. 
CONCLUSIONS 
Looking back, the decision to adopt the CAMAC 
standard has proven to be the correct decision for 
the LAMPF experimental area systems. A large 
national facility cannot hope to operate any reason-
able data acquisition complex without a well-known 
and workable set of standards through which the 
systems are configured. This applies not only to the 
instrumentation and interface devices, but to the 
computers and computer software as well. 
In the future, new major beam lines will utilize the 
forthcoming CAMAC Serial System standard2 for 
implementation of controls. Furthermore, if the 
CAMAC standard in its present state had existed in 
North America five or six years ago, a great deal of 
the main accelerator control would have been ac-
complished through CAMAC. However, for a facility 
such as LAMPF, only a Serial Standard would 
have been acceptable for the accelerator control. 
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ESONE ANNOUNCEMENTS 
CAMAC LIBRARY 
To enable the ESONE Secretariat to complete 
and maintain its CAMAC Bibliography and 
Library facilities, which includes making loans on 
request, all authors of publications concerned 
with CAMAC are kindly requested to send TWO 
copies to the Secretary: 
Dr. W. Becker, 
JRC EURATOM, 
1-21020 ISPRA (Varese), 
Italy. 
CAMAC SERIAL SYSTEM 
The document 'CAMAC Serial System Organiza-
tion-A Description', prepared jointly by the 
Dataway Working Groups of the NIM and ESONE 
Committees, was presented to the General Assem-
bly of the ESONE Committee on 6th December 
1973. It had previously been endorsed by the NIM 
Committee on 14th November 1973. The ESONE 
Committee endorsed this document, identified by 
Working Group references NDWG 73-10 and 
EDWG 25/73, as the basis for a formal specifica-
tion, subject to the amendments shown in EDWG 
26/73 which had already been accepted in principle 
by the NIM Committee. 
The amended document thus constitutes the best 
available information on the Serial System, until the 
formal specification is published. At this stage all 
designers using this information should maintain 
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close contact with the NIM or ESONE Dataway 
Working Group, as appropriate, and should seek 
advice about any omission or ambiguities that are 
found in the document. 
All ESONE Committee members should have 
received one copy of EDWG 25/73 and the amend-
ments EDWG 26/73. The amended document 
is being published by the NIM Committee as 
TID 26488 and by the ESONE Committee as 
ESONE/SH/01. 
Copies of ESONE/SH/01, 'CAMAC Serial 
System Organization-A Description' can be 
obtained from the ESONE Secretariat: 
Dr. W. Becker, JRC EURATOM 
1-21020 ISPRA (Italy) 
DEVELOPMENT A'CTIVITIES 
A CAMAC TIME-OF-FLIGHT SCALER 
by 
D. A. Boyce and D. V. Morris 
Nuclear Physics Division, Atomic Energy Research Establishment, Harwell, England 
Received 3rd August 1973 
SUMMARY This versatile 16-bit scaler is used for 
two-parameter neutron time-of-flight measurements at a 
pulsed 45 MeV electron linear accelerator. Correlated words 
representing flight times (measured by the scaler) and 
particle energies (measured by an analogue-to-digital 
converter) are transferred by a CAMAC system to a PDP-
11 I 45 computer. 
INTRODUCTION 
The time-of-flight scaler described here is a modi-
fied version of one1 used for neutron studies with 
the Harwell Linear Accelerator, and interfaced 
directly to a PDP 11/45 computer through a 
DEC DR11B standard pe,ripheral controller. 
The time-of-flight technique measures the time 
taken for neutrons to traverse a flight path, in order 
to determine their velocity and hence their energy. 
A time-of-flight scaler is used to count clock pulses, 
starting when a burst of neutrons enters the flight 
path. The count either stops when the first neutron 
is detected at the end of the flight path (single-shot 
mode), or continues while the scaler is read 'on the 
fly' as successive neutrons reach the detector (multi-
shot mode). 
The CAMAC version of this scaler was required 
for a two-parameter experiment where the first para-
meter relates to the neutron flight time and the sec-
ond to the scattered particle energy. The particle 
energy is measured by a non-CAMAC analogue/ 
digital converter interfaced through a CAMAC in-
put module. Gating must be provided to maintain 
correlation between the data relating to the two 
parameters, and this is done in the present experi-
ment by operating the ADC in an external gating 
mode. 
Data from the ADC and the time scaler are trans-
ferred to the computer through the CAMAC system 
by normal demand-handling methods. When a LAM 
signal appears due to the detection of a neutron 
(indicating that the scaler contains a word for trans-
fer) the computer program is arranged to read the 
ADC word and the scaler word into adjacent store 
locations. Two locations are necessary owing to the 
word length of the computer. 
A Nuclear Enterprises 9030/9032 controller is used 
to couple the CAMAC system to the computer. 
SCALER DESIGN 
Fig. 1 shows the general arrangement of the scaler. 
The unit is of 16-bit capacity and has the following 
facilities: 
• Multishot or single shot operation up to 16 MHz 
clock rate; 
• Dead time 100 ns or 1 time-channel; 
• Facilities for labelling detector outputs and sam-
Fig. 1 CAMAC Time-of-Flight Scaler 
pie changer position, but at the expense of timing 
bits; 
• Channel widths can be pre-programmed. 
The unit is constructed in a double-width module. 
OPERATION 
In general the scaler is enabled by a START pulse 
from the Linear Accelerator timing circuits at a rate 
of 200 Hz. The scaler will then clock synchronously 
up to a predetermined overflow level. Stop signals 
initiated by the detection of neutrons cause the con-
tents of the scaler to be transferred in parallel to a 
multi-word buffer store 'on the fly'. The number of 
Stop signals that can be accepted in the period be-
tween machine start pulses (5 ms) is limited only by 
the CAMAC/Computer cycle time, the buffer store 
and, in this application, by the dead time of the 
ADC. 
In normal operation the arrival of the 1st Stop 
pulse will transfer the scaler contents to a 1-word 
16-bit latch and then to the 1st buffer store location. 
Assuming the output register is empty, then this 
word will be transferred to the output within 100 nS 
and a LAM sent to the computer. On receipt of 
LAM the scaler and the ADC are read by means of 
F(O). If the buffer memory contains further words 
in other locations then the output register is reloaded 
and the cycle repeated. Control logic keeps the out-
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put register full whenever there is a word in the 
buffer memory awaiting processing. Delay in trans-
ferring data to the computer will eventually cause 
the buffer to fill if further Stop pulses arrive. 
Provision has been made for counting the Stop pulses 
arriving when the 16 word buffer memory is full. 
The transfer of words from the scaler to the next 
sequential memory location is achieved by means of 
an Up/Down counter incremented by Stop pulses 
and decremented by a reset pulse from the computer. 
CAMAC COMMANDS 
The contents of the output register can be read 
non-destructively by F (0), and can be cleared (and 
replaced by the next word from the buffer) by F (9). 
When the scaler is used in a single shot mode it is 
disabled by F(24) and enabled by F(26). Circuits 
have also been included for Command Accepted 
decoding. 
CONCLUSION 
The scaler is a versatile unit and should have a 
wide range of applications outside the specialised 
field for which it has been made, especially since no 
commercial equivalent is available. 
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A TELETYPE-CONTROLLED CAMAC BRANCH DRIVER 
by 
D. Kollbach 
Hahn-Meitner-lnstitut fur Kernforschung Berlin GmbH, Germany 
Received 5th October 1973 
SUMMARY This branch driver is an interface between 
a Teletype machine and the CAMAC Branch Highway. It 
is used for testing and servicing CAMAC equipment. A 
repetitive mode of operation is available to support the use 
of an oscilloscope. 
INTRODUCTION 
Manual controllers requiring no computer have 
proved to be very useful for testing and servicing 
CAMAC equipment such as modules and crate con-
trollers. However, controllers with many switches 
and push-buttons are inconvenient to use. Conse-
quently, a branch driver (TTY-BDC) was developed 
which is operated via a teletype machine (TTY) as 
shown in Fig. 1. Its advantages are: 
• no computer time is required, and tests in any 
laboratory are facilitated; 
• very easy handling, even for users not acquainted 
with computers or CAMAC in detail; 
• since the tape reader of the Teletype can drive the 
BDC, complete programs can be performed; 
• a record of the CAMAC commands, explanatory 
text, and the response of the system (Q, X, Read 
data etc.) is printed. 
TERMINATION 
UNIT 
CRATE CONTROLLER 
BRANCH HIGHWAY 
bitserial 
TTY with 
TAPEREADER 
1 of 7 
crates 
1 of 7 
crates 
TTY - BDC 
Fig. 1 CAMAC System Configuration with the 
Teletype Branch Driver Controller 
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BASIC FUNCTION 
AND BLOCK DIAGRAM 
The TTY-BDC (Fig. 2) is operated 
by means of the teletypewriter via 
the serial I/O-port. The characters 
from the teletype are decoded; letters 
adress the appropriate registers and 
the following numerals load the ad-
dressed register. For example, the 
instruction 'F 26', writes the binary 
pattern 11010 into the function code 
register. The registers may be loaded 
in any sequence and may also be 
loaded separately, i.e., if a branch 
operation uses partly the same 
C,N,A,F, (W) code as the preceding 
operation, only the different infor-
mation need be input. 
A semicolon terminates the input 
of information and triggers the re-
quired action, e.g. a branch oper-
ation. Blanks are ignored and may be 
inserted anywhere. The 'print timing 
and control' circuit organises the 
storing and printing of information 
received from the branch (e.g. read-
data, BQ, BX) in a word format 
suitable for a TTY-machine. 
OPERATIONS 
Branch Initialise 
Branch Initialise (BZ) is initiated by 
typing the letter Z. 
Command Mode Operations 
The C,N,A,F registers are loaded as 
described above by addressing the 
appropriate register with a letter and 
adding a decimal number (for easy 
handling), 
e.g. C6, N23, A15,F0; 
Se r ia l I / O-
Port 
0/ 1 
0/ 1 
This calls for a read-operation F(0) which addresses 
subaddress 15 of the module at station 23 in crate 
No.6. 
M ulticrate addressing is possible, 
e.g. C 1 34, 
addresses the crates BCR(l), BCR(3), and BCR(4) 
simultaneously. 
Data are presented in binary or octal code, ac-
cording to the state of a bistable which is controlled 
by the instructions 'BI' and 'OK', 
Write-data may consist of less than 24 bits or less 
than 8 characters in octal notation; in this case, the 
controller interprets the data to be placed right-
bound. In binary mode, for example: W 100 010 
generates the write-data word, 
000 000 000 000 000 000 100 010 
I I _ 
BRW24 BRW1 
In octal mode 'W 42' results in the same write-
data word. Read data are printed in octal or binary 
code acco!ding to the state of the BI/OK bistable. 
BTB 
BD 
Serial I parallel 
Conv. 
Decoder 
Br anch t i ming 
GL-OP. 
BCR 
BTB 
BD 
BTA 
BG 
BZ 
BQ,BX 
Fig. 2 Block Diagram of the TTY-BDC 
Data transfer 
Data which are stored in the read-data register by 
a read operation may be transferred into the write-
data register by the instruction 'WU'. So this word 
can easily be written into another module. 
Status information 
In command mode operations, the status re-
sponses BQ and BX are printed automatically. 
Example, showing three command mode oper-
ations: 
C1, N2, A, F16, OK, W 731 0; 
0 1 X 0 
Write the DATA 00007310 into module 2; 
Response (8 ) 0=1, X=0 old (module) 
F; 
01 XO R 0 0 0 0 7 3 0 
Read from the same module .of the same crate 
Bl· Q 1 X 0 R 000 000 000 000 111 011 001 000 
Put the controller into the BINARY DATA mode, 
perform the same Read-Command 
Graded-L-Operations 
A GL-Operation is performed after typing the 
instruction 'G;' (Graded-L Operation). The con-
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troller automatically addresses all on-line crates. 
Then the actual GL-pattern is received and printed. 
G; 
L 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 011 
t t 
GL24 GL1 
Branch Status, Branch Demand 
The state of the BTB-lines and the BD line is 
strobed and printed using the instruction 'S'; (Sta-
tus), e.g. 
S; 
S0001 01 I 1 
I I I I ! I 
BTB 7 6 5 4 3 2 I 
BD 
This special operation may also be performed 
when the Branch is locked up (e.g., if in a command 
operation a non existent or off-line crate is addres-
sed). In this case, the Timing circuit of the Branch 
Driver is unlocked after strobing the state of the 
BTB and BD lines. 
Special Test-Branch Operations 
For special tests, (such as finding out whether BZ 
really has priority over all other signals on the 
branch) a command together with BG or BZ, or a 
GL-Operation together with BZ, may be performed 
using the instruction 'P', (priority suppression) 
together with the required operations, 
e.g. Z, CL, N3, A0, F0, P; 
performs a command operation together with the 
Initialise signal. The crate controller must not re-
spond to the command; it must perform an Initialise 
Operation. 
Cyclic Operation 
Cyclic operation is a useful feature especially for 
fault detection with an oscilloscope. The cyclic mode 
of operation is switched on or off by the instruction 
'Yl', or 'YO', respectively. In this mode neither 
Q, X, nor Read-data are printed. The repetition rate 
is about 30 kHz. An input for external triggering of 
Branch Operations is also provided. 
Commentary Mode 
Comments which do not affect the content of the 
registers in the BDC are written between apostro-
phes. 
C1, N30, A10, F26, 'ENABLE BRANCH DEMAND'; 
Q 0 X 0 
Error Pattern 
Errors, such as those due to mis-operation or to 
branch operations that lock-up or time-out, are 
stored in an 8-bit register and indicated by printing 
'M' (mistake). 
The 8 bit pattern may be read by typing E; 
B 1, W 001 11 0 777; 
Q 0 X 0 H 
E; 
E 010 0 0 0 0 0 
this means: Input of octal data in BINARY MODE 
Operations without printing 
Normally, commands are terminated by a semi-
colon. The required operation is performed and a 
print-out (e.g. BQ, BX, Read-data) follows. 
If operations are to be performed without printing, 
a colon and a semicolon are typed, e.g. 
# Z; C1, N 12, A, F26:; N2, F9:; cr F:; WU, F16, N 12:; 
This mode of operation has proved to be con-
venient especially when the system is driven by a 
punched tape. 
GENERAL REMARKS 
The TTY-BDC is built into a 3/12 NIM-module 
and contains about 300 ICs. 
The print timing and control circuit (see Fig. 2) is 
implemented in conventional manner with counters, 
decoders and operating-mode flipftops. The read-
only-memory which contains the code for all charac-
ters to be printed consists of a diode matrix. In the 
control circuits, some arithmetic units are incorpo-
rated for decimal-to-binary, octal-to-binary, and 
binary-to-octal conversion. 
Not every feature of the TTY-BDC has been 
mentioned. 
NEWS 
PURDUE WORKSHOP ACTIVITIES 
At the International Purdue Workshop on 
Industrial Computer Systems, held November 26-29, 
1973, at Purdue University, there was extensive 
discussion of the need for one or more standard data 
highways for use in industrial control systems. The 
two systems which received the most attention were 
CAMAC and the Hewlett Packard highway. The 
Workshop's Interface and Data Transmission 
Committee took advantage of the presence of repre-
sentativities of Imperial Chemical Industries and 
of the USAEC NIM Committee to receive informal 
descriptions of ICI's MEDIA system · and the 
CAMAC Serial Highway. During 1974 the commit-
tee will attempt to become familiar with various 
existing interface systems and develop criteria for 
judging them. 
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With the cooperation of a number of organiza-
tions, and some heroic work on the part of a few 
people, a computer-driven demonstration was 
set up on the Purdue campus in conjunction with 
the Workshop. The demonstration consisted of a 
board on which were mounted a sampling of 
industrial control devices, a CAMAC crate con-
taining modules which interfaced the devices to the 
dataway, two different computers which were con-
nected to the crate at different times, and a collection 
of programs, written in FORTRAN, which provided 
logical connections among devices on the board. The 
demonstration was visited by most of the attendees 
at the workshop and provided useful insights into 
the application of standard hardware and software. 
DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES 
SERIAL CAMAC MODULE 
by 
G. Brandenburg 
KFA, Ji.ilich, Germany 
Received 29th October 1973 
SUMMARY A CAMAC module, based on LSI MOS 
packages, has been developed for serial input/ output 
transfers in synchronous or asynchronous mode. 
A serial 1/0 module has been developed to meet 
the demands of various communication problems. 
It is a computer-independent interface between serial 
links and the CAMAC Data way. The unit is capable 
of transfers in full duplex mode. It can be used for 
anything from a simple TTY and display interface 
up to the construction of a slow to medium-speed 
communication network, which could use modems 
(Fig. 1 ). Such a system benefits from the modularity 
of CAMAC. The computer should not only control 
the modules but also get information about the 
status of the links. Therefore the module is capable 
of controlling the links via a CCITT V24 port. 
rEXTERNAL TO THE MODULE 
,-------- ----1---r-..-r---r-- IN 
~~~_____r--DUT 
Fig. 1 Block Diagram of the Serial Module 
The serial communication is performed by two 
Motorola MOS-LSI chips. The transmitter is con-
trolled by the status register. It can be switched to 
transmit 5 or 8 bits per character in synchronous or 
asynchronous mode, with or without even or odd 
parity, and with one or two stop bits. The byte to be 
transmitted is buffered in the chip if the shiftout 
register is not free (double buffering). The receiver, 
also controlled by the status register, is able to re-
ceive in asynchronous or synchronous mode, with 
synchronisation by hardware. Error conditions are 
indicated by three status bits; Parity, Overrun and 
Break. Double buffering of the received character is 
included in the chip. 
The ports to the serial links are modular (built on a 
sub-board). There is a 20 rnA TTY port, a balanced 
pair port, a TTL port and a V24 for modem connec-
tion. 
The LSI chips do not allow direct use of the CA-
MAC strobe pulse. Therefore timing circuitry on the 
board is necessary to expand the strobe pulses to 
1 f1Sec. 
The two different LAMs can be separately dis-
abled, enabled and tested using the LAM mechanism 
proposed in CAMAC Bulletin No. 6 supplement 
p. 9, Fig. K5.4, 1a-2. A LAM status word can be 
read to implement a fast error search. 
The information for the V24 port is stored and 
controlled by the general status register. In addition, 
a time-out for certain modem states is implemented. 
The frequency of the oscillator is set to 4 • 9152 
MHz so that the standard baud rates are obtained 
by subdivision using binary counters. 
The test software is written in BASIC for func-
tional tests and in MACRO assembler for fast tests. 
Blocks of data are transferred between two memory 
buffers via a maintenance switch inside the module 
(software controlled) or a cable link at the front 
panel. After serial transfer at rates from 50 baud to 
19-2 k baud, the buffer contents are compared. 
Initial testing revealed an error in the transmitter 
chip which was subsequently acknowledged by the 
vendor. 
A simpler, asynchronous-only module is currently 
under development in cooperation with HMI 
Berlin. This design is based on the Universal Asyn-
chronous Receiver/Transmitter (UART) chip, type 
6011 from Texas Instruments. This chip, available 
under different numbers from several manufacturers, 
has become a de facto standard for asynchronous 
communications interfacing. 
To support the module, a PDP-11 DOS driver is 
currently being developed for use in a planned slow 
communications system within KF A J Ulich. 
NEWS 
CAMAC SPECIFICATIONS IN RUSSIAN 
Specifications EUR 4100 and EUR 4600 have 
been translated into Russian by V. I. Vinogradov et 
al. of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR. Both 
texts are combined into one cover and refer to the 
English reference documents EUR 41 OOe and 
EUR 4600e of the ESONE Committee. The booklet 
also contains a short introduction, an abbreviated 
bibliography and illustrations of sample CAMAC 
hardware units. 
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NEWS 
CAMAC SYMPOSIUM IN LUXEMBOURG 
The first International Symposium on 'CAMAC 
in Real-Time Computer Applications' was held in 
the New Theatre of Luxembourg from December 
4-6, 1973. The Symposium, arranged by the 
Commission of the European Communities in 
collaboration with the ESONE Committee, had 
three sessions devoted to the principal topics of 
CAMAC in laboratory automation, in industrial 
data acquisition and process control, and in the 
medical and health services. These sessions were 
preceded by two sessions of a tutorial type. The 
first one was an introduction to the CAMAC 
system with status reports about CAMAC applica-
tions in different parts of the world. The second 
dealt especially with CAMAC software. 
Among the opening speeches, Mr. Christopher 
Layton outlined the Commission's proposals to pool 
resources in the field of data processing and 
computing. These proposals included co-ordination 
of policy in the field of standards and therefore the 
aims of the Symposium to introduce the CAMAC 
Standard into wider areas of application were 
directly in line with the Commission's proposal. 
CAMAC also fitted very closely into the Commis-
sion's second objective which is to make markets for 
equipment as open and as transparent as possible 
and finally, CAMAC was also related to its third 
objective to give manufacturers the possibility of 
achieving higher productivity through economies of 
scale. 
Each of the three main technical sessions started 
with a review paper. R. K. Webster of Harwell gave 
a paper 'Automation of Laboratory Instruments 
-A Review', K. G. Hilton of GEC-Elliott gave the 
review paper in the Industrial Data Acquisition and 
Process Control session and A. J. Porth of Medizini-
sche Hochschule, Hannover gave the paper on 
'Prozessdatenverarbeitung in der Medizin'. In each 
session the review papers were followed by many 
papers on applications and by a discussion on 
questions arising from the papers and also the 
topic in general. 
The overall impression created by the Symposium 
was that CAMAC is becoming well accepted in all 
kinds of research laboratories and also beginning to 
enter the industrial and medical worlds. In the 
industrial areas some apprehension was expressed 
because of the complexity of the CAMAC standard 
and some of its design features which were not 
compatible with an industrial environment. This 
was to a great extent discounted by W. T. Lyon 
from the Aluminium Company of America in a 
paper 'An Evaluation of CAMAC Equipment in an 
Industrial Environment'. 
During the three-day Symposium, 55 papers were 
presented and more than 500 participants from 24 
countries registered. The Symposium was supported 
by a considerable exhibition of CAMAC hardware 
parts and complete CAMAC systems, the exhibition 
being provided in the foyer of the theatre by 23 
supply companies from Western and Eastern 
Europe and America. The joint programme of the 
technical sessions and the exhibition created a highly 
technical environment which was appreciated by the 
wide spectrum of participants and this contributed 
considerably to the success of the Symposium. 
The Proceedings will be available in the Spring of 
1974 from the Commission of European Communi-
ties, DG XIII, 29, rue Aldringen, Luxembourg. 
They will be distributed also to all subscribers of the 
CAMAC Bulletin as a supplement to CAMAC 
Bulletin No. 9 (see also, p. 24 of this issue). 
BULLETIN ANNOUNCEMENTS 
PREPARATION OF CONTRIBUTIONS 
Authors are requested to follow these instructions when 
submitting contributions for the Bulletin. Failure to do so 
may result in contributions being returned to the author 
for re-submission in a modified form, and may delay 
publication. 
1 . English is the preferred language. Contributions in 
other languages are equally welcome but only the 
summary will be translated. 
2. Authors should state their name, business affiliation 
and postal address on a separate sheet if not included 
in the contribution. 
3. The style, layout, use of bibliographic references and 
so on should follow as closely as possible the appro-
priate contents of this Bulletin. 
4. For contributions to the New Products Section, each 
product description should be on a separate sheet and 
any one description must not exceed 250 words 
or 1/3 Bulletin-page, including illustrations. 
5. For contributed articles, 1 200-1 600 words are 
preferred. They must not exceed 2 000 words or 
3 Bulletin-pages, including illustrations. They 
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should be accompanied by a summary (abstract) 
suitable for translation into other languages and 
preferably not exceeding 50 words. 
6. Manuscripts should be typed on alternate lines on only 
one side of the page. 
7. Drawings and photographs should be included if 
they are relevant to the text. Original ink (not pencil) 
drawings and semi-mat prints of photographs, at least 
twice the final size, should be submitted. The author's 
name and the figure number should be written, lightly, 
in pencil on the back of each illustration. A list of all 
figure numbers and captions should be included on a 
separate sheet, even if these are given in the text or on 
the illustrations themselves. 
8. Articles which are shortened, or adapted from, original 
papers should identify the original in the references. 
9. Authors must submit contributions before the 
closing dates announced elsewhere in this Bulletin. 
1 0. Reprints can be ordered at any time, but authors who 
are likely to require reprints in bulk should request 
these when submitting a contribution. 
DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES 
A CAMAC SERIAL BRANCH ADAPTER 
by 
E. Kwakkel and G. Messing* 
Institute for Nuclear Physics Research, Amsterdam, the Netherlands 
and * Central Research Institute for Physics, Budapest, Hungary 
Received 29th October 1973 
SUMMARY The Serial Branch Adapter is a branch 
driver with interfaces to the CAMAC parallel Branch 
Highway and a serial highway. It allows seven crates, with 
controllers Type A, to operate as a remote sub-system via 
the serial highway, which is based on an interim proposal 
for the CAMAC serial system. 
INTRODUCTION 
The new 300 MeV Linear Electron Accelerator at 
IKO will have about 20 control and measuring sta-
tions, distributed over a distance of about 500 m. At 
the stations the equipment used will be mainly 
CAMAC. Over such distances cable and coupler 
element costs become very high. Therefore a bit-
serial CAMAC transfer system will be used for those 
stations where the application of a small satellite 
computer is not necessary. 
A Serial Branch Adapter (SBA) has been designed 
as the first unit of this serial CAMAC system. The 
SBA acts as a peripheral device connected at one side 
to the serial loop (Fig. 1) (one signal and one clock 
line) and at the other side to a normal CAMAC 
branch, specified in the EUR 4600 document. 
imo.x: 7 
Fig. 1 Serial loop 
The serial input and output signals are in agree-
ment with a NIM/ESONE Working Group propos-
al e), differing in some respects from the later 
Description of the Organization of Multi-Crate 
Serial CAMAC Systems CZ). 
MESSAGE FORMATS 
The control of the SBAs, and the data transfer to 
and from them, is provided by messages. An addres-
sed SBA receiving a Command Message from the 
Serial Driver replaces the 'one' (idle) bytes following 
the Command Message by the Reply Message. The 
length of a Command and a Reply Message is in the 
case of data transfer always 12 bytes. 
A Demand Message is generated by an SBA in 
consequence of a demand from the Branch Highway. 
The Demand Message is always 4 bytes long. The 
Demand Message is always 4 bytes long. The LAM 
Pattern field of the Demand Message contains the 
five least significant bits of the 24-bit Graded-L 
pattern of the Crate Controller. The five-bit pattern 
can be used as an address field or as a priority code. 
FUNCTION 
Fig. 2 shows the block diagram of the unit. The 
serial incoming data are shifted into the Bit Register 
(BIR) directly or through a four byte delay, 
according to the status of FBI. When a start bit 
is received after more than 8 zero bits the Message 
Synchronization initiates a message start. If the 
SBA is addressed, the Branch Buffer Register (BBR) 
SC I 
SD I - Serial Dat a In 
SDO - serial Data Out 
SCI - Serial Clock I n· 
SCO - Se ria l Clock OUt 
FBI - Fo ur Byte De l ay ~n 
ERO - Er ror Detected 
BAA - Branch Adapter Addr e sse d 
BIR - Bit Register 
BBR - Br anch Buffer Register 
ODS - Ou tput Da ta Selector 
FBO - Four Byte Delay 
MES - Message S~,rnchroni zat ion 
SIC - Bit Clock 
BYC - Byte Clock 
NET - Messa ge Timing 
RMO - Rep l y Message On 
DMO - Demand Mes s age On 
sco 
SBS - Ser ia l Branch Ada pter Status Reg ister 
BRT - Br a nch Ti ming 
IFO - Internal Function Decoder 
Fig. 2 Block Diagram of the Serial Branch Adapter 
is overwritten by the incoming information after 
each received byte (Command Message). The first 
byte of the Command Message is retransmitted by 
the unit without any modification, but the other 
bytes of the message are replaced by zero bytes. 
After receiving the complete Command Message, 
the branch timing section initiates a CAMAC hand-
shake operation except when a message error has 
been detected or the SBA itself has been addressed. 
At the same time the message timing section sets 
the first byte of the Reply Message into the BIR 
through the output data selector. After the parallel 
to serial conversion of the first byte, the next byte 
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Fig. 3 Message formats 
follows, etc. The Reply Message is closed by a zero 
byte. 
A Branch Demand can be generated if demands 
have been enabled, the four byte delay is in off-posi-
tion, and the content of the BIR is zero. 
TIMING 
The SBA operates in bit-serial mode. The maxi-
mum clock frequency is 4 Mbitjs. The SBA does not 
need any additional delay between messages. Each 
byte contains a start and a stop bit. The message 
synchronization is provided by the zero bytes after 
each Reply or Demand Message. 
MECHANICAL CONSIDERATIONS 
The SBA is an independent 19-inch wide unit, 
with one circuit board containing about 150 IC s. 
The branch highway connector and the connectors 
for the serial in- and outputs are mounted on the 
front panel of the unit. A connector for Inhibit, 
push-button for Initialise and an indicator for 
ON-LINE/OFF-LINE STATUS are also mounted 
on the front panel. 
REFERENCES 
1. Revised Proposal for Organization of Multi-
Crate Serial Systems. USAEC NIM Committee, 
NDWG 73-4, April 1973. (unpublished) 
2. CAMAC Serial System Organization- A De-
scription. USAEC NIM Committee, TID 26 488 
ESONE Committee ESONEJSH/01. Decem-
ber 1973. 
ESONE ANNOUNCEMENTS 
ESONE COMMITTEE ANNUAL GENERAL ASSEMBLY 
AND CAMAC EXHIBITION 1974 
The assembly and exhibition will be held during 
the 18th-20th September 1974, in WARSAW, 
Poland. The assembly is being organised by:-
Instytut Badan J adrowych 
Palac Kultury i Nauki, 
00-901 Warszawa, Poland. 
Contact: Dr. Roman Trechcinski 
Telephone No. 202297 
Telex 813529 Atompl Warszawa 
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The exhibition is being organised by:-
Interatominstrument 
00-791 Warszawa 36, Chocimska 28, 
Poland. 
Contact: Mrs. M. Wierzchon. 
Telephone No. 454304 
Telex 814859 Atmin Warszawa 
All further information, including registration 
and accommodation forms can be requested from 
the organisations listed above. 
DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES 
A MODULAR MICROCOMPUTER IN THE CAMAC SYSTEM 
by 
A. Starzynski 
Institute of Nuclear Research, Swierk, Poland 
Received 13th November 1973 
SUMMARY Single-crate CAMAC systems can be 
operated by this modular microcomputer, constructed in 
CAMAC format and housed in the controlled crate. Several 
configurations are proposed, to cover tasks of differing 
complexity. The system can replace an external computer, 
and offers a significantly higher rate of CAMAC operations 
and lower cost. 
INTRODUCTION 
Many CAMAC systems do not need the large 
memory capacity and computing power provided 
by an associated computer. In a quite wide class 
of applications the main function of the computer 
is to generate a sequence of CAMAC commands. 
Most data acquisition systems involve rather limited 
processing of the accepted data. Simplified com-
puters constructed in CAMAC standards 1 •2 •6 are 
successfully fulfilling the requirements of such ap-
plications. The solution presented in this paper offers 
a high speed of operation and full integration with 
the CAMAC system. It is not intended to compete 
with minicomputers in those fields where great com-
puting power and complex software facilities are 
required. On the other hand, it makes the application 
of CAMAC a reasonable proposition in small sys-
tems, where users are often hesitant about the costs 
of CAMAC or non-CAMAC solutions. 
MODULAR CONCEPT 
Each configuration of the microcomputer de-
scribed here consists of CAMAC modules plugged 
into a crate, with the CAMAC Dataway used as a 
unified bus system for all data and program trans-
fers. Some non-standard interconnections between 
modules and the controller use patchpins P of the 
Data way. 
The CPU of the above system, an Autonomous 
Processor Type 130 which includes also the function 
of a crate controller, occupies the control station and 
two normal stations. 
Any register in the CAMAC crate may be used as 
memory. Several types of memory modules have 
been developed for use with the Type 130 processor, 
namely: 
• Read Only Memory (ROM) module type 220 or 
221, of 32 words by 18 bits, for storing short per-
manent programs; 
• A key-switch ROM type 231 consisting of a CA-
MAC module and two keyboards, each of 16 
words by 18 bits. A typical application is as a short 
program store for module testing and program 
debugging; 
• Random Access Memory (RAM) module type 
210, of 16 words by 24 bits, for storing data or 
short programs, e.g. read in from paper tape; 
• Eight bidirectional24-bit counting registers (mod-
ule 211) can be used for storing data in rather 
small systems; 
• Ferrite core memory type 200 of 1024 words by 
24 bits, a double-width module used in medium 
size systems; 
• An interface for an external store. For example, 
the BM-96 4k memory unit (Intertechnique, 
France) has been interfaced and used in a particu-
lar application for storing both program and data; 
• A 4k core memory (type 201) is in development. 
Although the above modules were developed for 
the Type 130 processor they are general-purpose 
units and can be used in other systems. 
Peripherals are connected via normal CAMAC 
modules. 
Some examples of system configurations are given 
in Fig. 1. The simplest one (a) is a system with the 
switch-board memory and a single RAM module, 
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Fig. J2_Examples of System Configurations 
and is used for testing the operation of a module or 
system. 
Configuration (b) is a small system with a simple 
constant program stored in a few ROM modules. 
It uses one RAM module (210 or 211) for storing 
intermediate data. 
Configuration (c), considered as a standard sys-
tem, is equipped with one module of 1k store. The 
program is introduced via a tape reader. One ROM 
module is necessary to hold the loader program per-
manently. The remaining 18 stations are available 
for the user. 
An example of a somewhat larger and complex 
system (d) is the case mentioned above, where fairly 
slow BM-96 memory (16 JlS cycle-time) is used. 
Some ROM modules store program segments that 
must be executed quickly and a RAM module 210 is 
used for fast-access data storage. A special module 
(Type 150) organises the fast interrupt service neces-
sary for the magnetic tape station. 
ADDRESS FORMAT 
Two types of addresses are used in the system: 
• A 10-bit CAMAC-register address consists of 
5-bit station-number N code, group bit F1 and 
4-bit subaddress A; 
• A 12-bit memory address applies to data stored 
in the 4k memory, it is limited to 10 bits when ap-
plied to program storage. 
These two types of addresses are distinguished by 
bit M (M = 1 for core memory), which normally ap-
pears as bit 15 in registers and on the Dataway. 
A processor instruction is a single word of 18 bits. 
It may contain a 10-bit or 12-bit address part or a 
12-bit direct operand. 
CPU -THE AUTONOMOUS PROCESSOR 
The Type 130 unit combines the functions of a 
CAMAC single-crate controller and a processor 
executing commands fetched from memory modules. 
It includes 3 main registers: accumulator (AC), 
operation register (RO) and program counter (PC). 
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Fig. 2 Block Diagram of Processor 
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Data transfers between these registers use the read 
lines of the Dataway (see the block diagram of 
Fig. 2). 
Every processor instruction is executed as a se-
quence of micro-operations and starts always from 
the micro-operation JlO. The central control circuit 
is a finite automaton with 16 states, which directly 
correspond to micro-operations J10-J115. Some of 
them generate CAMAC commands and Dataway 
operations. 
Timing is controlled by a 10 MHz clock generator 
with a frequency divider, which also generates the 
Dataway strobe pulses S1, S2. Typical durations of 
the micro-operations are: 0.2, 0.6 and 1 micro-
second. The resulting execution time of an instruc-
tion ranges from 1.8 to about 7.6 JlS. For example, 
addition is performed in 2.2 JlS if only CAMAC 
registers are involved. Indirect addressing costs 1 JlS 
more. Each time a memory reference is made in the 
fetch, modify or execute phases of an instruction, 
1 JlS (typical) must be added. The cycle of a Data way 
operation may be prolonged by a Hold signal4 
appearing on the bus-line P2. 
The accumulator is a 24-bit register able to per-
form the following operations: 
• load data from R-lines or send it to W-lines; 
• logical AND, OR, arithmetic sum with the con-
tents of R-lines; 
• one's complement; 
• left or right shift of upper and lower halves of AC 
together or separately. 
Subtraction and twos complement need more than 
one micro-operation. Arithmetic is of twos comple-
ment type. 
The operation register stores the 18-bit processor 
instruction. Its address part is subject to modifica-
tion when indirect addressing is used. The five least-
significant bits form a subtracting counter for 
counting steps in the shift or skip instructions. 
The program counter contains a 10-bit scaler plus 
a one-bit PC(M) register indicating the type of 
memory actually involved. Ten bits of the instruc-
tion may refer either to one of 1024locations of the 
ferrite core memory (M = 1), or to a CAMAC regis-
ter (M = 0) addressed by N.F.A. The start address 
of the program has to be preset on a row of front 
panel switches. It is loaded into PC when the Init-
ialise signal is produced manually. 
The contents of PC, the micro-operation register, 
and either AC or RO (switched), as well as Q and X 
signals, are permanently displayed on the front panel. 
Processor instructions 
The list of instructions contains some convention-
al computer instructions as well as two special in-
structions, EX and LAM, inherently connected with 
the use of the CAMAC system. 
The Execute (EX) instruction contains the FNA 
code of a CAMAC Dataway command to be ful-
filled. In read or write commands the accumulator 
is involved in data transfer and indirect addressing 
may be used. 
The EXM instruction acts with memory of up to 
4k capacity. Five memory functions may be used: 
read, write, + 1, - 1 and reset-to-zero of an addres-
sed location. The read and write operations need two 
Dataway operations for address and data transfer. 
Other operations need only one command F(17) · 
A(mf) for address and memory function (mf) trans-
fer. Memory modules involved must respond to 
these commands. 
The arithmetic instructions ADD and SUB (sub-
tract) may use either a directly or indirectly addres-
sed 24-bit operand. 
Logical instructions AND and OR use only a 
directly addressed operand. The direct-operand in-
structions perform the above two logical operations, 
or addition with the 12-bit word contained in the 
instruction, or load such a word into the accumu-
lator. 
The jump instruction JMP and subroutine jump 
JMS may use indirect addressing. The return ad-
dress is stored either in a specified external CAMAC 
register or at the zero-address memory location. 
A special jump instruction is provided for L-signal 
searching. Its operation consists of 3 phases: first 
the GL-pattern (Graded L) is loaded into AC, 
possibly through a previously-stored mask; then the 
address part of the instruction replaces the contents 
of PC; finally left shift occurs in AC with simulta-
neous incrementing of the PC contents until the bit 
AC-24 becomes 1, i.e. when the Dataway L-signal 
has been found. The resulting PC-contents should 
be the entry point of a service routine for a module 
generating L. 
Similar action occurs during Shift and Skip in-
struction (SSL or SSR). Any bit pattern existing in 
AC is processed in two phases: first preliminary left 
or right shifting is done; then simultaneous shifting 
in AC with incrementing in PC takes place. Such a 
combined shift and skip instruction, when applied 
to the LAM-request pattern read from a single 
module, allows further analysis of the previously 
identified Dataway L-signal. 
Two other skip instructions allow for short con-
ditional jumps in the program. The list of conditions 
contains the AC-overflow signal, previous Q-re-
sponse, five accumulator bits: AC 1-4 and AC 24, as 
well as five manually set signals from the front panel 
switches P1-P5. The same conditions can be imposed 
on the Halt instruction. 
In addition to the conventional shift operations, 
half-word shifts are possible. The 1 's and 2's com-
plements of AC complete the instruction list of the 
processor. 
Most of these instructions include the conditional 
bit, and the appropriate tests are made either in the 
fetch or execute phases of the operation. They may 
result in skipping either the current or the next in-
struction. For example, the response Q = 1 from the 
addressed module will cause the instruction follow-
ing the conditional EX instruction to be skipped. 
Other features of the processor 
Common Control signals Z, C and I may be 
generated by CAMAC commands as specified for 
the Crate Controller A (EUR 4600). Z and C signals 
may be also produced manually by front panel keys. 
Graded-L signals are produced-.in the processor 
unit from the Data way L-signal by means of remov-
able interconnections. 
In addition to the normal continuous mode of 
operation, three types of step modes are provided: 
single-instruction, single-micro-operation and one 
clock-pulse, i.e. 1/10 of the Dataway cycle. Those 
modes are especially useful in module examination, 
both dynamic and static. 
INTERRUPT MODULE 
Any LAM request appearing on the Dataway 
must wait until it is recognized by program action. 
Requests requiring quick service may be processed 
in the interrupt mode organised by a separate, op-
tional module (Type 150). It contains two registers 
for storing the contents of AC and PC at the break-
point of the interrupted program. The necessary 
logic and program segment to accept 4 different 
interrupt requests of assigned priority is included. 
The addresses of entry points to four service sub-
routines must be prewired in the module. 
FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS 
Provision has been made in the processor unit for 
further extensions of the system in the following 
directions: 
• Inclusion of another controller at a normal station 
in the crate, e.g. to enable direct access to memory 
from a selected module; 
• Extension of memory capacity up to 16k, and of 
program addressing over 1024locations; 
• Organisation of multi-crate systems on the basis 
of the parallel branch (EUR 4600) or serial high-
way. 
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DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES 
A CAMAC MODULE FOR DC MOTOR CONTROL 
by 
M. Michalski 
Institute of Nuclear Research, Swierk, Poland 
Received 13th November 1973 
SUMMARY This module (Type 570) is used in 
conjunction with an external thyristor supply to control a 
separately-excited de motor. Speed and direction of 
rotation are normally demanded via the Dataway, but 
external signal inputs are provided for manual control. 
INTRODUCTION 
When using this module to control a de motor 
two external thyristor rectifier units are needed, one 
for the rotor and one for the stator supply. The 
power that can be controlled depends only on the 
thyristor rectifiers and not on the CAMAC module. 
The direction of the motor may be reversed, and 
speed stabilisation is achieved by means of feedback. 
There are two methods of speed stabilisation and 
both may be used in this design. In the first method 
a feedback signal is taken from rotor. 
This gives speed stability better than 5% over the 
full load range. The controlled speed ratio (nmaxl 
nmin) is better than 50: I. In the second method the 
feedback signal is taken from a tachogenerator or 
tachopulser. This gives speed stability better than 
2%, and the speed ratio reaches IOO. 
The module provides indications of READY to 
operate, OVERLOAD of motor, MANUAL control, 
and END (limit switch) states. 
The limit switch located in the mechanical unit 
protects the mechanism against damage when its 
moving parts reach an extreme position. When the 
limit switch is actuated, rotation of the motor is only 
permitted in the safe direction. The motor is switch-
ed off when it is overloaded. Manual control has 
priority and gives similar facilities as automatic con-
trol, including status indication. 
CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION 
The block diagram of module 570 is shown in 
Fig. I. The required speed and direction is written 
MANUAL 
CONTROL 
into the Data Register by means of F(16) · A(O). If 
the motor is READY to operate the module gives 
Q = 1. Speed information in binary code is accepted 
from Dataway lines WI-W7, and direction informa-
tion from W8. The digital speed code is converted to 
an analog signal by a DAC and used in the rotor and 
excitation channels of the motor control. 
In the rotor channel, the speed signal is applied to 
the rotor control amplifier, where it is compared 
with the feedback signal. The feedback signal de-
pends directly on the voltage or speed of the rotor. 
An error signal applied to the phasing unit produces 
pulses for thyristor driving. 
In the excitation channel, the speed signal is con-
verted in a similar way as in the rotor channel and is 
used for the regulation of the excitation voltage. In 
this case the feedback signal is proportional to the 
excitation coil voltage. The analog speed signal may 
be shaped to achieve different modes of regulation 
for two motor speed ranges: a constant torque 
range, and a constant horsepower range. 
To improve the mechanical characteristics at 
heavier loads and lower speeds there is the possibility 
of using positive current feedback (loop gain 'A < 1 ). 
This feedback signal is taken from the rotor current, 
which depends on load torque. The same signal 
protects the motor against overloading. Overload 
protection starts to work when the current feedback 
signal exceeds a set level, and when this state lasts 
longer than a set time. In this condition the motor 
control is blocked and the OVERLOAD signal is 
generated. The blockage is removed when the speed 
is set to '0'. 
From the demanded direction the Direction Con-
trol Unit generates the DIRECTION signal. In the _ 
same unit, the signal from limit switches, in con-
junction with the demanded direction, generates the 
END signal, which is used for motor blocking. 
The Synchronisation unit (SYNC) generates the 
HAINS 
50Hz 
necessary signals for driving the thyristor, and also 
the READY signal which shows that the motor can 
operate. 
When manual control is selected, the MANUAL 
signal clears the Data Register and enables speed 
regulation by means of an external analog SPEED 
signal. This SPEED signal, in conjunction with the 
MANUAL signal, is applied to the DAC for motor 
control. 
The signals OVERLOAD or END in the absence 
of the MANUAL signal generate the Data way signal 
L. When the LAM request is tested with subaddress 
A(O) or A(l), the response is Q = 1 if the OVER-
LOAD or END signal, respectively, is present. 
Information on module status is accessed at 
F(O) · A(O) and includes speed, direction, manual, 
ready and alarms. 
Module 570 is used in a diffractometer for con-
trolling the arm, sample table and goniometer mo-
tors. 
BULLETIN ANNOUNCEMENTS 
SOME STATISTICS ON CAMAC PRODUCTS 
As an indication of the growth of CAMAC usage 
it would be useful to know the annual value or 
quantity of equipment sold by firms, or the number 
of stations occupied in systems. This data is not 
readily available, but it is possible to obtain some 
indirect evidence by analysing the contents of the 
Product Guide published in each issue of CAMAC 
Bulletin. The Product Guide merely shows that an 
item has been offered for sale by a firm, and does not 
indicate the volume of sales (some items are 
known to be selling briskly, while others are not yet 
in production). However, it is reasonable to assume 
that firms build up their range of products in res-
ponse to their assessment of the size of the market-
the more buoyant the market, the more new pro-
ducts are likely to appear. 
In Fig. 1 the products listed in successive issues of 
CAMAC Bulletin are subdivided into the four main 
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classification groups: Data Modules; System Con-
trol; Test Equipment; and Crates, Supplies etc. It 
will be seen that between November 1970 and 
October 1973 the total number of listed products 
increased from 340 to 1038. The number of Data 
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Modules and System Control items, perhaps a 
better indication of actual functional units in 
CAMAC format, increased from 205 to 661. 
In Fig. 2 the products in all classes are sub-
divided by area of origin (taking the addresses given 
for firms in CAMAC Bulletin No. 8). 
A noticeable feature of this data is the sudden 
increase in products of all classes and origins in 
CAMAC Bulletin No. 5 (data collected in Septem-
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ber 1972). This probably represents a second wave of 
products, influenced by the sales achievements and 
technical limitations of the earlier equipment. In 
particular, at this time firms began to offer several 
variants of each module (different word-lengths, 
external connections, etc.) in order to improve 
flexibility and coverage of the market. 
Any differences between these figures and other 
published data derived from the same Product 
Guides (e.g. Bisby, Luxembourg, December 1973) 
are due mainly to the way composite items (e.g. 
families of units) have been counted, and, to the use 
of the date of data collection rather than the date of 
publication of the Bulletin. 
DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES 
A FAST PATTERN UNIT WITH CAMAC READOUT 
by 
H. Quehl*, H.-J. Stuckenberg* and H. Brechtel** 
* Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron DESY, Hamburg, Germany. 
lnstitut fur Experimentalphysik der Universitat, Hamburg, Germany. 
Received 13th November 1973, revised 2nd December 1973 
SUMMARY This CAMAC module accepts 16 fast 
input signals. After discrimination and shaping, the inputs 
are strobed by a coincidence signal (resolving time 5ns) 
into a buffer register, from which the pattern can be read 
via the CAMAC dataway. 
INTRODUCTION 
Pattern Units (PU) are devices which store the 
pattern of input signals from event-detectors in 
nuclear experiments. Those signals present at the 
time of a gating signal are strobed by nanosecond 
coincidence circuits into a register. The content of the 
register, which represents the event-pattern can be 
read by on-line computers via the CAMAC data way. 
DEVICE DESCRIPTION 
Fig. 1 shows the block diagram of the 16-bit PU. 
The 16 channels are completely independent. Each 
input is terminated and applied to a fast and sensitive 
discriminator that has two outputs, one for the coin-
cidence circuit, and another for counting the number 
of pulses which trigger the discriminator. The output 
pulses are shaped for standard amplitude (NIM) and 
variable pulse width. Pulses from the discriminator, 
which are in coincidence with the strobe pulse, are 
Discriminator Pul sshaper 1 Co Buffer -S torage 
stored in a flip-flop, one for each channel, forming 
the event pattern register. The register is read and 
cleared by CAMAC-commands and has also a built-
in manual reset. 
Each channel flip-flop triggers a fast pulse shaper, 
so that an output signal of fixed width is generated. 
This can be used in time of flight experiments to stop 
the time digitizing. In some experiments there may 
be a simplification by wiring together the outputs of 
4 channels to stop the Time-to-Digital Converter 
(TDC). Both facilities are built into this module. 
Since the fast circuits are designed in ECL-tech-
nology, there has to be level-shifting to the CAMAC 
TTL-levels. 
CIRCUIT DETAILS 
Fast Logic 
The inputs are terminated by 510 and protected 
against high-voltage pulses by fast hot-carrier diodes 
with a minority carrier lifetime of 100 psec max, and 
high reverse voltage of 70 V. 
The 16 discriminators are constructed with:the very 
fast ( > 100 Mega pulses per sec) analog-digital-com-
OR Pulsshaper 2 
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Fig. 1 Block Diagram of the 16-Channel-Discriminator-Coincidence-Bu.ffer-Storage 
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parator MC1650L. The threshold in each channel 
is individually and continuously variable from 
-7S m V to -1.1 V by front-panel mounted potentio-
meters, and can be measured with a DVM at 16 
check points. All 16 threshold circuits are driven 
from a special regulated power supply so that they 
have a stability of < 0.2S m V ;oc. There is no thresh-
old-dependence for pulse widths greater than S nsec. 
The time-slewing is < 1 nsec from 1.1 to 10 x tresh-
old. 
The leading edge of the positive going pulse from 
the comparator triggers the pulse shaper PSI 
by clocking a flip-flop in the one-shot mode. 
The width of the flip-flop Q-pulses can be varied 
individually from S to SOnsec. The flip-flop Q-pulses 
are coupled through inverters to the NIM-output 
stage, which is a differential amplifier and delivers 
negative pulses of 18 rnA into son. 
The coincidence and buffer stages are combined 
in D-type flip-flops with fast gate inputs. They are 
driven by two inputs, one from the PS 1, the other 
from the strobe line. Only those positive-going 
leading edge of the PSI-pulses, which are in coinci-
dence with the strobe signal on the D-inputs, are 
able to clock the flip-flops and store the channel 
information. 
Four groups of 4 channels (CHl-4, CHS-8, 
CH9-12, CH13-16) are OR'ed together, and the out-
put is connected to an emitter-coupled pair, which 
delivers standard NIM-signals of 18mA in son. The 
OR-outputs are DC-coupled, so the pulse width is 
equal to the time between set and reset of the storage 
flip-flops. 
The Q-output of each storage flip-flop is connected 
to an ECL--+ TTL translator, which generates a 
negative pulse level for the CAMAC interface. 
The Q-output of each storage flip-flop triggers a 
pulse shaper PS2 with its positive going edges. In its 
function, PS2 is similar to PS 1, and generates pulses 
of 8 nsec width (with fixed time constant) which are 
coupled to complementary transistor stages, deliver-
ing NIM-pulses of 18 rnA into 50 n. 
The strobe input receives NIM-signals with a 
minimum width of S nsec, and rise and fall times of 
1.S nsec. The coincidence resolving time is approxi-
mately the strobe pulse width plus O.Snsec. Most of 
the delay between signals in channels 1-16 and the 
strobe signal has been compensated by the layout of 
the printed circuits, so that channel signals need 
precede the strobe by only 2nsec. The strobe signal 
drives 16 coincidence inputs through inverter gates, 
which are cut off by the CAMAC command 
N·A(O)·F(2) +I. This means that the gates are closed 
by the CAMAC Inhibit signal or by readout of the 
storage register. 
N·A(O)-F(2) 
There are 3 reset facilities: 
• reset with standard NIM pulse; 
• CAMAC controlled reset with (N·A(O)·F(2) + C+ 
Z)·S2; 
• manual reset by push-button on the front panel. 
CAMAC Adapter 
Fig. 2 shows the block diagram of the CAMAC 
Adapter. The 16 data lines, which represent the Q-
outputs of the storage flip-flops, are gated with the 
CAMAC command N·A(O)-F(2) onto the Rl-16 
lines of the CAMAC Data way. 
Data from 
Register 
S2(NAOF2•C•Z l • 
Manua l Reset 
NAO F2 • I 
Fig. 2 CAMAC-Readout 
Rl-R16 
A 
The data lines are also NOR'ed to give a NON-
ZERO signal if any of the flip-flops is set. This signal 
is gated with N to generate the Dataway L signal. 
If the CAMAC Adapter receives the F(2) function 
(the only function used in this version), with N and 
A(O), it gives the X response. The reset of the register 
after readout clears the LAM request automatically. 
The Inhibit signal I is OR'ed with N·A(O)·F(2) 
to generate an internal Disable signal. The C and Z 
lines are used in conjunction with the strobe signal 
S2 to reset the register, and the manual reset also 
resets it. 
BULLETIN ANNOUNCEMENTS 
PROCEEDINGS OF CAMAC SYMPOSIUM 
All Bulletin subscribers will receive with this Issue, 
a copy of the Proceedings of the 1st International 
Symposium on CAMAC in Real-Time Computer 
Applications, Luxembourg, Dec. 4-6, 1973, as a 
Supplement. 
Non-subscribers of the Bulletin who have ordered 
their copy of the Proceedings during the Symposium 
will receive it at the special subscription price for 
participants. 
24 
Additional copies of the Proceedings are available 
and can be obtained from: 
Commission des Communautes Europeennes 
D.G. XIII 
29, rue Aldringen, Luxembourg 
and the price per copy, which will also cover postal 
charges, is 320 BFr. or equivalent in any other 
currency. 
IDEAS AND TECHNIQUES 
PROPOSED CLASSIFICATION OF SOFTWARE FOR CAMAC 
by 
P. Christensen*, J.J. Moszczynski**, O.Ph. Nicolaysen*** 
Received 13th November 1973; revised 10th January 1974 
SUMMARY This proposed classification of CAMAC 
Software is an extension of the scheme used for the 
CAMAC Hardware Product Guide. An example of a 
CAMAC Software Guide illustrates the use of this classifi-
cation. 
A form summarising the Data needed for the exchange of 
Software documentation is included. 
INTRODUCTION 
The need for . some organized way of presenting 
existing CAMAC Software to users has been 
recognized for some time, but the information 
failed to materialize for various reasons. A vailabi-
lity of suitable documentation for programs, rou-
tines etc, is important for the users. We feel that a 
reasonable classification scheme will be of great 
help for the maintenance of programs and a step 
towards standard Software. 
The practical approach to CAMAC Software 
classification presented in this article follows the 
general scheme tentatively applied for the CAMAC 
Products Guide, and described in a previous article 
in this journal (1). The proposal is not intended to 
represent the views on the matter of the ESONE 
Committee or any of its bodies. The various aspects 
of CAMAC Software classification have been con-
sidered from the point of view ofCAMAC designer, 
programmer, engineer-operator, phycisist-user and 
systems man. 
The merits of a classification scheme are best de-
monstrated by a practical example. We have there-
fore included a sample of CAMAC Software Guide. 
A skeleton form summarizing characteristics and 
other data related to Software is included for the 
benefit of prospective CAMAC Software writers. 
CLASSIFICATION PRINCIPLES 
The proposed classification of CAMAC Software 
is an extension of the decimal classification system 
tentatively used for CAMAC Hardware. We repeat 
here the basic classification principles. 
Related subjects are arranged systematically into 
classes. 
Proceeding from the general to the more particular, 
items or topics are divided into classes and further 
into subclasses to the required degree. 
Main classes are denoted by the most significant 
decimal fraction, subclasses by less significant 
fractions, 
and the main classes, now including Software, are: 
. 0 Generalities, methods, applications, documen-
tation, 
. 1 Data modules, 
. 2 System control, 
. 3 Test equipment, 
. 4 Crates, supplies, accessories, 
. 5 Software. 
STRUCTURE NOTATION 
The structural break-down of CAMAC Software 
cannot be done with the same ease and exclusiveness 
as for CAMAC Hardw~e. Much Software for gen-
eral applications also find uses in CAMAC applica-
tions. The major part of specific CAMAC Software 
will, most probably, be programs and routines for 
on-line CAMAC applications. But it is fully conceiv-
able to have compilers, , assemblers, de buggers etc., 
operating off-line and to have on-line 1/0 routines 
and other service programs written for CAMAC. 
CAMAC languages have also been proposed. So 
classes must be defined for all such types of Software. 
For Software we have the option to use one or more 
main classes, as is the case for Hardware. But we will 
resist the temptation and use only one class, namely 
.5, as shown above. 
The break-down into subclasses proceeds from 
the general to the particular, by building up the 
decimal code, thus: 
. 5 Software, 
. 54 Support Software I, 
. 543 Compilers, 
The break-down into lower-level classes beyond 
three digits presents no great difficulties, but we stop 
there for practical reasons. 
DEFINITION OF CLASSES, CRITERIA 
We have chosen criteria for the definition of second 
level classes which are loosely analogous to primary 
Hardware class criteria, i.e. user-oriented, system-
oriented, and so on. These also agree fairly well with 
the general organization of computer software in 
users' runtime and system service programs. Other 
possible classification criteria which have been con-
sidered for this level are programming languages, 
* Atomenergikommissionens Forsoegsanlaeg, Risoe, 
Denmark. 
** Institute of Physics, University of Warsaw, on Leave 
to <;;ERN, Geneva. 
*** CERN Geneva, Switzerland. 
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computer Hardware configurations, and users 
applications, but these were discarded for various 
reasons. 
Third level criteria define type of program, for 
instance . 541- assemblers, . 543- compilers. For 
users' programs and routines the third level is not 
denoted by the extension of the decimal fraction. 
Instead the language name is added within brackets, 
e.g .. 52 (FORTRAN). 
Languages, algorithms, and general CAMAC 
Software information are grouped in a class for 
general subjects. 
Appendix A shows the outline of all classes and, 
for Software, also the subclasses. 
CONCLUSION 
Well written and proven Software is essential for 
the efficient use of CAMAC systems and the reali-
sation of their inherent potential, and may be a 
decisive factor for prospective users in their choice 
of a computer system. Publication of programs for 
CAMAC applications, CAMAC languages, the 
establishment of a users society, etc., are some of 
the possible means to develop Software for CAMAC 
and support its growth. A classification system, 
such as the one proposed, has its natural role in such 
activities. 
(1) Nicolaysen, 0. Ph. Decimal classification of CAMAC 
instrumentation. CAMAC Bulletin No. 7, July 1973. 
Appendix A 
Outline of the main classes, and Software subclasses 
.0 
. 1 
.2 
.3 
.4 
.5 
.50 
.500 
.501 
.502 
.51 
.52 
Generalities, Methods, Applications, Docu-
mentation. 
Data Modules (1/0 Transfers and Processing). 
System Control (Computer Couplers, Con-
trollers and Related Equipment). 
Test Equipment. 
Crates, Supplies, Components, Accessories. 
Software. 
Fundamental Concepts, General Subjects. 
General Descriptions, Documentation, etc. 
Languages. 
Algorithms. 
User-Oriented Programs I (full system support 
with user run-time and CAMAC system ser-
vice programs). 
User-Oriented Programs II (specific run-time 
programs). 
.53 
. 54 
.541 
.542 
.543 
.544 
.55 
. 551 
. 552 
. 553 
. 57 
. 571 
.572 
.573 
User-Oriented Programs III (subprograms, 
routines, Hardware programs). 
Support Software I (translators) . 
Assemblers (with/without macros). 
Cross-Assemblers. 
Compilers. 
Interpreters . 
Support Software II. 
Loaders . 
Linking Programs . 
Utility Routines . 
Other Service Programs . 
Editors . 
Debugging Routines. 
Test Routines. 
Appendix B 
CAMAC Software documentation form 
Title (article, system, program, etc.) . 
Pub!. ref 
Author(s) 
Type of Software (system, progr. subprog., I/ 0 
routines, interpreter, editing, etc.) 
Progr. language used .......... . 
CAMAC Software environment (host language or 
non-CAMAC basis) . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Technique of incorporation of CAMAC feature 
(embedded, overlay, etc.). . . . . . . . . . 
Summary of facilities (symbolic device name, single/ 
multiple action/instruction, demand handling, etc.) . 
Available in form (cards, tape, algorithm, etc., state 
No. of cards, tapes and codes) 
Class code ... 
Name (acronym) 
Version . . . . 
Operative date . 
Esone regstr. date . 
Progr. maintenance (name). 
Program obtainable from . 
Computer used 
CAMAC interface type used 
Core requirements . . . words . 
Min system requirements . 
Description (features, characteristics) 
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. bits/word. 
A''INDIX C 
IAM,~I ~AMAC IC,TWA~I '~ODUCTI . OUIDI 
1 10 'UNDAMINTA~ CDNCI,TI, GINIRA~ · IUIJICTI 
TlTL!•• C~MAC FACILITIES IN THE PROaRAMMINO LANQUA~£ 0~ PL•l1 
AUTHOR•• ROBERT D RUSSELL, CERN, GENEVA 
PUBL,R!~•• PROC CAMAC SYMPOSlUMrLUX!MBOURG, DEC 1973 
80~TWAR! TyPE•• LANGUAGE, PL•11C!XTENDEO) 
TECHNIQUE OF lNCORPORATINQ CAMAC FEATURE•• 
tN•LINE COOING OF CAMAC STATEM!NTS . 
FACILITtiS•• SYMBOLIC D!VlC! NAME UI!O, O!MANO HANDLING INCLUDED 
CLASS•• 1 !01(P~•1l) 
NAME•• !~TENDED PL•ll 
OPERATIVt DATE•• 1~71172 
COMPUTER•• POP•l1 
CAMAC INTERFAC~ U8!D•• CA 11 
WORD$ ARE 16 BITS LONG 
D!SCRIPTJON•• PL•l1 IS AN lNT!RM!OlATE•L!VEL, HACHINE•ORIENTED PROGRAMMING LANaUAGE EXTENDED 
TO INCLUDE CAMAC FEATURES, SYNTACTIC FORM OF CAMAC STATEMENTS AR! ANALOGOUS TO 
STANDARD PL•tt STAT!MENTS 1 SYMBOLIC NAMES FOR VARIABLES AND FUNCTIONS AR! 
DECLARED ONCE, AND . OP!RATIONS ARE EX!CUTED BY STATEMENTS RlF!RRINw TO THES~ 
NAM!S 1 USE OF SYMSOLIC NAMES MAKE PROGRAMS READABLE, AND SIMPLIFIES 
MODIFICATIONS OF CAMAC CONFiaURATIONS, 
EXAMPL! OF STANDARD STATEMENT•• WHILE PRINTSTATUS - BUSY DO, 
EXAMPLE OF CAMAC STATEMENT•• WHILE CRTSTATU! • !U!Y DO, 
TITLE•• TAIUMF CONTRO~ IVSTIM IO~TWARE 
AUTHORS•• D P GUARD, W K DAWSON, 
TRIUMF, UNIVERSITY OF A~BERTA, CANADA 
PUB~ Re,•• CAMAC BUL~!TlN NO e, NOV 1072 
CLASS•• 1 51 AC~ONYM•• 
OPERATIVE OAT!•• 1973 
TY~E 0~ SU~TWAR!•• COMPLETE SYSTEM SUPPORT COMPUTERS•• 4 SUP!RNUVAS 
~OR CONTRO~ OF TRIUM~ CYCLOTRON . INTERFACE•• IN•HOUSE TYPE 
D!SCRI~TION•• TH! SYSTEM SOFTWARE PACKAGE MONITORS OVER 1000 ANA~OGUE PARAMETERS AND 1000 
DIGITA~ STATUI POINTS, SEARCHES OUT•OF•LlMIT READINGS, DISPLAYS M!A8UR!MENT8 ON 
R!QU!ST, SETS OVER 300 · ANA~OGUE POINTS FROM A CENTRAL CONSOLE AND PERFORMS A 
NUMBER OF OTHER ROUTIN!S 1 
A REAL•TIM! !K!CUTIVE PROGRAM • NATS (~OR NOVA ASYNCHRONOUS TASKING SUPERVISOR) 
• SCH!OU~!S AND SUPERVISES CAMAC TASKS • SUPPORTED BY A LIBRARY OF SUBPROGRAMS • 
AS THEY ARE REQUESTED, JOSS TO BE PERFORMED AR! STRUCTURED INTO SEQUENCES OF 
CAMAC OPERATIONS SPECI,IC TO A Pt!C! OF HARDWARE C• CAMAC MODULE), THERE IS 
THUS A DIRECT MODU~AR HARDWARE• SOFTWARE CORR!SPONO!NC!, CONTRO~ ts · BASICA~LY 
CLOCK•INITIAT£0 SOFTWARE SCAN OF CYCLOTRON MONITORING, BUT INTERRUPTS ARE 
INCLUD!D, MAIN~y INITIATED BY CON80L! 1 
TITL!•• CAMAC AND INT!R~CTING PROGRA~MING 
AUTHOR•• DR E M RIMMER 
PUBL 1 RE~•• PROC CAMAC SYMPOSIUM,LUXEMBOURG, DEC 107~, & BASIC CA~~A8~E 
ROUTINES, NP GROUP NOTE NP•DHG, RIMMER 
SO~TWARE TyPE•• S!T OF SUBROUTINES 
PAOGR ~ANGUAGE USED•~ HP ASSEMB~y 
CLASS•• 1 53(8ASICJ 
ACRONYM•• HPCMArHPCMB,HPCMC 
OP!RAT!V! DATE•• 1971/72 
PROGRAM OBTAINABLE FHO~•• 
NP.OIV, CERN, CH•l211 aEN!VA 
CO~PUTEA - USED•• · H•P ~lCO•S~Rl!S · 
HOST LANGUAGE•• BASIC (HP EXT!NTION OF) 
HOST LANGUAGE•• BASIC (MP !•TINTION OF) 
CAMAC INTERFACE USED•• SURER TYPE 2201, 
CERN TYPES 7218 & HPCC•Oee 
CAMAC ~!ATURE INCORPORATED•• IN•~IN! COOED CA~LS IN BASIC, SUBROUTINES 
IN ASSEMBLY, ABSO~UT! ADOR!SS 
FACILITIES•• SING~E & MU~TIPLE ACTION/INSTRUCTION, NO DEMAND HANDLING 
AVAILABLE IN 'ORM•• PAPER TAP!, ASCII COD! 
CORE REQUIREMENTS•• 8K OF 16 BIT wORDS 
MIN SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS•• TELETYPE OH 
OR TEKTRONIX ~010 TERMlNA~ & CC At 
DESCRIPTION•• THESE BAStC•CALLABLE CAMAC SUBROUTINES IN THREE VERI%0NS ~OR THR~l INTERFACES 
PROVIDE MOST COMMAND ,ACILITI!S ~OR CONTROL AND DATA TRANSFER, DATA WORDS MAY BE 
16 OR 24 BITS LONG (ONLY 16 BITS '0R HPCC•06&), S!NARY, BCD OR ~OGIC CO OR 1), 
ROUTINES COVER BLOCK TRAN8~ERS, PROGRAMMED, AND 8EQU!NTlAL ADDRESSING & UTILITY 
ROUTINES, IN TOTA~ 18 & 3 OPTIONA~LY 1 GENERAL FORM OF CA~L STATEMENT•• 
CAL~ (SUBROUTlN! NUHBER,C,N,A,F,O,Q) 
CALL (SUBROUTINE NUHBER,C,N,A,F,DCI),Q,W) 
~HERE W IS ~ORO COUNT, 0 IS DATA, C,N,A,~, & Q HAV! USUA~ HIAN!NG 1 
EX•• CALLC10,1,2,0,l6,DCI),Q,20) 
TIME IS APPR e MS!CS/STATEM£NT, BLOCK TRANSFER CA~L GiN!RAT!D DIRICT~Y BY 
INTERFACE AA! MUCH FASTER, 
TITLE•• SPECIFICATIONS FOR STANDARD CAMAC SUBROUTINES 
AUTHOR•• RICHARD F T~OMA$, JR 
C~ASS•• ,e3CFORTRAN) 
ACRONYM•• SEE DESCRIPTION 
OPERATIVE DATE•• 197j 
PROGRAM OBTAINABLE FAOM•• 
PUBL,REF•• CAMAC eULL~TIN NO &, MARCH 1073 
TYPE 0~ SOFTWARE•• SET OF SU8A0UTINES 
pRO~RAMMING ~ANGUAG! USED•• FORTRAN 
CAMAC FACI~ITI!S•• BASIC CAMAC OP!RATIONS, STANDARD BLOCK TRANSFERS 
IN SINGLE AND MULTIPLE ACTION STATEM~NTS 
USAEC NIM COMMlTT!E, CAMAC !OFTWARI W~ 
COMPUTER•• INDEPENDENT 
AVAI~ABLE AS•• ALQORITHM 
~ESCRIPTION•• A SET OF 6 SU&ROUTINES, 0~ WHICH ONE IS CALLED BY AL~ 
VARIETY OF SINGLE AND MULTIPLE CAMAC OPERATIONS TO BE 
HAND~IN~, OTHER THAN BY TEST LAM, IS NOT COVERED 1 
THE SUBROUTINES EX!CUTE CAMAC OPERATIONS AS FOLLOWI•• 
CAMAC INTERFACE•• ANY 
CORE REQUIREMENTS•• NOT SPECIFIED 
THE OTHER, PERMITS A ~REAT 
PERFORMED 1 DEMAND 
CMCBSC • SINS~E CAMAC FUNCTION AT SINGLE ADDRESS ON~ OR MORE TIMES 
CMCSEQ • SING~E CAMAC FUNCTION AT SUCCESSION 0' ADDRESSES 
CMCASC • SPECIFIED CAMAC FUNCTION lN ADDRESS SCAN MODE 
CMCRPT • SPECIFIED CAMAC FUNCTION IN REPEAT MODE 
CMCSTP • SPECIFIED CAMAC FUNCTION IN STOP MOD! 
CMCLUP • SPECIFIED CAMAC FUNCTION AT A HIERARCHICAL SEQUENCE OF 
ADORESS!S WITM nPTIONA~ SKIP OF SEQUENCE BASED ON Q 
GENERA~ FORM OF STATEMENT•• 
CAL~ CMC,,,(PARAMETER ~IST) 
EXAMPLE•• CA~L CMCSTP(F,B,C,N,AO,LN,DATA,ERRORA,NEX) 
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TITLE•• ~ CAMAC !XT!NO!O BASIC LANGUAGE CLASS•• ,e44(BASIC) 
AUTHOR•• J M SERVENT CSCHLUMB!RGER),~RANCE ACRONYM•• CASIC 
PUSL,RE~•· PROC CAMAC SVMPOSIUH,LUX!MB0URG, DECEMBER 1073 CPERATlV~ DATE•• 197~ 
TYP~ 0~ SO~TWAR!•• INTERPRETIVE LANGUAGE EXTENDED WITH MACRO• PRO~RAH OBTAINABLE FHOM•• 
INStRUCTION GENERATOR SCHLUMBERGER/SAIP, BAGN!UX, FRA~Cl 
LANGU~GE•• EXT!NO!D BASIC COMPUTER•• POP•ll 
T!CHN1QU! OF INCORPORATING CAMAC P!ATURE•• IN•LINI STATEMENTS CAMAC INTERFACE UI!D•• lCP 11 ' JCC 11 
D!SCAIPTION•• STANDARD BASIC IS EXTENDED WITH 4 N!W TYPES C' STAT!MEMENT8 AND 2 SPECIAL 
REGISTERS, EXECUTION OF CAMAC 8TAT!M!NTS AR! IP!ED!D UP ABOUT 10 TIMES COMPARED 
WITH STANDARD 8ASlC 1 
TYPICAL STATEM!Ntfe• 
DECLARATIVE•• 100 LET S81 • STA (1,4,N+3,A•t) 
OPERATIONAL•• 130 R1 • CAM (188, READ ) 
CONDITIONAL•• 186 IF 'QCAH • 0 THEN LET A w A+l 
INTERRUPT/LAM•• 23 ·oN LAM 'REG THEN ;OTO 130 
THE INTERRUPT WILL 8! SERVICED ONLY WHIN PROGRAM HAl ADVANCED TO THE 
LAM•HANDLING STATEMENT, 
TITLE•• 'OCAL OVERLAY FOR CAMAC DATA AND COMMAND HANDLING CLASS•• 1 844(FCCAL) AUTHORS•• F ~AY, M HALLING, K P!T~!CZ!K NAME•• ~OCADAT 
PUBL R!F•• CAMAC 8ULL!TIN NO 11 JUN! 1971 OPERATIVE DATE•• 1;70 
TYP! 0, SOFTWARE•• INTERPRETER (!XT!NDEO) COMPUTER USED•• PDP•8 
CAMAC SOFTWARE ENVIRONMENT•• ~OCAL . CAHAC INT!RFAC! US!D•• 
TECHNIQUE O' INCORPORATION OF CAMAC FEATUR!••CAMAC EXTENSION ON lN.HOUS! CC ' lNT!RFACf 
OVERLAY, IN•LINE COOING OF CAMAC COMMANDS COR! REQUIREMENTS•• 4K . & 8K 11 !ITS/WORD 
DESCRIPTION•• THE INT!RPRETER II PRIMARILY INTENDED FOR EASILY PROGRAMMED ONeLIN! CAMAC 
SYSTEMS IN NON•TIME•CRITICAL CONTROL ANO DATA HANDLING APPLICATIONS AND FOR TEST 
ROUTINES, 
THERE AR! ; CAMAC . STAT!M!NT TYP!S COVERING GENERAL CONTROLS (Z, C, I) AND CAMAC 
COMMAN08 WITH/WITHOUT DATA TRANSFER, 
THE G!N!RAL FORM OF A CAHAC STATEMENT 18 
+A CF,C,N,A,F,~B,HW [,LW,GJ 
WHERE SEVERAL PARAMETERS MAY BE OMITTED, 
T!TLE••COMP11, A CAMAC•OAIENTED MONITOR fOR THE PDP•1l 
AUTHOR•• RONALD M KEYSER (!G&G/ORTEC) ·. C:LA83 .. ,O.U NAME•• COMP1l 
PUBL R!'•• CAMAC BULLETIN NO 7, JULY 1;73 OPERATIVE DATE•• 1972 
TYPE 0~ SOFTWARE•• INTERPRETER FOR CAMAC PROGRAM OBTAINABLE FROM•• 
PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE US!D•• PAL•11 EG&G/ORT!C, OAK RIDGE, TENN!SSE! 
COMPUTER•• PDP•11J INT~RFACE•• 80011 
C:OR! REQUIREMENTS•• ~K · O, 16 BITS/WORD 
DUCIUPTtON .. COM~ll IS A STANO•ALONE PROGRAM WHICH ALLOWS USfAI 
%N8TRUCTION8, TYPED IN ON A TEL!TYP£, ARE EXECUTED 
STRING 'ORMS A VALlO INSTRUCTION OR COMMAND, 
TO EXECUTE ANY CAMAC COMMAND, 
IMMEDIATELY l~ CHARACTER 
A LEARN MOD~ %8 INCORPORATED TO ALLOW FOR REPEAT~D EXECUTION 0~ A SERIES OF 
CAMAC COMMANDS, COMMANDS TO BE LEARNT HAY BE !NT!A!D INTERMIXED .!TH COMMANDS 
EXECUTED IMMEDIATELY, 
GENERAL · FORM OF INSTRUCTION•• 
$1111PIIfi'31XX 
EX• S0/10/0/IN CR!AO SCALER F(O>NC10)A(O) 
TITLI•• A FOCAL INTERRUPT HANDLER ~OR CAHAC CLASS•• . ,5~3CFOCA~/PAL) 
AUTHORS•• F MAY, w MARSCHIK, H HALLING NAMI•• FOCALINT . 
PUBL R!F•• CAMAC BULLETIN NO 6, MARCH 1973 OPEAAT!V! OATt•• 1971 
TYPE OF SO,TWAA!•• INTERRUPT HANDLE- (SYSTEM PROGRAM) COMPUTER USED•• POP•B 
DESCRIPTION•• FOCALINT t$ A G!N!RAL PURPOSE SYSTEM PROGRAM, ADAPTABLE FOR SPECIAL USE , UP TO .. 
Remarks 
3 CRATES WITH ·a• INTERRUPTI EACH CAN 6! SERVICED, ON! PROGRAM LINE IN FOCAL IS 
RESERVED FOR EACH INT!RRUIIT, SHORT ROUTINES CAN BE TYP!D INTO THES! LINES 
SERVICING THE ASSOCIATED INTERRUPTS, ALTERNATIVELY A FOCAL SUBROUTINE CAN BE 
USED, CURRENT LIN! lN THE BACKGROUND PROGRAM WILL I! FINISHED BEFORE JUMPING TO . 
INTERRUPT ROUTINE AND RETORNS TO N!XT LIN! IN THE BACKQROUNO PROQRAM AFTER 
SERVICING, 
This Sample Guide is included for illustrative purposes only and does not imply approval of listed Software by the 
ESONE Committee or anybody else nor disapproval of Software which is not listed. 
It is the intention to publish a CAMAC Software Guide in future issues of this Bulletin. For this CAMAC Users' 
cooperation is needed and therefore everybody is kindly requested to send any contributions to: 
0. Ph. Nicolaysen 
CERN, NP Div. 
CH-1211 Geneve 
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INTERVIEWS 
HAS CAMAC A CHANCE IN MEDICINE? 
Interview conducted by H.-J. Stuckenberg, Hamburg, Germany, 
against the background of the Luxembourg Symposium 
Question:/ At this symposium, I have heard a lot 
about applications of medical electronics. Do you 
believe that the use of electronics in medicine has 
been a success so far? 
Answer: Well, there are special branches in medicine 
where electronic devices are applied, for example: 
nuclear medicine, treatment and control in 
intensive-care units, as well as acquisition and 
preprocessing of clinical data. The degree of 
success varies. Designers of medical electronic 
devices quite often forget to take into consider-
ation the unusual conditions in a hospital. Hospi-
tals are not quiet sanatoriums for almost healthy 
patients, but they are clinics where the staff are 
always in a hurry to save lives. 
Electronic devices which have a sophisticated 
front panel with lots of knobs and switches may be 
of great interest electronically but are not useful in 
medicine. Such devices are as poorly user-
engineered as devices whose fuse cannot be found 
in an emergency, or equipment which has 
impractical rules of use for doctors or nurses who 
are not familiar with electronics and have no time 
to learn it. Electronic equipment having connec-
tors which can be interchanged by mistake is very 
dangerous, especially in an intensive care unit 
where the condition of a patient is highly unstable 
when breathing or heartbeat stops. So we can see 
that the survival chances of patients may be 
impaired by such mistakes due to poorly-
designed components. But we also have in use a 
lot of good devices which have already been 
very successful in the harsh environment of the 
hospital. We hope that we shall get even better 
and more useful equipment in the future, espe-
cially since the use of electronics in medicine is 
increasing rapidly. 
Question: Can you tell us what kind of requirements 
are needed in new electronic systems for medical 
use? 
Answer: Oh yes, we have some minimum require-
ments: 
• electronic equipment must be ruggedized so 
that it can withstand all critical hospital 
conditions, perhaps it should be mounted in 
a sealed case, 
• it must be able to be brought into action in a 
hurry, because in emergencies doctors and 
nurses are very busy people, 
• its operation should be simple and require no 
special pretraining, 
• the components of an electronic system should 
be connected in a standardized matter. 
Question: What do you understand by standardiza-
tion? 
Answer: Standardization means that you should 
have 
• compatible connectors and mechanical dimen-
sions of the devices, for instance for the plug 
in-units and the chassis, 
• standardized signal levels at the I/O-circuitry of 
the equipment to interconnect these units 
without risk of damage, 
• standardized interfaces for computer-connected 
devices. 
Question: CAMAC is a standardized interface 
system widely used in many countries. In the 
CAMAC system there are precisely described 
interfaces between the devices and their control-
ler, and between the controller and computer. But 
not only the signal paths are fixed, the levels of 
analog as well as digital signals are defined. Would 
such a system meet your requirements? 
Answer: Well, I think CAMAC is a system for 
connecting electronic devices to the computer. 
Before I give an answer to your question, whether 
CAMAC is a good system which can be intro-
duced in medical electronics, I should mention 
that we have some very simple applications of 
electronic equipment, where it would be expensive 
and inappropriate to use a computer. These 
devices are often designed for one particular job 
but we would still like to have standardized rules, 
for instance to connect the outputs to recorders. 
I am sorry to say that 100 of such devices have 
150 different rules, some need 10 rnA to drive 
100 Ohm-recorders, some drive IOOJ..LA in IOk 
Ohms and some could not drive any available 
recorder. 
But if you use an electronic system that is 
connected to a computer, an interface system like 
CAMAC would be a very good choice because, 
as far as I know, it is the only one which has been 
introduced internationally and is produced by 
more than 40 companies. 
Question: Can you say something about the kind of 
medical applications where a computer is very 
useful today? 
Answer: Oh, there are many applications, for 
example: 
• simultaneous supervision of many patients by a 
minimum of nurses in an intensive care unit. 
• controlling and storing information about 
specific measurements and parameters of 
patients for instance in nuclear medical tests on 
the thyroid gland, blood volume evaluation etc., 
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• processing and controlling accelerators for 
irradiation of patients, 
• evaluation of scintigrams, ECG and EEG, 
• storage of patients history and general admini-
stration. 
Question: People who have argued against CAMAC 
say: 'CAMAC is a very expensive system'. Would 
that be an obstacle to your introduction of 
CAMAC? 
Answer: High prices are a very relative statement. If 
you have only one crate at 2000 Dollars, one 
crate controller at 1500 Dollars and only one 
plug-in unit at 2000 Dollars, the then basic 
costs are too high. But if you have several units, 
each for example including 8 or more analog 
digital converters which are connected to a 
multiplexer system to read the content of many 
analog data sources, then the price of a half-
filled crate is not too expensive. But the way, the 
prices of electronic equipment developed by 
companies which have only their own private 
standards are of the same order of magnitude. 
Sometimes such devices are designed for a 
specific use and seem to be cheaper, but this may 
be an illusion. After those special measurements 
come to an end you generally can't use the 
devices for other applications because they have 
only specific functions and are also not compatible 
with equipment from other companies. Besides, I 
must say that the product line of a single com-
pany is limited because they can't produce 
everything, and therefore the possibilities of their 
applications in the hospitals are restricted. And 
last but not least, if the president of such a 
company feels like rejecting the company's 
standard because he has the terribly bright idea to 
change the signal polarity and level from + 5 V to 
- 43 V, or something like that, then the user can 
only despair and throw away his equipment. I 
would like to say that an international standard 
system is always better, because the probability of 
having such problems is much less. 
Question: CAMAC is a computer-interface system 
based on many complicated rules. Are you sure 
that it can be learned by the technical staff at your 
hospital? 
Answer: We have now the situation that every 
company delivering equipment to us sends one or 
two engineers to train our technicians, so they 
must learn many different systems. It would be 
much better if they were involved with only one 
system, where the rules are fixed for a long time. 
Question: Now I have a last question. Are the 
doctors actually happy with the spread of 
electronics in medicine? 
Answer: Well, I think doctors are not fascinated by 
the hardware. If it is important for the patient, we 
use electronics where we can. But if we must 
decide whether to look at the display or at the 
patient, we look at the patient. 
Interviewer: Thank you very much, I think that was 
an outstanding conclusion to the interview. 
Physician: Well, may I also ask a final question? 
Interviewer: Oh, sure, please do! 
Physician: When you have an accident (and I hope 
you won't) and your doctor sends you into a 
hospital with a CAMAC-controlled intensive care 
unit, are you happy with the thought, that you 
would be a CAMAC-checked patient? 
Interviewer: Oh, that's a very difficult question! 
I can answer in a parable-! am a physicist and I 
know a lot about the stability of airplanes and the 
dynamics of flight, but if I can, I go by train. Is 
that an answer to your question? 
Physician: I am sure it is! Thank you very much. 
NEWS 
PRESENTATIONS OF CAMAC IN ITALY 
Prof. L. Stanchi of CCR Euratom presented a 
paper entitled 'Lo Standard CAMAC: Un Efficace 
ed Universale Metodo di Interfaccia per Mini-
computer' at the 2nd 'Convegno Internazionale di 
Elettronica Industriale' held at Turin, 2nd and 3rd 
October 1973. 
A paper on CAMAC hardware, designed to 
introduce CAMAC to instrument engineers, was 
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presented also by Prof. Stanchi at the course on 
'Sistemi di Strumentazione Automatizzata con 
Minicomputer' organised by ANIPLA, at Milan 
during lOth to 12th October 1973. Dr. E. de 
Agostino of CNEN Italy presented a comple-
mentary paper at the same course describing 
CAMAC from a software point of view. 
NEW PRODUCTS 
DATA MODULES 
(1/0 Transfers and Processing) 
Digital Parallel Input Modules 
64 Line Surveyor 
The 64LS 2052, a single-width CAMAC module, 
surveys the state of 64 input lines working at TTL 
logic levels. Each line can be individually identified, 
addressed and tested, and the module itself has its 
own variable address stored on a plug-in matrix 
board. This provides for large equipment configura-
tions, where up to 16,384 lines can be identified. 
The module also has a useful role as a LAM 
grader in multi-crate CAMAC systems. 
The module can be instructed by the dataway to 
perform either individual surveys of the 64 lines, or 
continuous cycling surveys. Also set by the dataway, 
the alarm mode can be one of the following: 
a) when an input goes to the '0' state; 
b) when an input goes to the '1' state; 
c) when an input changes state. 
The module may be connected directly to the data-
source but, due to the varying signal levels and signi-
ficant disturbance encountered in most existing in-
dustrial installations, a galvanic separator is normal-
ly required. The SEN lOIS unit fills this requirement. 
Ref. SEN Electronique 
Digital Output Modules 
Dual Output Register 
The 20R 2051 is a single-width CAMAC module 
containing two 16-bit registers, each of which can be 
individually addressed and instructed by the Data-
way. An 88 pin EMIHUS connector mounted on the 
front panel accepts the 32 logic signals presented by 
the two registers. 
The module has a 'Handshake' mode of operation, 
and the WAIT condition of the logic associated 
with each register is displayed on the front panel. 
The 20R 2051 is fully compatible with the SEN 2IR 
2002 Dual Input Register (CERN Specs. 072), and 
the two modules are able to transfer 16-bit words 
between separate CAMAC configurations when in-
terconnected. 
Three versions of this unit are available which 
cover the most frequently utilised output stages in 
digital control systems: 
20R 2051 TTL compatible output stages with 
30 FAN-OUTs. 
20R 2051HC Output stages capable of driving 
heavy loads, 200mA - voltage max. 
24V. 
20R 2051HV Output stages capable of driving 
loads connected to high voltages -
for example, gas-filled display tubes. 
These output stages are carried on a plug-in 
printed circuit, and any 2051 module can be easily 
adapted to one of the alternative versions. Custom 
made output stages are also available. 
Ref. SEN E/ectronique 
Digital l/0, Peripheral and 
Instrumentation Interfacing Modules 
Stepping Motor Driver JCP 20 
This single width CAMAC module provides an out-
put to drive a 4-phase motor directly or a frequency 
output for applications where the motor and its 
power driver are situated remotely. 
Two modes of operation are possible: 
• System mode: the motor is started by writing the 
number of steps in 2's complement code into the 
'number register' by F(16). A(O). 
• Autonomous mode: the speed and direction of 
rotation are defined by external signals. These 
analogue or digital signals are received via the front 
panel connector. 
A potentiometer connected between + 6 V and 
- 6 V provides the motor manual control. The step-
ping range is 16 or 24 bits. 
Ref. SAIP Schlumberger 
Analogue Modules 
Fast Successive Approximation ADC's 
Types:1243,1243a,1244,1244a 
The Types 1243 and 1244 ADC's are double-width 
CAMAC modules offering 10 and 12-bit resolution 
respectively. Both types operate on the successive 
approximation principle and are normally supplied 
with bi-polar inputs having a sensitivity of - 5 V to 
+ 5V. Optionally, either type can be supplied with a 
uni-polar input suitable for either OV to + 10V or 
-10V. 
All modules are equipped with a sample and hold 
feature. This permits very narrow time slot measure-
ments to be made e.g. analysis of a relatively slowly 
changing waveform or, alternatively, highly efficient 
use of computer time can be made when using one 
or more Multiplexers by overlapping channel-
changing and conversion activities. 
A 'Start' input and a 'Scan+ 1' output are pro-
vided so that an ADC can be easily linked to either 
Type 1704 Multiplexers or other similar but non-
CAMAC equipment. Several Multiplexers can be 
used with one ADC to feed signals from many 
sources onto the common analogue bus in either a 
sequentially scanned mode or a random access mode. 
Ref. Borer Electronics AG 
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Model 2249 12-Channel Analogue-to-
Digital Converter 
As a successor to Model 2248 Octal ADC, the new 
LRS Model 2249 offers 12 independent 10-bit 
ADC's operating from a common gate in a single 
width CAMAC module. Full scale is set at 256 
picocoulombs, giving a resolution of .25 pcjcount. 
Digitizing time is 50 microseconds, and a front panel 
'fast clear' is provided to permit quick rejection of 
unwanted data without time consuming digitizing 
and readout. 
For on-line testing, a front panel 'test' input is 
provided into which precise DC levels may be in-
jected during the gating interval. A charge propor-
tional to this level will then internally be injected into 
all 12 ADC inputs. The 2249 also offers full LAM 
structure and power consumption within CAMAC 
limits for a single station. 
Commands: Z or C, I, Q, X, L. 
Function Codes: FC>, F2, F8, F9, FlO, F24, F26. 
Available: January, 1974. 
Ref. LeCroy Research Systems Corp. 
Model 2228 Octal Time-to-Digital Converter 
The new LRS Model 2228 consists of eight 10-bit 
TDC's in a single width CAMAC module. With full 
scale time ranges of 102 ns and 204 ns, the 2228 
offers time resolution of either 100 ps or 200 ps per 
count. Digitizing time is 50 microseconds, and a 
front panel 'fast clear' is included to allow prompt 
rejection of uninteresting data and prepare for the 
next event without waiting for full conversion and 
CAMAC readout or clear commands. 
The Model2228 TDC also offers a 'common stop 
input' to permit precision 'on-line' testing of all 
channels. The standard LAM structure is included in 
the 2228, and power requirements are kept within 
CAMAC limits. 
Commands: Z or C, I, Q, X, L. 
Function Codes: FO, F2, F8, F9, FlO, F24, F26 
Available: March, 1974. 
Ref. LeCroy Research Systems Corp. 
SYSTEM CONTROL 
(Computer Couplers, 
Controllers and Related 
Equipment) 
Interfaces/Drivers and Controllers 
Model CA11-E Single Crate Controller 
The Single Crate Controller Type CAll-E provides 
a simple, economical means of connecting a CAMAC 
crate to any PDP-11 Computer. Up to 32 Single 
Crate Controllers can be connected to one CPU. 
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The Controller/Interface is mounted in a double 
width CAMAC unit. The PDP-11 UNIBUS is plug-
ged directly into the front connector of the Con-
troller. 
The organisation of the controller is fully trans-
parent, e.g. each CAMAC-module and sub-address 
is individually addressable from the CPU as a nor-
mal PDP-11 device. A total of 1024 addresses are 
available. The device address and the vector address 
of each crate is easily selectable by the user through 
miniature switches on the controller. Optimal data 
transfer speed results from handshaking timing 
mode. During a 24 bit transfer an automatic inter-
rupt lock-out is performed. 
Ref. Digital Equipment Corporation 
Interfaces/Controllers/ 
Drivers for Serial Highway 
Controller for Borer 3000 System 
Extensive flexibility and economy in system planning 
is possible using the Controller Type 1551 which 
provides the complete link between a CAMAC sys-
tem and the Borer 3000 serial transmission data 
system. 
Borer 3000 is a line-sharing system for the collec-
tion of data from and distribution of commands to 
a large number of randomly scattered terminal 
points. Interconnection of all points is by means of 
a single twisted-pair ring-cable yet the system can 
handle arbitrarily mixed analogue and digital inputs 
and outputs in practically unlimited quantities. 
The 1551 Controller is totally responsible for the 
organisation and management of data transfers on 
the ring cable. It thereby relieves the CAMAC Sys-
tem, and hence the computer, of all routine work 
such as security checks, interrupt handling, etc. 
r----------
DISTRIBUTED DATA SDURSES 
AND CONTROL POINTS 
I DBORER3000 
LTe~al __ ___ --·--·--- ---- -
Each Controller occupies only two CAMAC sta-
tions yet can service up to 256 widely distributed 
Terminals on its ring cable. Each Terminal can have 
up to 32 input/output 'slots' on its standardized in-
ternal data way for the accomodation of inexpensive 
modules to interface to the application. Such mod-
ules can handle up to 2 x 8 bits of information which 
may be on-line process data, manually given com-
mands, display information or can be given to or 
from standard peripherals. 
Ref. Borer Electronics AG 
Serial Highway Crate Controller 
The Kinetic Systems' Model 3950, Type L-1 Crate 
Controller, provides the interface between the stan-
dard serial highway and the crate dataway. It fully 
complies with the AEC-TID 26488 description of 
the serial highway. Both bit serial and byte serial 
parts are provided and data rates can be from arbi-
trarily slow to 5 Megabytes per second (one data way 
cycle every 3.5 J.!Sec for read or write). 
Ref. Kinetic Systems 
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NEWS 
ANNOUNCEMENTS BY CAMAC MANUFACTURERS 
GEC-ELLIOTT PROCESS AUTOMATION LTD. 
has developed, in collaboration with Imperial Col-
lege, London, an interface for the Interdata 70 Series 
of computers and the first was delivered in December 
1973. The interface operates as a system crate unit 
(see CAMAC Bulletin No.7, page 21) in conjunction 
with the GEC-Elliott Executive Controller MX-
CRT-2; it consists of the singlewidth modules 
PTI-70C and PTI-70D (Program Transfers Inter-
face, Control and Data respectively) joined by a 
screw-on front-panel bus, the IUB-3 (Inter Unit 
Bus). Connection to the computer is via an edge-
connector on the front face ofiUB-3, and a termina-
tion card, if needed, may also be plugged into the 
IUB-3. 
The interface works with the other GEC-Elliott 
Executive Suite of System Crate units: Branch 
Coupler (BR-CPR-2) of which up to seven may be 
used, each driving a full EUR 4600 Branch Highway; 
IVG-2401, a Standard Interrupt Vector Generator 
for autonomous demand handling; and SC-TST-1, 
a System Gate two-command manual unit. In addi-
tion, of course, the interface will time-share with any 
of the other computer interfaces (for GEC 2050 and 
4080; PDP-9, 11 or 15; Nova, Honeywell, etc). 
supplied by GEC-Elliott. 
GENERAL AUTOMATION INTERNATIONAL, 
INC. (USA) is offering a CAMAC Branch Driver -
CBD 16- for its SPC-16 series of mini-computers. 
The product is designated model no. 72-077. All 
signal levels and timing conform fully to the require-
ments of the specification EUR 4600e for CAMAC 
systems. Up to seven CAMAC crates can be driven 
by one CBD 16 controller and a maximum of sixteen 
CBD 16 units can be connected to a standard SPC-16 
computer system. 
Both programmed I/0 data transfer and data 
channel operation (Direct Memory Access Mode 
DMA) is possible. 
BORER ELECTRONICS AG is offering Unibus 
extenders for the PDP-11. 
The two modular units Type 1594 and 1595 together 
permit a Unibus to be extended to a length of 200m 
(650') or more for the remote operation of a PDP-11 
with one or more peripherals and/or one or more 
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CONNECTOR 
I PROCESSOR I 
1594 
CAMAC crates (via crate-Unibus interfaces such as 
Borer Type 1533A). 
The 1594, placed nearest to the computer, acts 
principally as a transmitter while the 1595, placed 
nearest the peripheral device acts as a receiver. Con-
nection between the two units is made by a multi way 
twisted pair cable. The 1594 is furnished with a 
single output connector, while the 1595 has twin 
linked connectors to permit up to 5 or 6 units to be 
daisy-chained together. Additional transmission 
stages to extend the total distance covered by stt:ps 
of 200m can also be connected. 
The signal on the Busy Line (BBSY) determines 
which unit shall act as master. This same informa-
tion together with the information on the C1 and 
INTR lines is used to determine the write/read op-
eration of the 16 bi-directional data lines. 
Two versions of each unit are foreseen: both the 
transmitter and the receiver will be available either 
0 
I 
I 
,' 
0 Termination 
Unibus 
Extension Cable 
as double width CAMAC modules or as self-powered 
19" rack-mounting instruments. As CAMAC mod-
ules the instruments would make no contact with the 
dataway except to draw power ( + 6V). 
1 local Transmitter feed-
ing 2 remote Receivers 
q) 
I 
I 
----------, .... 
1 local Transmitter feed-
ing 1 remote Receiver, 
serving 2 crates 
0 
I 
3 local Transmitters each feeding a remote Receiver 
ACTIVITIES OF THE CAMAC WORKING GROUPS 
The ESONE Committee in Europe and the USAEC 
NIM Committee in America have both authorised 
different working groups to investigate specific 
aspects of CAMAC. The European and American 
working parties are performing their activities in 
close collaboration. 
ESONE-CAMAC WORKING GROUPS 
Dataway Working Group 
Chairman: H. Klessmann, HMI Berlin 
The ESONE Dataway Working Group (EDWG) 
has continued the development of the CAMAC 
Serial Highway in close co-operation with the NIM-
CAMAC Dataway Working Group (NDWG). A 
"Description of the CAMAC Serial System Organ-
isation" was reviewed finally at the EDWG meeting 
in Oxford in October and at the NDWG meeting in 
San Francisco in November 1973. After full agree-
ment, this document(EDWG 25/73 = NDWG 73-10), 
together with an amendment concerning the use of 
an auxiliary controller, was presented to the ESONE 
Annual General Assembly in Luxembourg in De-
cember 1973 as a joint effort by the ESONE and 
NIM Committees. The Description received approval 
by the ESONE General Assembly, and has been 
endorsed by the ESONE and NIM-Committees as 
a basis for a formal Specification, which will have 
the same technical content except where changes 
are needed to correct errors and omissions and to 
include block transfer features that are being studied 
by the Working Groups. Documents of the CAMAC 
Serial System Description are now available with 
identical text from ESONE in Europe and from 
AEC NIM in the United States. The Dataway 
Working Group, in co-operation with its NIM-
CAMAC counterpart, is now preparing the final 
specification of the CAMAC Serial System. In order 
to reduce the risk that early implementations are 
incompatible with respect to each other or the final 
specifications, designers intending to implement the 
Serial System are invited to maintain close contact 
with the Data way W. G. and to seek advice about 
any omissions or ambiguities. 
Methods for block transfer in parallel highway 
systems have been investigated by the Dataway 
Subgroup on Block Transfer (BTSG) which has met 
twice in 1973. The results were discussed by both the 
ESONE Dataway and Software Working Groups 
at their meetings in Brussels in February 1974. It is 
expected that recommendations for standard block-
transfer mechanisms can be worked out early in 1974, 
again in agreement with the NIM Working Groups. 
Decisions on this topic will influence the recommen-
dations for future useoftheBranchHighwayreserved 
lines. Most of these lines are about to be released for 
private use (e.g. to facilitate other methods of fast 
block transfer or multiple branch and multiple 
source configurations), with certain restrictions on 
signal levels etc. The specifications of Crate Con-
troller Type A-1 will not be modified in any way by 
these recommendations. 
Software Working Group 
Chairman: I.N. Hooton, AERE Harwell 
The principal activity of the Software Working 
Group has been to finalise the technical specification 
of IML (the Intermediate Language). The semantics 
of the language are now agreed, and a syntax appro-
priate for most modern macro-assemblers has been 
defined and implemented at Oxford University and 
at CEN Saclay, on PDP-10 and PDP-11 computers 
respectively. Further consideration will be given 
to a compiler syntax and to subroutine implemen-
tations. 
Co-operation continues with the NIM-CAMAC 
Software Working Group on all aspects of the 
definitions, particularly the subroutine implemen-
tation of IML where the Group is expected to play 
a major part. 
Close contact is being maintained with the Data-
way Working Group, particularly on the topics of 
the Serial Highway and Block Transfers. The Soft-
ware Working Group has a representative on the 
Block Transfer Sub-Group. A representative is also 
in contact with the European Section of the Purdue 
Workshop on the topic of the long-term program-
ming language. 
Mechanical Working Group 
Chairman: F. H. Hale, AERE Harwell 
The Annual General Assembly 1973 requested 
the Working Group to study and arrive at a recom-
mended practice for connections between CAMAC 
units and installations in industrial process applica-
tions. Consequently, opinions, requirements and 
experience in this field are being assembled in 
co-operation with the NIM-CAMAC Working 
Group to form a basis from which a proposal can 
be made. 
Analogue Signals Working Group 
Chairman: T. Friese, HMI Berlin 
During the ESONE-Conference in Luxembourg 
Dec. 1973 the ESONE Committee adopted in prin-
ciple specifications of the analogue Signals (published 
partly in the Table in CAMAC Bulletin No.8). Inser-
tions in the abstract and the introduction will restrict 
these specifications to a 50 .0-transmission-system 
for single ended unipolar- and bipolar amplitude 
analogue signals. Both the NIM and the ESONE 
A WG agree that recommendations for other trans-
mission systems will have to be considered in the 
near future, in view of the introduction of CAMAC 
in applications other than nuclear, e.g. industrial 
measurement and control. These new recommen-
dations will be worked out in close collaboration with 
the interested industries. 
We·hope the NIM-Committee will agree with our 
opinion th~t the specifications for the 50 .0-system 
should now be published in the present form and the 
industrial measurement and control signals should 
be compiled in another new document. 
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Information Working Group 
Chairman: H. Meyer, CBNM, JRC Euratom, Gee!, 
Belgium 
During 1973, Issues 6, 7 and 8 ofCAMAC Bulletin 
were published and accompanied by Supplements 
entitled, "Supplementary Information on CAMAC 
Instrumentation System", "A CAMAC Glossary", 
and "CAMAC Bibliography", respectively. By July 
1973 the number of subscribed copies of the Bulletin 
exceeded the " 1, 000" mark. 
The Working Group succeeded in collecting papers 
reporting non-nuclear applications of CAMAC and 
describing CAMAC software and the first outcome 
of the Group's recent work of attempting to classify 
software for CAMAC is published in this issue (see 
p. 25). The presentation of hardware products in the 
Product Guide was improved by the introduction 
of a new classification. 
The 1st International Symposium on CAMAC last 
December in Luxembourg, has shown that the num-
bers of CAMAC applications and users in different 
areas are increasing remarkably. The Proceedings 
of the Symposium are published as a supplement 
to this issue (see, p. 24). 
The Working Group's efforts to collect and or 
initiate papers on new CAMAC applications and to 
improve the content and layout of the Bulletin will 
continue in such a way as to further support CAMAC 
promotion. 
NIM-CAMAC WORKING GROUPS 
Dataway Working Group 
Chairman: F. A. Kirsten, Lawrence Berkeley Labora-
tory 
During 1973 the NIM Dataway Working Group 
(NDWG) met three times-at the National Accele-
rator Laboratory (NAL), April 3-4; at TRIUMF, 
Vancouver, B.C., Canada, July 10-11; and at the 
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory (LBL), November 
9-10. 
As usual, communication between the ESONE 
and NIM Dataway Working Groups was facilitated 
by representatives at each other's meetings. ESONE 
guests at the NIM Working Group meetings in-
cluded: 
- R. C. M. Barnes and I. N. Hooton at NAL; 
- A. C. Peatfield and H. Klessman at TRIUMF, and 
- I. N. Hooton, A. Peatfield and H. Halling at LBL. 
The principal business at these meetings was work 
on preparing the description of the Serial Highway. 
This was culiminated at LBL by a resolution re-
questing the NIM Committee to adopt the document 
"CAMAC Serial System Organization-A Descrip-
tion", written jointly by the NIM and ESONE 
Dataway Working Groups. Accordingly, the NIM 
Committee adopted the document on November 13. 
The ESONE Committee having taken similar action 
in December, this document will be distributed soon 
by the NIM Committee as Report TID-26488. 
The Serial Sytem Sub-Group, under the Chairman-
ship of D. R. Machen of the Los Alamos Scientific 
Laboratory, met on numerous occasions and worked 
tirelessly in drafting the Description proposals and 
in refining them in accordance with the results of 
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discussions at the NIM an~ ESONE DWG meetings. 
With the completion of the Description having been 
accomplished, work on implementing serial systems 
and writing of the formal Specification will proceed. 
A sub-group to study the interfacing of CAMAC 
to other data highway systems has been established 
with S.R. Smith of NAL as Chairman. Another 
sub-group has been formed jointly with the NIM 
Software Working Group to investigate the imple-
menting of block transfers to and from CAMAC 
modules. This sub-group is chaired by E.J. Barsotti 
ofNAL. 
Software Working Group 
Chairman: R. F. Thomas, Los Alamos Scientific Labo-
ratory 
During 1973 the NIM Software Working Group 
(NSWG) held three meetings; in April, in July and 
in November, with ESONE guests as listed in the 
NDWG report above. An evolutionary change in 
leadership occurred during the year as W. K. Dawson 
assumed the secretarial duties and R. F. Thomas 
moved first to Vice-Chairman and later to Chairman 
of the Working Group. Satish Dhawan, who chaired 
the NSWG since it was first organized, resigned the 
chairmanship because of the pressure of other 
activities, though he is continuing as a member of the 
Working Group. 
The Working Group published descriptions of 
proposed standard subroutines for CAMAC opera-
tions in the April1973 issue of the IEEE Transactions 
on Nuclear Science. A few comments have been 
received, and some revisions are now under consi-
deration. Having thus brought this item of business 
to a suitable resting place, the Group became a stu-
dent and critic of two other major activities of NIM 
and ESONE for 1973, the Serial Highway System De-
scription and the IML proposal. Both of these were 
studied intensively and many comments and sugges-
tions made. 
During the last two meetings, the problem of 
block transfers within CAMAC was discussed, and 
a joint sub-group (with the NDWG) was formed to 
prepare recommendations in this area. 
Mechanical & Power Supply Working Group 
Chairman: L. J. Wagner, Lawrence Berkeley Labo-
ratory 
The NIM Mechanical and Power Supply W or-
king Group met at TRIUMF in Vancouver, B. C., 
Canada on July 12 and in San Francisco on Novem-
ber 12, 1973. These meetings were concerned with 
connectors for the Serial System as well as for the 
CAMAC crates, with power supplies and with me-
chanical considerations. Low insertion-force Data-
way connectors has been a continuing interest. 
Dick A. Mack of the Lawrence Berkeley Labora-
tory retired as Chairman following the November 
meeting and was replaced by L. J. Wagner, also of 
LBL. 
A request from the ESONE MWG and growing 
interest in U.S. industry for process control instru-
mentation point out the need for auxiliary connectors 
on CAMAC modules which are well suited for pro-
cess control applications. A number of questions 
related to compatibility with the basic EUR 4100/ 
TID-25875 specification, and to the signal and me-
chanical needs and constraints of the process control 
industry must be answered before recommendations 
can be made by the NMWG. 
Manufacturers who are producing Type CP-1 
power supplies based on the description in Appen-
dix E of AEC Report TID-25877 (also issued as 
Supplement to CAMAC Bulletin No. 6) have for-
warded inquiries from their users about the need 
for greater than 25A on the + 6V bus. The EUR 4100/ 
TID-25875 specification explicitly prohibits this in 
Table X; the burden of enforcement, however, is 
on the user. Although the Type CP-1 description does 
not prevent the power supply manufacturers from 
being responsive to special requirements in this 
regard, the NMWG discourages such a trend 
because of bussing limitations in some crates and 
problems in dissipation of the heat in modules draw-
ing excessive power. Our efforts will be in the direc-
tion of minimizing power demands by encouraging 
users to specify modules which require fewer amperes 
through the use oflow power IC's and careful design. 
There is some interest in providing voltages to 
allow the use of ECL with signal levels directly at the 
CAMAC "Terminated Signals" level (Table IX, 
EUR4100/TID-25875). Since ECL can be used with 
the 6 volt supplies already bused in CAMAC crates, 
we recommend against adopting power buses for 
this special case. (See LBL Report UCRL-20839, 
November 4, 1971, R. F. Althans and L. W. Nagel. 
Available from L.J. Wagner, Lawrence Berkeley 
Laboratory). 
The NMWG is in regular contact with manufac-
turers of CAMAC hardware and power supplies. 
Current commercial activities in the areas of low 
insertion-force dataway connectors, coaxial connec-
tors, and type CP-1 power supply connectors are 
followed closely. For information without prejudice 
or recommendations, specific inquiries may be 
directed to Lee J. Wagner, Lawrence Berkeley 
Laboratory, University of California, Berkeley, 
California 94720. Comments and suggestions regard-
ing mechanical and power supply matters are also 
invited. 
Analog Signals Working Group 
Chairman: D. I. Po rat, Stanford Linear Accelerator 
Center 
The NIM Analog Working Group (NAWG) met 
at TRIUMF in Vancouver, B. C. on July 12 and in 
San Francisco on November 12 and 14, 1973 to con-
sider the proposed expansion of the analog signal 
specifications. The ESONE A WG had requested our 
input with respect to several points. The NAWG 
response was incorporated in the latest "Specifica-
tion of Amplitude Analogue Signals within a 50-0hm 
System", Luxembourg, December 7, 1973. 
Both the ESONE AWG and the NIM AWG 
recognize the limits of applicability of this specifi-
cation and this is to be made clear in the document. 
The NA WG will submit the draft to the NIM 
Committee for its consideration in February 1974. 
Development of further specifications are under 
consideration to cover standards applicable to 
industrial control, current-mode signals, differential 
signals and 10-volt amplitude analog signals. 
NEWS 
INTERFACING TO THE BRANCH HIGHWAY 
A CAMAC Users Request 
The ESONE Committee has received from Australia 
a request for advice about interfacing core memory 
blocks directly to the CAMAC Branch Highway. 
The enquirer points out that this offers an attractive-
ly-priced extension to the memory of a computer, 
particularly an older computer. In his reply, the 
chairman of the ESONE Data way Working Group 
discusses several points that are relevant when 
any device other than Crate Controller Type A is 
interfaced to the Branch Highway. The possibility of 
connecting pseudocrates in place of genuine 
CAMAC crates was considered when the Working 
Group was preparing the specification EUR 4600e, 
and the general requirements for compatibility with 
the Branch Highway were deliberately made 
less restrictive than those for Crate Controller Type 
A [e.g. the special significance of N(28) and N(30) 
need not apply]. 
The enquiry proposed that an 8k block of core 
could be addressed by using the 5 BN bits, the 4 BA 
bits and BF 1, 2, 4, 8. However, it is not always safe 
to use BF 8 in this way, since some branch drivers 
rely on BF 8, with BF16, to determine the direction 
of data transfer and may legitimately not transfer 
data when BF 8 is logic '1 '.This limits the addressing 
capability at one crate address to 4k, but in principle 
the memory block could occupy more than one 
crate address. 
When addressed with a command operation the 
pseudo-crate must obviously generate the correct 
BTBi responses. Since some branch drivers automa-
tically address all on-line crates during a Granded-L 
operation (having previously identified them by 
their BTBi signals) it is advisable that the pseudo-
crate should also make the normal BTBi responses 
during a Granded-L operation, in order to avoid 
locking up the Branch Highway timing handshake. 
A pseudo-crate need not implement BQ, but must 
generate BX = 1 when it is correctly addressed. 
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PAPER ABSTRACTS TRANSLATIONS 
MULTILAB- A laboratory automation system based 
on modus 4 and CAMAC 
P.M. Hills 
Summary 
The time-sharing laboratory automation system MULTILAB uses 
CAMAC and one or more Modular One computers. The history of such 
schemes is discussed, together with system characteristics, typical 
CAMAC interfaces, performance and software hierarchy. 
Zusammenfassung 
Das Time-sharing (Teilnehmersystem) MULTILAB fi.ir 
die Labor-Automation arbeitet mit CAMAC sowie mit 
einem oder mehreren Modular-One-Rechnern. Nach einem 
Oberblick i.iber die Vorgeschicht so/cher Projekte werden 
die Merkmale des Systems, typische CAMA C -Schnittstellen, 
das Leistungsvermogen und die Software-Hierarchie 
erortert. 
Resume 
MULTILAB, systeme d'automatisation de /aboratoire fonctionnant en temps partage, est base sur /'utilisation 
de CAMAC et d'un ou p/usieurs ordinateurs "Modular 
One". Cet article retrace /'historique du systeme et traite 
de ses caracteristiques, des interfaces specifiques CAMAC, 
des performances atteintes et de Ia hierarchie du software. 
Riassunto 
Net sistema di automazione da laboratorio MULTILAB in 
"time sharing" s'impiega if CAMAC con uno o pii.1 cal-
colatori "Modular One". Viene discussa Ia storia di tali 
configurazioni assieme aile caratteristische del sistema, 
aile tipiche interfacce, aile prestazioni e alia gerarchia dei 
programmi. 
Samenvatting 
Bij MULTILAB, een time-sharing systeem voor /aborato-
rium automatisering, wordt gebruik gemaakt van CAMAC 
en een of meer Modular One Computers. Er wordt een 
overzicht gegeven van de ontwikkeling van derge/ijke 
opstellingen, de eigenschappen van het systeem, de 
CAMAC interfaces, de mogelijkheden en de opbouw van 
de software. 
Pe3IOMe 
CucmeMa MY JITJfJIAE aemoMamu3aquu ;za6opamopuu, 
pa6ommoUJeu c pa3aeJleHueM epeMeuu, npuMeHRem CAMAC 
mMecme c oaHou UJlUHeCKOJlbKUMU 3BM Modular One. PaCCMO-
mpeua ucmopuR 3mou cucmeMbl KaT<. u ee xapaKmepucmuKu, 
munurJHbte uumep(/jeucbz CAMAC, ceoucmea u uepapxuR 
npozpaMM. 
CAMAC at LAMPF 
D. R. Machen 
Summary 
The CAMAC standard has been adopted for general use in data ac-
quisition and control systems at the Clinton P. Anderson Meson Physics 
Facility, one of America's newest national laboratories. This paper is a 
brief description of current CAMAC activities at LAMPF. 
Zusammenfassung 
Bei der Clinton P. Anderson Meson Physics Facility, einem 
der modernsten staatlichen Forschungsinstitute der USA, 
wird der CAMAC -Standard al/gemein in der Daten-
erfassung und fi.ir Steuersysteme eingesetzt. Die Arbeiten 
mit CAMAC an diesem lnstitut werden kurz beschrieben. 
Resume 
La norme CAMAC a ete adoptee par le «Clinton P. Anderson 
Meson Physics Facility», un des plus recents /aboratoires 
nationaux des USA, pour les systemes d'acquisition de 
donnees et les systemes de commande. Cet article donne 
une breve description des activites CAMAC actuelles au 
LAMP F. 
Riassunto 
II CAMAC e stato adottato in tutti i sistemi di acquisizione di 
dati e di control/a de/1'/stituto Clinton P. Anderson Meson 
Physics Facility, uno dei piu recenti laboratori nazionali 
americani. Net documento si descrivono brevemente /e 
attuali attivita CAMAC presso if LAMPF. 
Samenvatting 
De CAMAC-standaard wordt algemeen toegepast in data 
acquisition and control systems bij de Clinton P. Anderson 
Meson Physics Facility, een van de nieuwste amerikaanse 
/aboratoria. 
Dit artikel beschrijft in het kart de huidige CAMAC acti-
viteiten bij LAMPF. 
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Pe3JOMe 
CmaHaapmbz CAMAC Haxoaflm o6UJee npuMeHeHue 6 
CUCmeMaX c6opa aal-ll-lblX U ynpa6JleHUJl 6 oaHOU U3 CaMblX 
noebzx aMepuKaucKux Jla6opamopuu (Clinton P. Anderson) 
(/ju3uKu Me30H06. B cmambe onucaHbl meKyUJue pa6ombz no 
CAMAC-y. 
A CAMAC time-of-flight scaler 
D. A. Boyce and D. V. Morris 
Summary 
This versatile 16-bit scaler is used for two-parameter neutron time-of-
flight measurements at a pulsed 45 MeV electron linear accelerator. 
Correlated words representing flight times (measured by the scaler) and 
particle energies (measured by an analogue-to -digital converter) are 
transferred by a CAMAC system to a PDP-11 /45 computer. 
Zusammenfassung 
Diese vielseitige 16-bit-Ziihleinrichtung wird fi.ir Neutronen-flugzeitmessungen mit zwei Parametern an einem gepulsten 
45 MeV-Linearbeschleuniger eingesetzt. Korrelierte Worter, 
die den (mit der Ziihlvorrichtung erfa/3ten) Flugzeiten und 
den (mit einem Analog-Digital- Wandler gemessenen) 
Teilchenenergien entsprechen, werden iiber ein CAMAC-
System zu einem PDP-11 /45 Rechner i.ibertragen. 
Resume 
Cette echel/e de comptage a 16 bits, d'usage general, 
est utilisee pour les mesures biparametriques du temps de 
vol des neutrons dans un accelerateur lineaire pulse 
d'electrons de 45 MeV. Des mots correles representant 
des temps de vol (mesures par f'echelle) et des energies 
de particules (mesurees par un convertisseur analogique/ 
digital sont transferes par un systeme CAMAC a un or-
dinateur PDP-11 /45. 
Riassunto 
Questa versatile contatore d'impulsi a 16 bite impiegato per 
misure biparametriche di tempo di vola di neutroni, in un 
acceleratore lineare pulsato di elettroni da 45 MeV. Le 
parole correlate che rappresentano i tempi di vola ( misurati 
dal contatore) e /'energia delle partice!le (misurate da un 
convertitore analogico-digitale) sono trasferite da un 
sistema CAMAC ad un calcolatore PDP-11 /45. 
Samenvatting 
8 eschreven wordt een veelzijdige 16-bits scaler, die 
gebruikt wordt bij twee-parameter neutronen looptijd 
metingen bij een gepulste 45 MeV linea ire elektronen 
versneller. De looptijd ( gemeten door de scaler) en de 
energie van de deeltjes (gemeten door een ADC) worden 
door een CAMAC-systeem overgebracht naar een PDP-
11 /45 computer. 
Pe3IOMe 
3mom J6-6um060U C!JemrJUK npUMeHJlemCJl 6 a6yXMepHblX 
U3MepeHUJlX 6peMeHU npoJli!ma Ha UMnyJlbCHOM, JlUHeUHOM 
45 MeV ycKopumeJle 3/leKmpoHoe.- Cfepe3 CAMAC nepe-
aaJOmCR (] 3BM PDP-11/45 KOppe!lJlUp06aHHble CJl06a, 
npeacmaeARIOUJue 6peMJl npoAi!ma (u3MepReMbze crJemrJuKoM) 
u 3Hepzuu rJacmuq (u3MepReMbze /_(Ail-oM). 
A Teletype-controlled CAMAC branch driver 
D. Kollbach 
Summary 
This branch driver is an interface between a Teletype machine and the 
CAMAC Branch Highway. It is used for testing and servicing CAMAC 
equipment. A repetitive mode of operation is available to support the 
use of an oscilloscope. 
Zusammenfassung 
Dieser Branch- Treiber ist ein Interface (Schnittstelle) 
zwischen einem Fernschreiber und dem CAMAC-Branch 
Highway. Er wird zum Testen und zur Wartung von CAMAC 
Geriit benutzt. Da im Wiederho/betrieb gearbeitet werden 
kann, ist der Einsatz eines Bildschirms moglich. 
Resume 
Cette commande de branche est une interface entre une 
teletype et 1'/nterconnexion de branche CAMAC. Elle 
est utilisee pour le contr61e et Ia maintenance des equipe-
ments CAMAC. On dispose d'un mode de fonctionnement 
periodique qui permet /'utilisation d'un oscilloscope. 
Riassunto 
Questa e/emento di comando del ramo fa da interfaccia fra 
una telescrivente e it co!legamento del ramo principa/e 
CAMAC ed e impiegato per if collaudo e Ia manutenzione 
delle apparecchiature CAMAC. Esiste Ia possibilita di un 
funzionamento ripetitivo per permettere /'uso di un osci!lo-
grafo. 
Samenvatting 
Deze Teletype-gestuurde Branch driver wordt gebruikt 
voor het testen en onderhouden van CAMAC apparatuur. 
In verband met het gebruik van een oscilloscoop kunnen de 
opdrachten herhaa!d worden met een frequentie van ca. 
30kHz. 
Pe3JOMe 
:Jmou Opau8ep 8em8U Jl8/lJlemCJl UHmep(/jeuCOM Me:>tcoy me/le-
maunOM u Ma2ucmpallb10 8em8u CAM A C. IlpuMeH!lemcJl Ollfl 
npo8epKu u peMoHma o6opyoo8aHU.fl CAMAC. f!mo6bl 
o6ecne1Jum 803MOJICHOCmb ucnollb308aHU.fl OCIJUilll02paifja 
npeoycMompeHa pa6oma 8 pe:>scuMe no8mopeuu.fl. 
Serial CAMAC module 
G. Brandenburg 
Summary 
A CAMAC module, based on LSI MOS packages, has been developed 
for serial input/output transfers in synchronous or asynchronous mode. 
Zusammenfassung 
Ein auf LSI MOS-Schaltkreisen basierender CAMAC-
Modul ist fur serie/le Eingabe/Ausgabe-Obertragungen 
bei Synchron- oder Asynchronbetrieb entwickelt worden. 
Resume 
Un module CAMAC construit autour de fonctions logiques 
LSI MOS a ete developpe pour les transferts entree/sortie 
serie, en mode synchrone ou asynchrone. 
Riassunto 
E stato sviluppato un modulo CAMAC composto da 
circuiti LSI MOS, per trasferimenti seriali di ingresso -
uscita sincroni o asincroni. 
Samenvatting 
Beschreven wordt een CAMAC moduu/, geschikt voor het 
in serie (synchroon of asynchroon) transporteren van data. 
Hierbij is gebruikt gemaakt van Motorola MOS LSI zender 
en receiver chips. 
Pe3JOMe 
Pa3pa6omaH 611oK CAMAC Ha uHme2pallbHblX cxeMax 
MOS-LSI 0/l.fl nepeOaiJU 8 08YX Hanpa8/leHU.flX 8 CUllXPOHHOM 
U/lU aCUHXpOHHOM pe:>tCUMe. 
A CAMAC serial branch adapter 
E. Kwakkel and G. Messing 
Summary 
The Serial Branch Adapter is a branch driver with interfaces to the 
CAMAC parallel Branch Highway and a serial highway. It allows seven 
crates, with controllers Type A, to operate as a remote sub-system via 
the serial highway, which is based on an interim proposal for the CAMAC 
serial system. 
Zusammenfassung 
Die serielle Branch-Anpassungseinheit ist ein Branch-
Treiber mit Ansch/ussen an den paralle!en CAMAC-
Branch Highway und an einen serie!len Highway. Er 
gestattet den Einsatz von bis zu sieben Rahmen mit 
Steuerung Typ A fur den Betrieb als ortsfernes Sub-System 
uber den seriellen Highway, der auf .. einem vorlaufigen 
Vorschlag fur ein serielles CAMAC-Ubertragungssystem 
basiert. 
Resume 
L'Adaptateur de branche serie est un chassis de commande 
de branche equipe d'interface avec 1'/nterconnexion 
de branche CAMAC parallele et d'une lnterconnexion 
serie. Ce dispositif permet a sept chassis, munis de contra-
leurs type A, de fonctionner comme un sous-systeme a 
distance, par l'intermediaire de 1'/nterconnexion serie 
basee sur une description provisoire de Ia Branche serie 
CAMAC. 
Riassunto 
L 'adattatore seriate di ramo e un elemento di comando di 
ramo, prf!VV!sto d'interfacce a/ co/legamento para/lela del 
ramo prmcJpale CAMAC e a! co!legamento principale 
serie. Esso puo collegare fino a sette contenitori, con 
moduli di control/a tipo A, che funzionano come sottosiste-
mi a distanza attraverso if collegamento principale serie, 
secondo quanta indicato in una proposta provvisoria per 
i I sistema CA MAC serie. 
Samenvatting 
De door het IKO (Amsterdam) ontworpen CAMAC Serial 
Branch Adapter (SBA) is een aanpassing tussen de crate 
controllers type A en de serial highway. De SBA, waarmee 
maximaal 7 crate controllers kunnen worden bestuurd, is 
gebaseerd op een interim rapport over de CAMAC serial 
highway (apri/1973). 
Pe3JOMe 
Aoanmop II OCC/leOo8amellbHOU Bem8U Jl8/l.flemc.fl a pau8epoM 
napall/lellbHou Ma2ucmpa11u 8em8u u uumepifjeucoM nocc/le-
oo8amellbllou 8eln8U. :Jmo oonycKaem pa6omy 7 Kpeumo8 C 
KoumpollllepaMu muna A KaK omoa/leHHOU cy6-cucmeMbl, 
qepe3 nocc/leOo8ame/lb11YIO 8em8b co2/lacuo noc/leouuM npeO/lo-
:>tceHU.flM no noc/leOo8ame/lbHblM cucmeMaM CAMA C. 
A modular microcomputer in the CAMAC system 
A. Starzynski 
Summary 
Single-crate CAMAC systems can be operated by this modular micro-
computer, constructed in CAMAC format and housed in the controlled 
crate. Several configurations are proposed, to cover tasks of differing 
complexity. The system can replace an external computer, and offers a 
significant higher rate of CAMAC operations and lower cost. 
Zusammenfassung 
CAMAC-Systeme mit einem Rahmen konnen von diesem 
Kleinstrechner in Modularbauweise betrieben werden. 
Der im CAMAC-Format hergestellte Rechner wird in dem 
gesteuerten Rahmen untergebracht. Mehrere Konfigura-
tionen - fur Aufgaben unterschiedlicher Komplexitat -
werden behandelt. Das System kann einen externen Rech-
ner ersetzen. Es bietet den Vorteil einer wesentlichen Be-
schleunigung der CAMAC-Operationen bei geringerem 
K ostenaufwand. 
Resume 
Les systemes CAMAC monochassis peuvent etre comman-
des par ce micro-ordinateur modulaire au format CAMAC 
et loge dans /e chassis contra/e. Plusieurs configurations sont 
proposees pour permettre d' effectuer des taches de 
comp/exites diverses. Le systeme peut remplacer un ordi-
nateur exterieur et permet un taux d'operations CAMAC 
sensiblement plus eleve, bien qu'a moindre coDt. 
Riassunto 
Sistemi CAMAC a singolo contenitore possono essere 
controllati da questa microcalcolatore modulare, costruito 
in formato CAMAC e alloggiato net contenitore controllato. 
Sono proposte diverse configurazioni per compiti di varia 
difficolta. II sistema puo sostituire un calcolatore esterno, 
ed offre una cadenza di operazioni CAMAC significativa-
mente maggiore ed un costa minore. 
Samenvatting 
Single crate CAMAC systemen kunnen bestuurd worden 
door deze microcomputer, die gebouwd is overeenkomstig 
de CAMAC vorm en gebruik maakt van het controller 
station en twee normale stations. Er worden verschil/ende 
configuraties voorgesteld. Het systeem kan een computer 
vervangen en biedt dan een beduidend hogere snelheid 
terwijl de kosten lager liggen. 
Pe3JOMe 
oauo-Kpeumua.fl cucmeMa CAMAC MO:Jicem pa6omamb c 
MOOYil.flpllblM MUKpOKOMnymepoM, C030aHHblM no cmau-
oapmaM CAMAC u noMeUfellllblM 8 ynpa8/l.fleMOM Kpeume. 
JlpeO/lO:JICeliO ueCKO/lbKO KOH(/ju2ypa1JUU 0/lfl o6clly:>ICU8a11U.fl 
3aoaq pa3uou CllO:>scuocmu. CucmeMa MO:>tcem 3aMeuumb 
811eU111UU KOMnymep U o6ecneiJUmb 311GIJUmellbHO 60ilblUYIO 
cKopocmb 8blnO/lllellU.fl onepalJUU CAMAC npu 6o11ee 11U3KOU 
CmOUMOCmU. 
A CAMAC module for de motor control 
M. Michalski 
Summary 
This module (Type 570) is used in conjunction with an external thyristor 
supply to control a separately-excited de motor. Speed and direction of 
rotation are normally demanded via the Dataway, but external signal 
inputs are provided for manual control. 
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Zusammenfassu ng 
Dieser Modu/ (Typ 570) wird in Verbindung mit einer 
externen Thyristor- Versorgung zur Steuerung eines ge-
trennt erregten G/eichstrommotors benutzt. Drehge-
schwindigkeit und Drehrichtung werden uber den Daten-
weg abgefragt; fur die Steuerung von Hand ist jedoch 
externe Signaleingabe vorgesehen. 
Resume 
Ce module (type 570) est utilise en association avec un 
systeme d'alimentation exterieur a thyristor, pour com-
mander un moteur a courant continu a excitation separee. 
La vitesse et le sens de Ia rotation sont normalement 
demandes, par 1'/nterconnexion de chassis, mais les entrees 
des signaux exterieurs permettent une commande con-
trolee manuellement. 
Riassunto 
Questa modulo (Tipo 570) viene usato con un'alimenta-
zione esterna a diodi control/ali per comandare un motore a 
corrente continua ad eccitazione indipendente. La velocita 
e il sensa di rotazione sono norma/mente control/ali 
attraverso 1'/nterconnessione, ma sono disponibili ingressi 
esterni di segnale peril control/a manuale. 
Samenvatting 
Dit moduul (type 570) wordt gebruikt met een externe 
thyristorvoeding voor het regelen van een gelijkstroom-
motor. Snelheid en draairichting worden normaal via de 
dataway geregeld, maar handbediening is mogelijk met 
behulp van externe signa/en. 
Pe3IOMe 
3mom 6AoK (muna 570) 6Mecme c 61leUt1lUM mupucmop1lblM 
3aOaJOlf1UM ycmpoucm6oM ynpa6Aflem 06uzame!leM nocmofl1l-
H02o moKa c 61leUt1lUM 6036y:>tcOe1lueM. CKopocmb u 1lanpa6-
AeHue 06UJtce1lUfl 3aOaemcfl HOpMa!lbHO no Mazucmpa!lu HO 6Ce 
maKu npeoycMompeH 6xoa O!lfl PYll1l020 ynpa6Ae1lUfl. 
A fast pattern unit with CAMAC readout 
H. Quehl, H.-J. Stuckenberg and H. Brechtel 
Summary 
This CAMAC module accepts 16 fast input signals. After discrimination 
and shaping, the inputs are strobed by a coincidence signal (resolving 
time 5 IJ.S) into a buffer register, from which the pattern can be read via 
the CAMAC dataway. 
Zusa mmenfassu ng 
Dieser CAMAC -Modul verarbeitet 16 schnel/e Eingabe-
signale. Nach Diskriminierung Formung werden die 
Eingaben mit Hilfe eines Koinzidenzsignals (Auf/osungs-
zeit 5 p,s) in ein Pufferregister ubertragen, dessen lnhalt 
uber den Datenweg gelesen werden kann. 
Resume 
Ce module CAMAC admet 16 signaux d'entree rapides. 
Apres discrimination et mise en forme, les entrees sont 
echantillonnees a /'aide d'un signal de coincidence (temps 
de resolution 5 p,s) et stockees dans une memoire tampon 
dont le contenu peut etre lu au moyen de r/nterconnexion 
CAMAC. 
Riassunto 
Questa modulo CAMAC accetta 16 segnali rapidi d'in-
gresso. Dopo Ia discriminazione e Ia formazione dell' am-
piezza i segnali d'ingresso sono campionati da un segnale 
di coincidenza (tempo di riso/uzione 5 p,s) e passano in 
un registro di transito, Ia cui configurazione puo essere 
/etta tramite 1'/nterconnessione CAMAC. 
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Samenvatting 
Dit CAMAC-moduul heeft 16 ingangen voor snelle signa/en. 
Na discriminatie worden de 16 signa/en met behulp van een 
coincidentiesignaa/ in een bufferregister gepoort. Hieruit 
kan men via de Dataway het patroon van de ingangssigna-
len lezen. 
Pe3IOMe 
E11oK npu1lUMaem 16 6bzcmpbzx 6XOOHblX cuz11alloe. Iloc!le 
8ucKpUMU1lalfUU u rjjopMupoeaHUfl 6XOObl cmpo6upyemcfl 
cuma!laMu coenaoeHUfl (pa3peutalOllfUe epeMJl 5 p,s) 6 6yrjjep-
llblU pezucmp, U3 Komopozo Mozym cl.lumu6ambCfl l.lepe3 
Mazucmpallb CAMAC. 
Classification of CAMAC Software 
P. Christensen 
Summary 
This proposed classification of CAMAC Software is an extension of the 
scheme used for the CAMAC Hardware Product Guide. An example 
of a CAMAC Software Guide illustrates the use of this classification. 
A form summarising the Data needed for the exchange of Software 
documentation is included. 
Zusammenfassung 
Die fur CAMAC-Software vorgeschlagene Klassifikation 
ist eine Erweiterung des .fur die CAMAC-Hardware ent-
wickelten Schemas. Eine Ubersicht uber CAMAC-Software 
dient als Beispiel fur die Benutzung dieser Klassifikation. 
Der Bericht enthalt eine Zusammenfassung der fur den 
Austausch von Software-Dokumentation erforderlichen 
Daten. 
Resume 
La presente proposition de classification du software 
CAMAC est une extension de Ia classification utilisee pour 
le Catalogue des produits hardware CAMAC. Un exemp/e 
du catalogue software CAMAC il/ustre /'utilisation de 
cette classification. 
Un formulaire resumant les donnees necessaires aux 
echanges de documentation est annexe au present expose. 
Riassunto 
La classificazione proposta per il software CAMAC 
costituisce una estensione della schema usato per Ia 
Guida dei prodotti hardware CAMAC. Un esempio di Guida 
software CAMAC il/ustra /'uso della classificazione. 
Si allega un formulario che riassume i dati necessari per /o 
scambio di documentazione software. 
Samenvatting 
De voorgestelde classificatie voor CAMAC -software 
vormt een uitbreiding van het schema dat is toegepast voor 
de CAMAC-Hardware Product Guide. Het gebruik van 
deze classificatie wordt toegelicht aan de hand van een 
voorbeeld van CAMAC Software Guide. 
Een formulier met een samenvatting van de gegevens die 
nodig zijn voor de uitwisseling van documentatie betref-
fende software is opgenomen. 
Pe3IOMe 
Ilpeo!lo:>tcen1lafl KllaccurjjuKalfuJl npozpaM1l020 o6ecnel.le1lUfl 
CAMAC J/.6/lflemcfl npooo!l:>tCeHueM cxeMbt, npuMe11e11oi1 6 
nepel.le1le U30eAui1 CAMAC. IlpuMep noKa3bl6aem Memoa 
ucnollb306a1lUfl KllaccurjjuKalfuu 6 nepel.leHe npozpaMM. 
J(o6ae!le1l 6/laHK cooepJtcalOlf1UU Oa1l1lble 1leo6xoOUMble 0/lfl 
o6Mena OoKyMe1lmalfUU npozpaMM. 
CAMAC PRODUCT GUIDE 
This guide consists of a list of CAMAC equipment 
which is believed to be offered for sale by manufac-
turers in Europe and the USA. The information has 
been taken from a CAMAC Products Reference 
compiled by CERN-NP-EL II from manufacturers' 
catalogues, advertisements and written communi-
cations available to them on the 31st January 1974. 
Every effort has been made to ensure the com-
pleteness and accuracy of the list, and it is hoped 
that most products and manufacturers have been 
included. Inclusion in this list does not necessarily 
indicate that products are fully compatible with the 
CAMAC specifications nor that they are recom-
mended or approved by the ESONE Committee. 
Similarly, omission from this list does not indicate 
disapproval by the ESONE Committee. Users are 
advised to obtain detailed information from the 
manufacturers or their agents in order to check the 
compatibility and operational characteristics of 
equipment. 
Products are cJassified according to the new 
decimal cJassification system introduced last issue. 
See Bulletin No.7 for a description of the classi-
fication system. 
There are about 120 new entries this time, bringing 
up the total to some 1000 products. 
How to search for appropriate class: As a first 
approach use the relatively coarse cJassification 
listed below. In the Index of Products you will find 
a heading for each three-decimal class. 
Remarks on some columns in the Index of 
Products 
Column 
N/C - N is new, G is corrected entry. 
CODE -This is the classification code. It may 
here have up to five decimals and looks 
like .1, .12, .123, .123.4, .123.45. The first 
three decimals may be omitted. 
WIDTH - NA indicates other format, normally 
19 inch rack mounted chassis. 
- 24 or 25 indicates number of stations 
available in a crate. 
- Blank, the width has no meaning. 
- 0 indicates unknown width. 
NPR - Number in brackets is issue number of 
the Bulletin in which the item was or is 
described in the New Products section. 
DELIV -Date on which item became or will 
become available. 
CLASSIFICATION GROUPS 
code page 
1 DATA MODULES (1/0 Transfers and 
Processing) 
11 Digital Serial Input Modules (Scalers, 
Time Interval and Bi-directional Counters, 
Serial Coded etc.) II 
12 Digital Parallel Input Modules (Storing and 
Non-Storing Registers, Caine. Latl.h, Lam, 
Status etc.) IV 
13 Digital Output Modules (Serial: Clocks, 
Timers, Pulse Generators, Parallel: TTL Output, 
Drivers) . VII 
14 Digital 1/0, Peripheral and Instrumen-
tation Interfacing Modules (Serial and 
Parallel l/0 Regs, Pr·inter-, Tape-, DVM-, 
Plotter- and Analyser Interfaces, Step-Motor 
Drivers, Supply CTR, Displays). ' IX 
15 Digital Handling and Processing Modules 
(and/or/not Gates, Fan-Outs, Digital Level and 
Code Converters, Buffers, Delays, Arithm. 
Processors etc.) . XII 
16 Analogue Modules (ADC, DAC, Multi-
plexers, Amplifiers, Linear Gates, Discrimi-
nators etc.) . XIII 
17 Other Digital and/or Analogue Modules 
(Mixed Analogue and Digital, Not Dataway 
Connected etc.) . XVI 
2 SYSTEM CONTROL (Computer Couplers, 
Controllers and Related Equipment) 
21 Interfaces/Drivers and Controllers (Par-
allel Mode for 4600 Branch and Other Multi-
code page 
Crate Bus, Single-Crate Systems, Autonomous 
Systems) XVI 
22 Interfaces/Controllers/Drivers for Serial 
Highway XIX 
23 Units Related to 4600 Branch or Other 
Parallel Mode Control/Data Highway 
(Crate Controllers, Terminations, Lam Graders, 
Branch/Bus extenders) XIX 
3 TEST EQUIPMENT 
31 System Related Test Gear. XXI 
32 Branch Related Testers/Controllers and 
Displays XXI 
33 Dataway Related Testers and Displays XXI 
34 Module Related Test Gear (Module Ex-
tenders) . XXII 
37 Other Test Gear for CAMAC Equipment XXII 
4 CRATES, SUPPLIES, COMPONENTS, 
ACCESSORIES 
41 Crates and Related Components/ Acces-
sories (Crates with/without Data way and 
Supply, Blank Crates, Crate Ventilation Gear) XXII 
42 Supplies and Related Components/Ac-
cessories (Single- and Multi-Crate Supplies, 
Blank Supply Chassis, Control Panels, Supply 
Ventilation) XXIV 
43 Recommended or Standard Components/ 
Accessories (Branch Cables, Connectors etc., 
Dataway Connectors, Boards etc., Blank 
Modules, Other Stnd Components) XXV 
INDEX OF .PRODUCTS 
NC DESIGNATION+ SHORT DATA TYPE MANUFACTURER WIDTH DELIV. NPR 
1 DATA MODULES - l/0 TRANSFERS AND PROCESSING 
11 Digital Serial Input Modules- Scalers, Time Interval 
and Bi-directional Counters, Serial Coded etc. 
111 Simple Serial Binary Registers 
1X24 BIT BINARy BLIND SCALER C20MHZ NIM 
OR 10MHZ TTL 1/P,EXT INHIBIT IN,nVF 0/P) 
MlNISCALER (2X16BIT,30~HZ,SEPARATE GATES 
AND EXTERNAL RESET,NlM LEVELS) 
MINISCALER (2X16BIT,30MHZ,SEPARATE GATES 
AND EXTERNAL RESET,NIM LEVELS) 
MINISCALER{2X16BIT 1 30MHZ,SEPARATE GATES 
AND EXT RESET,NIM LEVELS) 
DUAL 150 MHZ 16 BIT SCALFR (ONE 50 OHMS, 
ONE UNTERMINATED NIM tNPUT PER SCALER) 
DUAL 24 BIT BINARY SCALER 
{15MHZ 1 NIM OR TTL INPUTS) 
DUAL 24•BIT COUNTING REGISTER (50MHZ) 
DUAL lOOMHZ SCALER (2X24 RIN BITS OR 
2X6 BCD DIGITS,DISCR LEVEL •0,5V) 
DUAL 150 MHZ 24 BIT SCALER (ONE SO OHMS, 
ONE UNTERMINATED NlM INPUT ~ER SCALER) 
MICROSCALER (4X16BIT 1 2X32BIT SELECTA8LE, 
25M HZ ,COMMON GHE ,!'liM LEVELS') 
QUAD CAMAC SCALER (4X16BIT OR 2X32BIT, 
40MHZ) 
TIME DIGITIZER (4X16BIT,50MHZ CLOCK,~lTH 
CENTRE FINDER, USABLE ~ITH PRE•AMP 511) 
N QUAD SCALER TYPE 003 (4XI6BIT,50MHZ) 
SERIAL REGISTER . (4X!6BIT,2X32BIT 
SELECTABLE,25MHZ,C0MM0N GATE,NIM LEVELS) 
QUAD 40 MHZ SCALER (4X16BIT,2X32BIT 
SELECTABLE,INDIV Hl•Z INHIBITS, NI~) 
MICROSCALER (4XI6 BIT,25~Hz,OPTIMIZED 
INPUT,3 NSEC,GIVES TYP 80MHZ COUNTING) 
MICROSCALER(4X168IT,2X32BIT SELECTABLE, 
25MHZ,C0MMON GATE,NI~ LEVELS) 
4X!6 BIT BINARY BLIND SCALER (30 MHZ, 
2X32BIT SELECTABLE,COMMON GATE,NlM/TTL) 
FOUR•FOLD SCALER (4X16BIT,2X32BIT 
SELECTAHLE,50~HZ,CUMMnN GATE,NIM LEVELS) 
FOUR•FOLD CAMAC SCALER C4X16BIT,40MHZ, 
ONE 50 OHMS,ONE Hl•Z NIM I/P PER SCALER) 
TIME DIGITIZER(4Xt6BIT,CLOCK RATE 
70/85MHZ, WIT~ CENTER FINDING LOGIC) 
TIME DIGITIZER (4X16BJT,CLOCK RATE 
70/85MHZ 1 NIM LEVELS) 
SERIAL REGISTER (4X16BIT,2X32BIT SELECT• 
ABLE,!OOMHZ,COM~ON GATE,NIM LEVELS) 
QUAD 100 MHZ SCALER(4X!6/24BIT,•0,5V I/P 
THRESHOLO,COMMON EXT FAST INHIRIT,NlM) 
FOUR•FOLD SCALER(4X168IT,2X32BIT SELECT• 
ABLE,lOOMHZ,CUMMUN GATE,NIM LEVELS) 
QUAD SCALER (4X24RIT, 50MHZ, DATAWAY 
AND/OR EXT FAST INHIBIT, NIM LEVELS) 
QUAD COUNTING PEGISTE.R(4X24BIT,NJM INPUT 
TTL INHIBIT IN,TTL CARRY AND OVF OUT) 
QUAD SCALER (4X24BIT,150/125MHZ,DATA~AY 
AND/OR EXT FAST lNHIRIT,NlM LEVELS) 
QUAD SCALER (4X24BIT~ 200MHZ, DATAWAY 
AND/OR EXT FAST lN~IBIT, NIM LEVELS) 
J EB 10 
1002 
002 
c 104 
2S 2024/16 
FHC 1313 
80A 
2S 2024/24 
1003 
1004 
1005 
S003 
SR 1605 
SR 1606 
c 102 
J EEl 20 
4 s 2003/50 
4 s 2004 
TO 2031 
TD 2041 
SR !608 
2~50R 
4 s 2003/100 
S424S 
709·2 
9051 
S424B 
S424F 
SAJP/SCHLUMRERGER 
NUCL, ENTERPRISES 
ROT 
SEN 
BF VERTRIEB 
WENZEL ELEKTRONIK 
JOR~<oAY 
SEN 
BORER 
BORER 
EG&G 
GEC•ELLI0TT 
GEC•ELLinTT 
NUCL, ENTERPRISES 
RDT · 
SAIPISCHLUMAERGER 
SEN 
SEN 
SEN 
SE~J 
LRS•U.CRQY 
SEN 
EGJtG 
NlJCL, ENTERPRISES 
NUCL, tNTfRPRI~ES 
EG&G 
f.G&G 
171 
/69 
171 
170 
172 
172 
170 (1) 
170 
/69 
172 
172 
173 
171 
/71 
171 (5) 
171 
/71 
/6Q 
/70 
17'2 
17'2 (4) 
/71 
/70 
/70 
(7) 
171 
173 
171 . 
II 
NC DESIGNATION+ SHORT DATA 
QUAD COUNTING REGISTER (4X24BIT, 100MHZ, 
NlM + TTL LEVELS, TTL rAR~V QVF, B!NARV) 
.QUAD SCALER (4X24~IT, 125MHZ 1 1NTERRUPT 
STRUCTURE, INDIVInUAL INHIBIT INPUTS} 
QUAD SCALER (4X24BIT 1 200MHZ,INTERRUPT 
STRUCTURE, INDIVIUUAL INHIBIT INPUTS) 
QUAD 100MHZ SCALER (4X24RIT,DISCR LEVEL 
•0,5V 1 TIME•INTERVAL APPL,NIM lNHlB 1/P) 
HEX TTL/NJM 50 MHZ SCALER 
HEX NlM 100 MHZ SCALER 
OCTAL SCALER (12HJTS,A INPIITS 1 50MHZ,EACH 
SCALER GIVES EXT INHJBIT,NJM LEV~LS) 
TYPE 
300 
51 
s 1·•1 
84 
3610 
3615 
5812 
112 Simple Serial Decade Registers 
1X6 BCD DECADE SCALER 
(25 MHZ, BUILT•IN DISPLAV) 
DUAL 24 BIT BCD SCALER 
{15MHZ 1 NlM OR TTL INPUTS) 
DUAL 100 MHZ•6 DECADE BCD SCALER 
2X6 BCD DECADE SCALER • 100 MHZ 
WITH REMOTE DISPLAV 
QUAD BCD SCALER (4X6 DECADES,30MHZ) 
OUAD COUNTING REGISTER (4X24BlT, IOOMHZ, 
NIM + TTL LEVELS, TTL CARR¥ OVF, BCD) 
113 Preset Serial Binary Registers 
16 BIT PRESETTABLf INTERVAL COUNTER 
PRFSET COUNTING Rf.GISTER (16BIT,10MHZ, 
NIM/TTL l/P,TTL INHIB + 0/P,OATAWAV SET) 
24 BIT PRESETTABLE INTERVAL CO~NTER 
PRESET SCALER(24BIT,30MHZ,DATAwAV PRESET 
COUNi/TlHE,INPUT GATED,NJM LEV~LS) 
PRESET COUNTING REGISTER (24BIT 1 10MHZ, 
DATAWAV SET,NIM/TTL INPUT,TTL U/P+lNHJB) 
SCALER 50 MHZ (12/16/18/24AIT 1 PRESET 
WITH DVF LINE,CONSTANT DEADTIME) 
PRESETTABLE SCALER C24AIT,30MHZ, wiTH 
BUFFER STAJICIZING 0ATA DUPING READ•OUT) 
DUAL PRESET COUNTING REGISTER(16BIT BIN) 
N DUAL PRESET SCALER (2X16RIT,5MHZ 1 
NIM FAST LQGIC LEVELS) 
DUAL 50 MHZ SCALER•TIMER (24 BITS) 
2X24 BIT PRESET SCALER (IOOMHZ COUNTING) 
QUAD COUNTING REGISTER (4X24BIT, 500~Hz, 
NIM +TTL LFVELS 1 TTL CARR¥ OVF, BINARV) 
J EA 20 
FHC 1311 
350 
J EA 10 
9021 
301 
2201 
7039•1 
2202 
1001 
2204 
PS016 
2101 
J EP 30 
310 
114 Preset Serial Decade Registers 
N REAL TIME CLOCK, LIVE TI~E INTEGRATOR, 
PRESET TIMER 
REAL TIME CLOCK (3,R USEC TQ 18,2 HRS, 
PRESET•TIME AND PRESET•COUNT MODES) 
24BlT BCD PRFSfT•SCALER (12MHZ, NIM 
OR TTL INPUTS,~ANUAL OR DATA~AV PRESET) 
24BIT BCD PRESET•SCALER (12MHZ, NlM 
OR TTL INPUTS,PATAWAY PRESET} 
6 BCD DECADE SCALER (MANUAL AND DATAWAV 
PRESET 1 1 MHZ, START/STOP llliTPUT) 
PRESET SCALER (20MHZ 1 8DECADE ijCD,~ SEGM 
LED INDICATES CONTENTS AND PRESET NO) 
PRESET SCALER(10MHZ,8 DECA~E BCO,DISPLAV 
OF 2 SIGNIF NUMBERS+EXP 1 MAN PRESEl 1 NJM) 
DUAL PRESET COUNTING REGISTE(4 DECADES) 
QUAD COUNTING REGISTER (4X24RIT, 500MHZ I 
NIM +TTL LEVELS, TTL CARRV OVF, RCD) 
RC014 
RTC 2014 
FHC 1301 
FHC 1302 
J EP 20 
PSR 0801 
c 103 
2204 
311 
MANUFACTURER 
HVTEC 
JnERGfR 
JOERGER 
KINETIC SVSTEMS 
KINETIC SYSTEMS 
EGSoG 
SAIP/SCHLUMBERGER 
BF VfRTR!EB 
lNFORMATEK 
SAIP/SCHLU~BERGER 
NUCL, ENTERPRISES 
HVTEC 
RI RA SYSTEMS 
NUCL, ENTERPRISES 
BI RA SVSTEHS 
NUCL, ENTERPRISES 
SIEMENS 
WENZEL ELEKTRONIK 
BI RA SVSTEMS 
EGI!.G 
€11 RA SYSTEMS 
SAIP/SCHLUM8ERGER 
HVTEC 
EG&G 
SEN 
!'IF VERTRTfB 
AF VERTRif.B 
SAIP/SCHLUMBERGER 
GEC•ELLIC1TT 
ROT 
BI RA SYSTEMS 
HVTEC 
WIDTH DELIV. NPR 
/73 
172 (5) 
173 
171 (2) 
/'13 
/73 (8) 
/71 
173 
/72 
173 
/71 
/71 
173 
1'13 
170 
173 
171 ( 1) 
171 
/72 
/72 
/73 
173 
2 01174 
173 
173 
173 
/71 
2 /71 (1} 
171 (1) 
2 /71 
172 (7) 
171 
173 
173 
Ill 
NC DESIGNATION+ SHORT DATA TYPE MANUFACTURER WIDTH DELIV. NPR 
117 Other Digital Serial Input Modules (Bi-Directional Sequential, Shift Types) 
DEAD TIME COUNTER 2203 Eli R. SYSTEMS 
N DUAL INCREMENTAL POSITION ENCODER PE 019 EG&G 
(2X20 BIT CAPACITY) 
UP/DO~N PRESETTABLE CDUNTERC24SIT,10MHZ, 52 JOERGER 
GATE AND PULSE BURST OUTPUTS) 
UP/DO~N PRfSETTABLE COUNTER(b BCD DIGITS 52•1 JOERGER 
10MHz, MANUAL AND DATAWAY PRESET) 
I QUAD PRESETTABLE. UP•DOwt. COUNTER 3fl40 KINETIC !'iYSTEMS 
DUAL INCREMENTAL POSITIUN ENCOOER (2X20 2IPE 2019 SEN 
BIT X•Y DIGlTlZATION BY UP•OOW~I COUNHR) 
12 Digital Parallel Input Modules- Storing 
and Non-storing Registers, Coinc. Latch, Lam, Status etc. 
121 Non-Storing Registers (Gates) 
PARALLEL INPUT GATE (1Xt6BIT, TTL) 
PARALLEL INPUT GATE (1X24BIT, TTL) 
INPUT GATE (24BIT, SOURCE SELECTION RY 
6BIT OUTPUT, DATAWAY GEN STROBE OUT) 
INPUT GATE 24•BIT 
PARALLEL INPUT GATE (24BIT STATIC DATA, 
INTEGRATED FOR I USEC,TTL LEVELS) 
PARALLEL INPUT GATE (22BIT STATIC DATA, 
500 NSEC INTEGRATION,STROBE SETS L,TTL) 
24•~IT ISOLATED INPUT GATE 
PARALLEL INPUT GATE (2X16BIT, TTL) 
STATIC DIGITAL INPUT (2X16BIT, TTL) 
DUAL 24 BIT PARALLEL INPUT GATE (TTL) 
DUAL PARALLEL STROBFD JNPUT GATE(2X24BIT 
HANDSHAKE MODE TRANSFER TO DATAWAV,TTL) 
DUAL PARALLEL INPUT GATE (2X24BIT,NON• 
INTERLOC« CONTROL TRANSF TO DATAWAY,TTL) 
INPUT GATE DUAL 24 BIT 
INPUT GATE (2X24BIT STATIC DATA,INTEGR 
FOR 1USEC,TTL LEVELS,! N VIA 50-WAY CONN) 
DUAL 24 BIT PARALLlL INPUT GATF 
(~lTH LED DISPLAY OPTinN) 
PARALLEL INPUT GATE (:'XltiAIT I NPUT FRO~ 
ISOLATING CONTACTS) 
3X16•BlT INPUT GATE 
(INPUTS ISOLATED AY nPTO•COUPLF~S) 
DIGITAL INPUT REGISTER WITH OPT!l COUPLER 
(4X8BIT PARALLEL INPUT GATES,w!TH L) 
(~lTH FRONT PANEL CONNFCTOA) 
PARALLEL INPUT GATE(16XIti8IT,TTL, t=LOW) 
128 BIT RECEIVfR {ADDRESSABLE AS 8 16BIT 
WORUS OR 128 1•HIT WOROS) 
DIGITAL INPUT REGISTER (5X8RIT PARALL 
INPUT GATES,5TH BYTE S~TS L,TTL,t•Hl 
(WITH FRONT PANEL CONNECTOR) 
(~lTHOUT ~IRING BOARD) 
DIGITAL INP!JT REGISTER (5X8RJT PARALL 
INPUT GATES,~TH BYTE SETS L1 HLL,J:H) (WITH FRUNT PANEL CONNECT0~) 
2411 
2421 
J 007 
3420 
7059•1 
3471 
2412 
2422 
61 
3472 
320 
1061 
1063 
DD 200•2003 
DO 200•2203 
IG 25601 
c 341 
DO 200•2001 
DO 200•2201 
DO 200•2000 
Oil 200•2002 
DO 200•2202 
BI RA SYSTEMS 
BI RA SYSTEMS 
JORWAY 
KINETIC SYSTEt-1S 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
NlJCL. ENTERPRISF.S 
KINETIC SYSTEMS 
fll RA SYSTEMS 
SIEMENS 
BI RA SYSTEMS 
JORWAY 
JOAWAY 
KINETIC SYSTEt-S 
POL ON 
STND fNGTNEERING 
A(lR~R 
BORER 
DOR"'IER 
GEC•ELLinTT 
lNF!JRMATFK 
DORNJER 
01/74 
173 
172 (5) 
173 
173 
171 
173 
173 
(8) 
171 (4) 
170 
170 
17'3 
173 
173 (6) 
/73 
170 
170 
17J 
172 (6) 
172 (4) 
173 (8) 
/72 
172 
2 172 
173 
171 
172 
173 
172 
172 
IV 
NC DESIGNATION+ SHORT DATA 
122 Storing Registers 
DYNAMIC DIGITAL INPUT, PDT. FRFE 
PARALLEL•lNPUT·REGISTER (SINGLE 16124AIT 
OPTION,READY SIGNAL$,110 TTL,ADC APPL ) 
PARALLF.L•INPUT·REGISTEP (SINGLE 161248IT 
OPT,READY SIGNALS,IIO TTL,CONTROL BUS) 
PARALLEL INPUT REGISTER (1X16AtT, TTL) 
PARALLEL INPUT REGISTER (16BIT,CONTlNU• 
OUS OR STROBED MODES C[lNTROLLED BY REG) 
C DYN 0 DIG 0 INPUT (16BlT, TTL, 
LAM IF INPUT 0•1 OH 1•0 OR BOTH) 
INPUT REGISTER (24AIT, SPEC CONN, 8 BIT 
ALSO VIA LEMO,LAM ON NnN•ZERD OR STROBE) 
PARALLEL INPUT REGISTER (1X?.4RIT, TTL) 
INPUT REGISTER 24•~IT 
BALANCED INPUT REGISTER wiTH ADDRESSING 
PARALLEL INPUT REGISTER (2X16BIT, TTL) 
DUAL INPUT REGISTERC2X16RIT,LAM & STROHE 
liP & DATA•READ•STROBE DIP PER C~ANNEL) 
N CAMAC UNTERM, liP'S VIA SCHMITT TRIGGERS 
liP FILTER RESPONSE 1USEC TO tOMS 
J2 BIT INPUT REGISTER 
DUAL 16 BIT INPUT REGTSTER 
(TTL LEVELS, CERN SPECS 072) 
DUAL lb BIT INPUT REGISTER(E~T STROBE OR 
DATAWAY COMMANU STORES DATA,TTL LEVELS) 
DIGITAL INPUT (2~16AIT POT 0 FREE) 
DUAL 24 BIT PARALLEL INPUT REGISTER(TTL) 
DUAL 2• 8ll PARALLEL INPUT REGISTER(TTL) 
DUAL ~4 BIT INPUT REGISTER 
(TTL, ~ANOS~AKE) 
DUAL INPUT REGISTER(2~24BIT,LAM & STROBE 
liP & OATA•READ•STROBE DIP PER CHANNEL) 
N CA~AC UNTER~. liP'S VIA SCHMITT TRIGGERS 
IIP FILTER RESPONSE 1USEC 10 10MS 
N (SAME BUT WITH TwiSTED PAIR INPUTS) 
N (SAME BUT WITH OPTICAL ISOLATION INPUT, 
LOGIC 1 • 5V UR 12MA) 
DUAL INPUT REGISTER (2~248I T 1 INPUT 
INTEG TTL INPUT, +AND• LOGIC) 
DUAL PARALLEL INPUT REGISTER(2~24BIT,EXT 
LOAD REQUEST 1 4 OPER - MODES,TTL LEVELS) 
24•BIT DUAL PARALLEL INPUT ~FGISTER 
(A HAS LO•Zr B HAS UNTERMINATED INPUT) 
PARALLEL INPUT REGISTER (2X24 BITS) 
DUAL 24 BIT PARALtEL INPUT REGISTER 
(WITH LEO DISPLAY OPTION) 
DUAL INPUT REGISTER (2X24BIT,INPUT INTfG 
TTL SCHMITT TRIG liP, tAND• LOGIC) 
INPUT REGISTER {2X248JTr HIGH I~PfDANCE 
IIPr LED DISPLAY, 2X6AIT DIP REG OPTION) 
DIGITAL IN~IT REGISTER, E.XTFRNAL STRClAE 
(4XBB1T INPUT LATCHES, 1X8BIT SET LAM) 
(SAME WITH FRONT PANEL CONNECTOR) 
TYPE 
MS PI 123011 
~S PI 2 123011 
23'11 
7014•1 
FHC 1308 
2321 
3470 
34JO 
2312 
PR 1610 SERIES 
PR 1611 
c 345 
2IR 2002 
2IR 2010 
C: 76451•A8•A3 
2322 
2322A 
PR 2400 SERIES 
PR 2401 
PFI 2402 
PR 2403 
221 
60 
9041AI9041B 
J RE 10 
220 
JR 
DO 200•2004 
DO 200•2204 
MANUFACTURER 
SIEMENS 
AE"G•TELEFUNKEN 
AEG•TELEFUNKHI 
BI RA SYSTEMS 
NUCL, ENTERPRISES 
SIEMENS 
BF VERTRIEB 
BI RA SYSTEMS 
KINETIC SYSTE1'1S 
KINETIC SYSTEMS 
Bl RA SYSTEMS 
GEC•ELLIOTT 
INFORMAHK 
SEN 
SEN 
SIEMENS 
BI RA SYSTEMS 
BI RA SYSTEMS 
EGII.G 
GEC•ELLIOTT 
~VTEC 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
SAIPISC~LUMBERGER 
STND ENGINEERING 
HVTEC 
JOERGER 
DOR~HER 
WIDTH DELIV. NPR 
170 
170 
173 
170 
173 
171 
/7J 
/71 
172 
/7J 
173 
/7J 
172 
170 
173 
173 
/7J 
172 
173 
173 
173 
173 
/7J 
170 
/72 
/73 
/72 
173 
172 
173 
/73 
(6) 
{1} 
(1) 
(6) 
(4) 
(8) 
(6) 
( 7) 
(7) 
(7) 
v 
NC DESIGNATION+ SHORT DATA TYPE MANUFACTURER 
123 Terminated Signal Input Registers (Coinc. Latch, Pattern etc.) 
COI~CIDENCE LATCH (24 NIM INPUTS WITH 
COMMON STR08~, EXT RESFT, 2NSEC OVERLAP) 
12 BIT PARALLEL l~PIJT PEGISTER (NJM) 
N INTeRRUPT REGISTER 12•INPIJT & STROBE 
NIM FAST LOGIC LEVELS 
STROBED INPUT REGISTER (12BIT COINC A~D 
LATCH,NlM LEVELS,PATTER~ A~O L•REQ APPL) 
FAST COINCIDENCE LATCH(16BIT,DISCR liP, 
MIN 2 NSEC STROBE•SIGNAL OVERLAP) 
16 FOLD DCR(IIP DISCR,STPOBE•lNPUT OVtR• 
LAP 2NSEC,CHL•8 AND CH9•16 SUM OIP,NIM) 
16•CH COINCIDENCE REGISTER (STROBF liP, 
2NS OVERLAP,FAST SUM n1P AND CLEAR,NIM) 
PATTERN UNIT 
(16 I~DlV NIM INPUTS,COMMON NIM GATE) 
N FAST INPUT REGISTER 
(ASSEMBLES 16BIT wORDS FROM IL2 INPUTS) 
PATTERN UNIT(16BIT,IIP STROBED wiTH 
COMMON GATEr10 NSEC OVERLAP,NJM LEVELS) 
16 BIT PATTERN UNIT (NIM liP AND GATE) 
PATTERN UNIT 16 BIT (1fi INDIVIDUAL NJM 
INPUTS,COMMnN NIM GATE, CERN SPECS 021) 
16 BIT PATTERN UNIT (CERN SPECS 071, 16 
INDiviDUAL NJM INPUTS,CDMMON NJM GATE) 
COINCIDENCE BUFFER (2Xt2BIT,ONf STROBE 
PER t2BITS 1 MIN 2NS OVERLAP,NiM INPUTS) 
C124 EG&G 
2351 BI RA SYSTEMS 
IR026 EG&G 
SIR 2026 SEN 
64 JORWAY 
23408 LRS•LECROY 
2341 LRS•LECROY 
021 NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
9053 NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
101 RnT 
J PU 10 SAIP/SCHLUMBERGER 
16P 2007 SEN 
16P 2047 SEN 
C212 EGI!.G 
124 Manual Input Modules (Word Generators, Parameter Units) 
N WORD GENERATOR (SWITCH REGISTER,12BIT) 
PARAMETER UNIT 12 BIT {PROVIDES 12 BIT 
COMMUNICATION,PUSH BUTTON L~REQUEST) 
MANUAL INPUT REGISTER (INPUTS A ~ANO•SFT 
16•BIT WORD, MANUAL AND fLECTR LAM liP) 
DATA SWITCHES 
(16124 BITS,READABLE + CONTENT ADDR) 
24 BIT PARAMETER UNIT 
WORD GENERATOR {248IT wORD 
MANUALLY SET By SWITCHES) 
24-BIT MANUAL INPUT 
wORD GENERATOR (24 8ITS llF BitJARY DATA, 
SWl TCH SELECTED) 
24 BIT WORD GENERATOR , WITH LAM 
PARAMETER UNIT (QUAD 4-DECADf ~CD 
PARAMETERS MANUALLY SET) 
PARAMETER . UNIT (QUAD 4 DECADE ~CD 
PARAMETERS MANUALLY SET) 
WG005 F.G&G 
p 2005 SEN 
1041 BORER 
c 322 
2501 BI RA SYSTEMS 
WG 2401 GEC•ELLinTT 
3460 KINETIC SYSTEMS 
9020 NUCL. EN1ERPRISES 
STND ENGINEERING 
022 NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
c 105 ROT 
WIDTH DELIV. NPR 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
173 
/73 
170 
/71 
171 
171 
/71 
06/74 
/71 
/72 
170 
/72 
/71. 
/73 
170 
/73 
173 
171 
173 
/71 
173 
/71 
171 
( 1) 
(6) 
(4) 
(!'i) 
(6) 
(8) 
(2) 
(2) 
127 Other Parallel Input Modules (Incl. Lam and Status Registers, see 232 for Lam Grader) 
24-~IT INTERRUPT REGISTER I 051 RORER /72 (3) 
(STATUS COMPARED,CHANGt GIVES LAM) 
PRIORITY INPUT REGISTERC12HITS OPED Tn 63 JORwAY 2 170 
LAM,FAST COINC LATC~ APPL,NIM LFVELS) 
INTERRUPT REQUEST ~EGISTER (!lA IT, TTL 7013•1 NUCL. ENTERPRISES 170 
INPUTS TO REGISTER,ANY INPIIT GIVES LAM. 
INTERRUPT REQUEST REGISTER EC 218 NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
LAM REQUEST REGISTER (16 BIT) 300 POL ON 02/74 
N 64 LINE SURVEYOR 64LS 2052 SEN (9) 
VI 
NC DESIGNATION+ SHORT DATA. TYPE MANUFACTURER 
13 Digital Output Modules- Serial: Clocks, Timers, 
Pulse Generators, Parallel: TIL Output, Drivers 
131 Serial Output Modules (Clocks, Timers, Pulse GEN) 
N PRESET SCALER (LEVEL OR PIILSE. TRAIN 0/P, 
DURATION SET By CllMMAND,SINGLE & REPEAT) 
TIMER MOOIJLE 
CRYSTAL CLOCK GENERATOR (7 TTL nuTPUTS 
FOR 1HZ TO lMHZ FREQUENCY DECAOES) 
CRYSTAL CONTROLLEI'l PULSE GENERATOR(7 DE• 
CADES•lHZ TO 1MHZ•500NS PULSES OUT,TTL) 
REAL TIME CLDCI< 
(4SEC CLOCK/5HSEC STOP WATCH) 
CLOCK GENERATOR (INT 10MHZ, EXT 50~HZ, 
8 DECADE STEPS,PLllS PRf\GRAHMABLE (li,TPUT) 
CLOCK PULSE GENERATOR (7 OUTPUTS•1HZ TO 
1MHZ•IN DECAD~ STEPS,10MHZ EXT IN,TTLl 
CLOCK PULSE GE~ERATnR(7 DECAOES•IHZ TU 
1MHZ•500 ~lSEC PULSES lllJT ,TTL ANfl NIM) 
1 HZ • 1 MHZ QUARTZ CLOCK (7 0/P • 1HZ 
TO 1MHZ•200 TU 800 NSEC wiDTH,TTL LEVEL) 
QUARZ•CLOCK WITH 2 TIMER FUNCTIONS 
CAMAC•CLOCK•GENERATflR(7 DECAI'lES•10MHZ TO 
1HZ,50/500 NSEC 0/P PULSFS,2,8V/50 OHMS) 
CLOCK/TIMER (O~OOIS TO 10 HRS TIME 
INTERVAL,REAL•TlMf OUTPUT) 
N REAL TIME CLOCK, LIVE TIME INTEGRATOR, 
PRESET TIMER 
REAL TIME CLUCK (COUNTS ,1 SEC TO 999 
DAYS, DISPLAYS HRS/MIN/SEC, 50/60HZ GEN) 
REAL TIME CLOCK (3,8 USEC TO 18 1 2 HRS, 
PRESET•TIME AND PRESET-COUNT MODES) 
TIME BASE (10 TO tOOMHZ IN INCREMENTS OF 
10MHZ, USED WITH TO 2031/T~ 2041) 
TIMER (MIN 1USEC,OVF FROM COUNTER•PP1) 
TEST PULSE GENERATOR (5 Til 50 NSE'C NP1 
0/P PULSE DERIVEO FRO~ Sl,F(25) OR E~T) 
DUAL PROGRAMMED PULSE GENERATORC50HZ/ 
2KHZ/5MHZ PULS~ TRAJN,LENGTH By COMMAND) 
PSR 0801 
3655 
FHC 1303 
PG 0001 
c 320 
cr. 
109 
J HCJ 10 
C 76451•A14•A1 
C•CG•IO 
141 1 
RC014 
RTC 
RTC 2014 
TB 2032 
TPG 0202 
2PPG 2016 
132 Parallel Output Registers (TTL, HTL, NIM etc.) 
12 BIT PARALLEL OUTPUT REGISTER (NlM) 
N NlM FAST LOGIC DRIVfR (12 OUTPUTS) 
12 BIT OUTPUT REGISTER(DC OR PULSE 0/P, 
UPDATING STROBE OUTPUT,NIM LEVELS) 
OUTPUT REGISTER (12BIT, ~IM PULSES OR 
LEVELS OUT) 
16 BIT PARALLEL OUTPUT REGISTER (TTL) 
DIFFERENTIAL OUTPUT REGISTER 
OUTPUT REGISTER (24BIT TTL VIA SP~C CONN 
8BIT ALSO VIA FRONT PANEL LEMO) 
24 BIT OUTPUT REGISTER (TTL) 
C OUTPUT REGISTER 
PARALLEL. OUTPUT REGIST~R (24BIT, TTL) 
DUAL 16BJT PARALLEL OUTPUT REGISTER(TTL) 
N DUAL OUTPUT REGISTER (30 TTL LOADS} 
OUTPUT REGISTER (2X1b~IT VIA ISOLATING 
CONTACTS) 
DUAL 24 BIT PARALLEl. flUTPUT REGlS·TER 
OUTPUT REGISTER (2X24BIT DATA CliJT ,DATA• 
READY + bUSY FrRM HANDSHA~[, TTL) 
3251 
ND027 
4! 
OR :?027 
3211 
3030 
FHC lJOY 
3221 
3!i1 
3212 
2(1R 20!:11 
1082 
3222 
GEC•ELLJnTT 
KINETIC SYSTEf'IS 
BF VERTRJE8 
GEC•ELLinTT 
INFORMATEK 
JOERGF.R 
NUCL, ENTERPRISES 
RI'>T 
SAIP/SCHLUMAERGER 
Siff'IF.NS 
WENZEL ELFKTRONIK 
BORER 
EGI!.G 
JOERGER 
SEN 
SEN 
SIEMENS 
GEC•ELUOTT 
SEN 
BI RA SYSTEMS 
EG&G 
JORIOAY 
s~ N 
AI RA SYSTEMS 
t<TNETIC SYSTEMS 
A~- VfRfRlfA 
AI IH SYSTEMS 
POL ON 
WENZEL ELEKTRUNIK 
BI RT SYSTEMS 
SEN 
AORF.R 
BI RA SYSTEMS 
F.GR.G 
WIDTH 
2 
DELIV. NPR 
173 
173 
171 
171 
172 
172 
170 
171 
/71 
/72 
171 
172 
rn 
/73 
171 
/71 
173 
171 
/71 
173 
/73 
/71 
170 
173 
172 
172 
173 
173 
/72 
173 
/72 
173 
172 
(1) 
(7} 
(3) 
( 7) 
(6) 
(2) 
(A) 
(9) 
(4) 
VII 
NC DESIGNATION+ SHORT DATA TYPE 
OUT~UT REGISTER (2X24BIT OR 6XA8JT, OR 
LED DIS~LAY) 
2~·BIT DUAL OUTPUT REGISTfR 9042 
DUAL OUTPUT REGISTER (2X24BIT 1 DATAWAY 9043A 
READ AND WRITE, HANDSHAKE CONTROL, LO•Zl 
DUAL OUTPUT REGISTER (2X24BIT 1 DATAWAY 9043B 
READ AND WRITE, HANDSHAKE CONTROL, HI•Z) 
PARALLEL OUTPUT REf.ISTFR (2X24 BITS) J RS 10 
DUAL 24 BIT PARALLEL OUTPUT REGISTER PR•612 
(WITH LED DISPLAY OPTION) 
DIGITAL OUTPUT REGISTER (4X8BIT PAR ALL DO 200•2501 
OUTPUT REGISTER,NO L,TTL,1aH) 
(WITH FRONT PANEL CONNECTOR) DO 200•2701 
(WITHOUT WIRING BOARD) DO 200•2500 
DIGITAL OUTPUT REGISTER (4X8RIT PAR ALL DO 200•2505 
OUPT~UT REGISTER, HLL 12V) 
(WITH FRONT ~ANEL CONNECTOR) DO 200•2705 
DIGITAL OUTPUT REGISTER (4X8BIT PARALL DO 200•2506 
OUPTPUT REGISTER, HLL 12V 1 1NVERTING) 
(WITH FRONT PANEL CONNECTOR) DO 200•2706 
DIGITAL OUTPUT REGISTER (4XBBIT ~ARALL DO 200•2507 
OUPTPUT REGISTER, HLL 24V) 
(WITH FRONT PANEL CONNECTOR) DO 200•2707 
DIGITAL OUTPUT REGISTER (4X8BIT PARALL DO 200•2508 
OUPTPUT REGISTER, HLL 24V, INVFRTING) 
(WITH FRONT PANEL CONNECTOR) DO 200•2708 
OUTPUT REGISTER (32X16AIT, Ex. ADDRESS) 101 
128 BIT OUT~UT REGISTER (AODRESSA8LE AS c 342 
8 16BlT OR 128 1•BIT WORDS) 
OUTPUT REGISTER (32X2~BIT, EX, ADDRESS) 104 
OUTPUT REGISTER (16X24BIT, EX, ADDRESS) 105 
OUTPUT REGISTER (256X24BIT I EX ADDRESS) 111 
133 Parallel Output Drivers (Open Coli., Relay, etc.) 
12•BIT OUTPUT REGISTER (WITH OPTICAL 
ISOLATION,OPEN COLL DIP, MAX 30VI100MA) 
12•BtT OUTPUT REGISTER WITH ISOLATED 
RELAY 
8 BIT T~IAC OUTPUT REGISTER 
SWITCH (12BIT OATAWAY CDNTROLLE~ RELAY 
REGISTER FOR SWITCHING AND MULTIPLEXING) 
DRIVER (16BJT,UPEN COLLECTOR OUTPUT VIA 
MULTiwAY CONNECTOR 1 MAX 150MAILINE) 
OUTPUT REGISTER (16BIT WORD, 24VI,1A 
OUTPUT VIA 25•WAY CONNECTOR) 
RELAY DRIVER (16 WAY RELAY nuTPUT) 
PARALLEL OUTPUT RfGISTER 
(16 BIT REED RELAY) 
DRIVER (2~BIT OUTPUT REGISTER,SET AND 
READ BY COMMAND 1 24BIT 1/P DATA ACCEPTED) 
DRIVER (24BIT OUTPUT REGISTER 1 SET AND 
READ By COMMAND 1 24AIT IIP PATA ACCEPTED) 
C OUTPUT DRIVER(2X16BIT,40MA SINKING,t•LO, 
DATAwAY READ ~ WRITE,LAM l/P,STRORE DIP) 
(SAMf 1 1•HI) 
OUTPUT DRIVER(2X16BIT,t25MA SlNKJNG,1•LO 
OATAwAY READ & WRlTE,LAM l/P,STROBE 0/P) 
(SAME, 1aHl) 
OUTPUT DRIVER(2X166IT,T0TEMPOLE,30 LOADS 
DATAwAY READ & WRITE 1 LAM 1/P,ST~OBE 0/P) 
DUAL 16 BIT OUT~UT REGISTFR (TTL LEVELS, 
OPEN COLL OUTPUTS VIA CABLE) 
N DUAL OUT~UT DRIVER (200MA SINKING,24V) 
N DUAL OUT~UT DRIVER (HI VOLTAG~ DRIVER) 
C DIGITAL OUTPUT (2X16BIT, MAX 30V) 
C DIGITAL OUTPUT (2X1681T RELAYS) 
PARALLEL•OUT~UT•REGISTER (DUAL 24BIT, OR 
QUAD 12BIT 1 0PEN COLLECTOR OUTPUT) 
PARALL~L•OUTPUT REGISTER (248IT, OPEN 
COLLECTOR OUTPUT, HANDSHA~F FACILITY) 
J082 
J087 
.3080 
7066•1 
9002 
360 
J RD I 0 
901.3 
9017 
00 161 J 
fJD 1614 
no 1617 
OD 1618 
DO 1620 
20R 2008 
2(1R 2p~1HC 
2UR 2052HV 
MS PO 123011 
MS PU 2 1230/1 
MANUFACTURER WIDTH 
JOF.RGER 
NUCL. nlTERPRISES 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 1 
SAIPISCHLUMBERGER 
STND ~NGJNEFRING 
DORNIER 
DORNJFR 
HYTEC 
INFORMATEK 
HYTEC 
KINETIC SYSTEMS 
KINETIC SYSTEMS 
KINETIC SYSTEMS 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
POL ON 
SAIPISCHLUMBERGER 
WENZEL ELEKTRONIK 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
NUCL. ENTFRPRISES 
GEC•ELLinTT 
GEC•ELLI!lTT 
GEC•ELLinTT 
SEN 
SfN 
SEN 
SIEMENS 
SHMENS 
AEG•TELEFUNI<EN 
AEG•TELHUNKEN 
DELIV. 
172 
172 
173 
171 
171 
172 
173 
173 
173 
173 
173 
173 
173 
173 
173 
173 
173 
171 
173 
171 
171 
173 
173 
172 
171 
171 
172 
112 
172 
172 
172 
170 
17J 
17J 
170 
172 
NPR 
(7) 
(7) 
(7) 
(7) 
(7) 
(6) 
(4) 
(8) 
( 1) 
(9) 
(9) 
(6) 
(6) 
(1) 
(4) 
VIII 
NC DESIGNATION t SHORT DATA TYPE MANUFACTURER WIDTH DELIV. NPR 
C OUTPUT DRIVER(2X24HIT,40MA SIN~ING,l=LO, 
DATAWAY READ ~ W~ITE,LAM I/P,STROBE 0/P) 
(SAME, taHI) 
OUTPUT ORlVfR(2Xl~BIT,t25MA SINKING,l•LO 
DATAwAY READ & WRITE,LAH l)P,STRDBE U/P) 
(SAME, 1at1l) 
OUTPUT 0RIVER(2X16BIT,TDTEMPOLE,30 LOADS 
OATAWAY READ & WRITE,LAM 1/P,STROBE 0/P) 
DUAL OUTPUT REGISTE~ (2X24AJT, OP~N COLL 
OUTPUTS, 150MA/50V, DATAWAY READ) 
OUTPUT REGISTER (2X24BJT OR 6X6BlT, 
250MA SINKING, DinDE CLAMPED) 
DUAL 24 BIT OUTPUT ~EGISTER(DC OR PULSE 
OIP,UPDATING 0/P STROBE,TTL OPEN COLL) 
DUAL 24•BIT OUTPUT ~EGISTER (OPEN COLL 
DRIVERS, MAX 24V nR 250MA 1 REAR OU1PUTS) 
DIGITAL OUTPUT REGISTER (4X88IT PAR~LL 
OUTPUT REGISTER,Nn L,OPEN COLL O/P,1•H) 
(WITH FRONT PANEL CONNECTOR) 
DIGITAL OUTPUT REGISTER (4XRBJT PARALL 
OUTPUT REGISTER,NU L,DPEN COLL 0/P,taL) 
(WITH FRONT PANEL CONNECTOR) 
DIGITAL OUTPUT REGISTER WITH REED RELAY~ 
(4X8BIT OUTPUT REG,OPEN C!1NTACT•O) 
(WITH FRONT PANEL CONNECTOR) 
no . 2403 
OD 2404 
OD 2407 
Q(l 2408 
200 
40 
3072 
Do 200•2502 
DO 200•2702 
on 200·2503 
DO 200•2703 
DO 200•2504 
no 200•2704 
172 
172 
172 
172 
GEC•ELL tnTT /72 
HVTEr: 173 
JOERGER 173 
J(1RWAY 171 
K !NETIC SYSTf.i'!S 
OORNIER 
/72 
DORNJER 172 
/72 
DORNHR 171 
171 
14 Digital I/O, Peripheral and Instrumentation Interfacing modules-· Serial 
and Parallel I/O Regs, Printer-, Tape-, DVM-, Plotter-
and Analyser Interfaces, Step- Motor Drivers, Supply CTR, Displays 
142 Parallel l/0 Registers (General Purpose) 
PARALL~L I/0 REGISTER (32X24BIT) 
PARALLEL I/0 REGISTER (32Xt6BJT) 
PARALLEL l/0 REGISTER (16X24RIT) 
PARALLEL I/0 RfGISTER (~~6X24BIT) 
DUAL INPUT DUAL OUTPUT REGISTER (16BIT, 
TTL IN, OPEN COLL TTL OUT, ~AX 40MA,30V) 
INPUT/OUTPUT REGISTER (2X24BJT IN,2X6RIT 
0/P, · HI•Z INPUT, LED DISPLAY) 
100 
101 
102 
112 
c 110 
HYHC 
RDT 
JOERGER 
143 Peripheral Interfacing Modules (For TTY, Tape etc.) 
DES~ CALCULATOR CTRL (DIEHL INTERFACE TO 
FHC 1301/02/11 AND FHC 1309) 
TYPE~RITER DRIVE IINIT 
TELETYPE 0/P CTRL (10 FHC 1301/02/11 AND 
FHC 1309 VIA SPEC CONN,TTY MOTOR ON/OFF) 
TELETYPE INTERFACE 
TELETYPE~RITER INTFRFACE(l/0 DATA TRANSF 
AND CONTROLoLAM USED AS TW0•WAY FLAG) 
C TElETYPE INTERFACE (FOR ASR 33) 
TELETYPE DRIVER 
TELETYPE INTERFACE 
VfRSATEC LINE PRINTER INTERFACf 
PAPER TAPE PUhCH ClUTPUT DRIVER 
(FOR FACIT 4070) 
TAPE READER INTERFACE UNIT 
(FOR ELECTROGRAPHIC RfADER) 
N MAG TAPE DRIVER(9•TRACK NRZI COMPATIBLE) 
MAGNETIC TAPE INTERFACE 
(TAPE DECKS OR CASSFTTFS) 
UNIVERSAL ASYNCHRilNOUS 
TRANSMITTER/RECE 1 VER ( 129 CHAR ,RUFFER) 
B,S,INTERFACE READER CABIT DATA + PA~IlY 
BIT,BRITISH STANDARD) 
B,S,INTERFACE DRIVER (RB!T DATA + PARITY 
SIT,ARITISH STANOARD) 
PERIPHERAL READER(8BIT PARALLEL DATA lN, 
NEG OR POS TTL,HANOSHAKE CONTRnLS) 
FHC 1312 
Tn Of!Ol 
FHC 1307 
90 
70bl•l 
500 
J TV 10 
3320 
TP 0801 
HI 0801 
cs 0042 
c 317 
7057•1 
7058•1 
BF VERTRIEA 
BF VFRTRIEF.I 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
Pf)l(lN 
SAJP/SCHLUM8ERGER 
wENZEL EL[KT~Ohl~ 
qNtTIC SYSTEMS 
GtC•FLLirlTT 
EDS SYSTE~TECHNI~ 
NllCL, ENTERPRISES 
lNFDRMATF'K 
NUCL, ENTERPRISES 
NUCL, E~TFRPRISES 
NlJCL. E"'TERPRJSES 
2 
/72 
172 
/73 
/72 
/72 
/72 
/73 
171 
171 
170 
02/74 
173 
172 
172 
173 
173 
/73 
173 
/71 
/71 
/71 
(2) 
(7) 
(1) 
(1) 
(I) 
(8) 
(I) 
(!) 
(A) 
( 1) 
(1) 
IX 
NC DESIGNATION+ SHORT DATA 
PERIPHERAL DRivER (8AIT DATA OUT,NEG OR 
PUS TTL 1 HANDSHAKE CONTkOLS) 
TYPE 
7065•1 
144 Display Modules, Display and Plotter Interfacing 
24 BIT LED 8CO DISPLAY 
(ONE FHC 1301/02/11 VIA SPEC CONNECTOR) 
24 SIT NIXIE BCD niSPLAY (SELECTS ONE OF 
10 FHC 1301/02/11 VIA SPEC CQN~ECTION) 
24 BIT LED BINARY DISPLAY (!lNE FHC 1313 
OR FHC 1309 VIA SPECIAL CONNECTION) 
DECIMAL DISPLAY UNIT (ADDRESS AND 5 DATA 
DECADES + MULTIPLIER DISPLAYED) 
DISPLAY CONTROLLE~ CFOR 9007 1 INCLUDES 
BIN TO DECIMAL CONVERTER) 
INDICATOR (1X16BIT OR 2X8RIT,INDICATES 
STATE OF REGISTER LCIADED FROM DATAWAY) 
SCALER DISPLAY THR,OUGH COMPUTER 
(DISPLAY OF 248IT WORD) 
MANUAL BINARY DISPLAY (CONTENT OF A 
REGISTER DISPLAYED,EXT MULTIWAY CONN) 
EXTERNAL DISPLAY FOR J EA 10 SCALER 
C GRAPHIC DISPLAY DRIVER FOR HP1311/TEK602 
N TV DISPLAY DRIVER (12 LINES,40 CHAR/LINE 
64 CHARACTER SET, 5X7 DOT MATRIX) 
N TERMINAL MODULF. (c4 LINES, 80 CHAR/LINE) 
N DISPLAY POINT PLOTTER 
(1024X1024 CAPACITY) 
N DISPLAY DRIVER (INTERFACE FOR TEKTRONIX 
STORAGE OSCILLOSCnPES) 
N CHARACTER GENEPATOR 
(63 CHARACTERS, 7X5 DOTMATRIX, ~ SIZES) 
N DISPLAY VECTOR GENERATOR 
DISPLAY DRIVER (POINTPLOT CHAR GEN AND 
VECTOR GENERATOR) 
MEMORY OSCILLOSCOPE DISPLAY 
(VECTOR, CHARACTER AND HISTOGRA~ G~N) 
CRT DECIMAL DISPLAY SYSTEM {INCLUDING) 
DISPLAY DRIVER 
DISPLAY SYSTEM C(JMPPISING 
DISPLAY SYNCHRONIZING 
DISPLAY TIMING 
DISPLAY CONTROL 
DISPLAY REFRESH (ALPHANU~ERIC + GRAPHS) 
DUAL LIGHT PEN INTfRFAC~ 
COLOR MONITOR 
DISPLAY DRIVER (T~O 108IT PAC,OUTPUT 
RANGE +5V TO •5V 1 T~n UPfRATION MODES) 
STORAGE OSCILLOSCnPf (nRIVfR FUR 
THTRONIX 611 OR 60t,USEI> WITH 7011) 
SCOPE DISPLAY DRIVER 
MANUAL CONTROL UF J DO tO 
SCOPE DISPLAY DRIVER X•Y•Z (SYSTEM) 
STORAGE DISPLAY DRIVER FnR TEKTRONIX 611 
OR 601 
CHARACTER GENERATf1R 
VECTOR GENERATOR 
LIGHT PEN FOR FDD 2012 OR CG 2018 
RECORDER DRIVER 
FHC 1306 
FHC 1315 
9007 
9006 
9014 
AF 15 
AF 20 
C AE 10 
4301 
PP012 
00015 
CG018 
VG028 
DD 1601 
c 311 
72A 
72A 
3200 
3205 
3210 
3212 
3225 
RGB 1200 M 
3260 
7011•2 
9028 
J DO 10 
"'C 10 
FDD :?012 
SDD 2015 
CG 2018 
VG 2028 
U' 203!l 
J XY 10 
MANUFACTURER 
NUCL. ENTERPRlS~S 
BF VERTIHEB 
BF VERTRJEA 
BF VERTRJEB 
NUCL. ENTfRPRISES 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
SAIP/SCHLUMHERG~R 
SAIP/SCHLUMBERGER 
SAIP/SCHLUMBERGER 
AI RA SYSTEMS 
EDS SYSTEMTECHNIK 
f.DS SYSTEMTECHNlK 
EG&G 
GFC•ELLIOTT 
JNFORHATFI\ 
JORWAY 
I<INETIC SYSTEMS 
KINETIC SYSTE.MS 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
"'lJr:L. ENTERPRISES 
SAJP/SCHLlJMflERGfR 
SEN 
SA IP /SCHLlJMAERGER 
WIDTH DELIV. NPR 
2 
NA 
2 
2 
NA 
2 
2 
NA 
5 
2 
NA 
/71 
171 
171 
/72 
/71 
171 
/71 
171 
/71 
/73 
01/74 
173 
173 
/73 
113 
173 
173 
173 
173 
17t 
171 
171 
171 
171 
171 
/72 
171 
172 
170 
171 
173 
/71 
/71 
171 
171 
171 
173 
(1) 
(1) 
( 1) 
(7) 
(2) 
(4) 
(1) 
(2) 
( 7) 
C I) 
( 1) 
(1) 
( 1) 
(6) 
X 
NC DESIGNATION+ SHORT DATA TYPE MANUFACTURER WIDTH DELIV. NPR 
145 lnstr!Jmentation Interfacing Modules (DVM, Suply CTR, Stepping Motor Drivers, 
Pulse Analyser CTR) 
DUAL 15 CHANNEL SERIAL OUTPUT MODULE 
(STEPPER MOTOR CONTROLLER, TTL) 
(SAME, RELAY OUTPUTS) 
DUAL 8 CHANNEL SERIAL OUTPUT MODULE 
(STEPPER MOTOR CONTROLLER, TTL) 
{SAME, RELAY OUTPUTS) 
STEP MOTOR DRIVER (MAX 32768 STFPS,RATE, 
ROTATION AND START/STOP FULLY COMMANDED) 
STEPPING MOTOR CONTROLLER, DUAL 
STEPPING MOTOR CONTROLLER 
STEPPING MOTOR DRIVER (USED WITH 7045) 
DELAyED PULSE GENERATOR (4 TTL O/P,0~042 
HZ•40KHZ RATE 1 LEVEL AND DIRECTION CONTR) 
C STEPPIN' MOTOR DRIVER 
STEPPER CONTROLLER (CONTINUOUS) 
STEPPER CONTROLLER • INCREMENTAL MOTOR 
POwER SUPPLY CONTROLLER 12•BIT 
CAMAC•TO•SCIPP PHA INTERFACE 
INTERFACE CAMAC•TO•LABEN 8000SERIES 
MULTICHANNEL ANALYZERS 
MULTICHANNEL ANALYZER • CAMAC INTERFACE 
(FOR PACKARD 9000 AND 900 SERIES MCA) 
CAMAC INTERFACE FOR CA25/CA1JIC97 AOC 
N SYNCHRO TO DIGITAL CONVERTER 
(SINGLE AND MULTI•TURN CAPABILITIES) 
DUAL SYNCHRO•DIGITAL CONVERTER (14BIT) 
DUAL INCREMENTAL POSITION ENCODER (2X20 
BIT X•Y DIGITIZATION BY UP•DOWN COUNTER) 
N INTERFACE FOR MEASURING DEVICES 
(DUAL INPUT FOR 2 INSTRUMENTS) 
OUTPUT REGISTER (16 OR 24 BIT TTL DRIVER 
FOR FAST•ROUTING MULTIPLEXER SYSTEM) 
N PULSE DURATION DEMODULATOR 
CAMAC•TO•MODULAR 15 INTERFACE UNIT 
(INTERFACING IN•HOUSE A•D EQUIPMENT) 
WIRE DETECTOR SCANNER{64X16BIT MEMORY 
STORES 138IT POSITION+3BIT CLUSTER DATA) 
SCANNER TEST MODULE 
PLUMBICON READ OUT (5 SCALERS RECORD 
DIGITIZED OUTPUTS FROM PLUMBICON CAMERA) 
PLUMBICON READ OUT TER~INAL 
N CONTROLLER-INTERFACE FOR DIGITAL 
PROCESSING SCOPE AND TRANSIENT DIGITIZER 
C ADC/CAMAC INTERFACE (FOR ANY AOC,2X16BIT 
0/P BUFFER,STATU~ 1 LAM HANDL,CLOCK TIME) 
3101 
3102 
3106 
3107 
1161 
3360 
3361 
0709 
7045•1 
J CP 20 
3158 
2323 
5380 
9701 
J CCA 10 
soc 
cs 0047 
2!PE 2019 
DO 200•1411 
CM 665 
3720 
MC 5201 
WCS•200 
J PM 10/PLUM 
J PG 10/PUDDING 
APO/R7912 
147 Other Digital 1/0 Modules (Incl. Data Links) 
START•STOP CONTROLLER{START,STOP,RESET, 
MANUAL OR DATAWAY CONTROL, 100HZ CLOCK) 
N CAMAC DATA LINK MODULE (16 BIT PARALLEL,ASVNCHRONOUS DATA LINK) 
COMMUNICATION INTERFACE (V24/V2J/V21 
MODEM INTERFACE WITH AUTO•DIAL OPTION) 
N 8lT•SYNCHRONIZER • CAMAC PROGRAMABLE 
0 TO IOV INPUT, PCM•SIGNAL IN SERIES 
N (SAME BUT HARDWARE PROGRAMABLE) 
N FORMAT•SYNCHRONIZER, IOENTIFICATION AND 
OUTPUT OF DIGITAL DATA WORDS 
N (SAME BUT HARDWARE PROGRA~A8Lf) 
N MODEI'l INTERFACE WITH AWD OPTION 
N CONTROLLED TIMER CBUSY•DONE LOGIC) 
SENSOR (INTER. UP TO 65 0 000 GROUPS OF 
16/32 BITS, READS PATTERNS OR ADDRESSFS) 
FHC 1304 
6701-
DO 200•2911 
DO 200•2250 
DO 200•2251 
DO 200•2260 
DO 200•2261 
DO 200•2912 
CT021 
c 347 
BI RA SY-STEMS 
RORER 
KINETIC SYSTEMS 
KINETIC SYSTEMS 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
SAIP/SCHLUMBERGER 
wENZEL ELfKTRONIK 
WENZEL ELEKTRONIK 
KINETIC SYSTEf'IS 
81 RA SYSTEMS 
LA BEN 
PACKARD 
SAIP/SCHLUMaERGER 
JOERGER 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
SEN 
CORNIER 
J AND P 
KINETIC SYSTEI'lS 
MICRO CONSULTANTS 
NAND SYSTEMS 
SAIP/SCHLUMBERGER 
TEKTRONIX 
WENZEL ELEKTRONIK 
BF VERTRIEB 
BI Ro\ SYSTEMS 
DORNIER 
DORNJER 
DORNIER 
DORNIER 
EG&G 
JNFORMATEK 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
l 
4 
/73 
/73 
/73 
/73 
/72 
/72 
/73 
/71 
170 
/74 
/72 
/72 
/73 
/7J 
/71 
173 
/73 
171 
02174 
/71 
/73 
/71 
172 
/72 
/71 
/71 
/74 
17'2 
/71 
/73 
/73 
173 
/7J 
/73 
/73 
02/74 
/73 
/73 
(3) 
(4) 
(9) 
(4) 
(2) 
(!5) 
(!5) 
(6) 
(6) 
(1) 
XI 
NC DESIGNATION+ SHORT DATA TYPE MANUFACTURER WIDTH 
SERIAL INTERFACE CV24 SPfC) 
START•STOP UNIT (START, STUP CLOC~ AND 
GATE OUTPUTS) 
FOUR FOLD BUSY DON~ (START SIGNAL 
INITIATED BY COMMArJO,DF:VICF. RETUR~'S LAM) 
9045 NUCL. FNHRPRISES 
J AM 10 SATP/SCHLUMRERGER 
4BD 2021 SEN 
15 Digital Handling and Processing Modules- and/or/nor Gates, 
Fan-Outs, Digital Level and Code Converters, Buffers, 
Delays, Arithm. Processors etc. 
151 Fan-Outs, and/or/not-Gates 
FAN•OUT UNIT (2 ORED I NPUTS PRrWIDE 8 
TRUE,2 COMPLEM OUTPUTS,NIM SIGNALS) 
N NIM FANOUT (DUAL FOUR FOLD ~ COMPLEMENT, 
NIM DRIVER, •14MA INTO 500HMS1 
N TTL FANOUT (DUAL FOUR FOLD & COMPLEMENT, 
TTL DRIVER, SOMA CURRENT SINK) 
FAN OUT MODULE CIL2 1/P, 16 IL2 0/P) 
SIX•FOLD CONTROLLED GATE (INDIV GATING, 
FAN• I N AND FAN.OUT CONTROLLED BY 3 REGS) 
152 Digital Level Converters 
6 CHANNEL TTL/NIH CONVERTER 
6 CHANNEL NJM/TTL CONVERTER 
N HEX CONVERTER (NIH TO TTL LEVELS 
PLUS TWO COMPLEMENT OUTPUTS) 
N HEX CONVERTER (TTL TO NIM LEVELS 
PLUS TWO CO~PLfMENT OUTPUTS) 
HEX IL2 TO ILl CONVERTER 
(6 NIM SIGNALS lN 1 6 TTL SIGNALS OUT) 
HEX ILl TO IL2 CONVERTER 
(6 TTL SIGNALS 1N,6 NIH SIGNALS (lliT) 
QUIN L1 TO ILl CONVERTER(5 HARWELL STAN• 
OARO L1 SIGNALS IN 5 TTL SIGNALS OUT) 
1 53 Code Converters 
N DECIMAL INPUT 6 NUH~ERS 
3 DIGITS CODE CONVERTER 
N (SAME BUT 3 NUMBERS) 
CAMAC BlNARY•TO•RCD CONVERTER 
WITH DECI~AL DISPLAY 
BINARY CODE CONVERTEA(RIN•BCD OR BCD•BIN 
CONVERSION, DATA ~RnM ~ATAwAY OR FRONT) 
BlN.RY TO DEGI~AL CODf CONVfATER 
(24 BIT BIN.RY TO 8 DECADE) 
BINARY TO BCD•CONVENTEPf24BIT Tn 8 DECA• 
DE,OISPLAY,CONV 4USEC,TTL LEVEL DUT,laH) 
FO 0801 
FON 
FUT 
9050 
6CG 20t7 
5601 
5602 
CNT 
CTN 
7051•1 
7052•1 
0() 200•2005 
DO 200•2006 
9044 
610 
154 Buffer Memories, .Storage Units 
OUTPUT REGISTER (25bX24BIT, RAM t J2X24 
OUTPUT REGISTER (256X24BIT, RAM t 64X24 
BIT ROM, EX ADDR , FOR USE WITH 702~•2) 
•10, 12BIT BCD, 16 ~AY MULTIPLEXER, 
16X24BIT STORE, 1 OOlJSECICHANNEl UPDATE) 
CAMAC 16 WORD 24 BIT MEMORY 
16 WORD STORE 
' 256 wORDS OF 24 BIT STORE MODULE 
BUFFER MEMORY 
(256 16BIT WUR['\S, liSE wiTH J CAN 21/C/H) 
110 
110A 
500 
cs 0003 
cs 0015 
J MT 20 
J OERGER 
JOERGf:R 
~ U CL. ENTERPRISES 
SEN 
RI AA SYSTEMS 
.Bl fH SYSTE~S 
JOERGER 
JOERGER 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
NUCL, ENTERPRISES 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
CORNIER 
0[1RNIE.R 
EISENMA NN 
Nl iCL. ENTERPRISFS 
PO LON 
~ENZEL fLEKTRONIK 
HYTEC 
HYTEC 
HICRn. CONSULTANTS 
NUCL. ENTERPRIS-ES 
NIICL. ENTERPRISES 
SAIP/SCHLUMBERGER 
32 
2 
2 
2 
DELIV. NPR . 
173 
171 
171 
171 
/73 
173 
173 
171 (4) 
173 
17J 
173 
173 
170 
170 
170 
0.3/74 
OJ/74 
(7) 
04/74 
171 
173 
172 (6) 
( 4) 
172 ( 7) 
172 
XII 
NC DESIGNATION+ SHORT DATA TYPE 
155 Logic ~nd Arithmetic Processing Modules 
FLOATING PUINT ARIThMETIC INTERFACE 
(FOR USE WITH M 128 HARD. FLOAT. POINT) 
c 327 
MANUFACTURER 
16 Analogue Modules- ADC, DAC, Multiplexers, Amplifiers, 
Linear Gates, Discriminators etc. 
161 Analogue Input Modules (DC and Pulse ADC, TDC) 
32 CHANNEL ANALOG DATA SYSTEM 
(EXPANDABLE wiTH ADDITIONAL HUX ~ODULES) 
ANALOG INPUT (DUAL SLQPE ADC, +/•10V 
RANGE,14BlTS/10V+SlGN,0,2S~C CONVERSION) 
N DUAL DIGITAL VOLT~ETER (2Xl0BlT 1 DIFF 
INPUT, +lOOMV TO •lOOMV) 
ANALOGUE TO DIGITAL Ifi.TEFACE (WITH PLUG• 
IN CONVERTER CARDS ADC/8Q, ADC/IOQ AND 
ADC/12Q FOR 8, 10 AND 12 BIT CONVERSION) 
C INTEGRATING ADC (128IT, RANGES 0 TO +5V, 
0 TO •5V, 40HSEC CONVERSION TIME) 
VOLTAGE • FREQUENCY CnNVERTER 
(USED WITH MULTIPLEXERS J MX 10120) 
UP•DO~N SCALtR/FREQUENCY METER 
DUAL DIGITAL VOLT~ETER (+AND• 0.1v, 
10 BJT 1 DIFFERENTIAL INPUT) 
C DIG, VOLTMETER (12~IT + SIGN, POT•FREE 
RANGES••ACIDC 0 02V • 20V,OC 5•100MA) 
DIGITAL VOLTMETER (SAME AS 
TVPE C 76451•A13•Al wiTH DISPLAY) 
ANALOG INPUTS (MULTIPLEXER•ADC, 
8 DIFF I/P 1 +1•10V RANGE,78ITS110V+SIGN) 
ANALOG INPUTS (MULTIPLEXER•ADC, 
TO ONE AOC,+I•5V RANGE,7BITSI 5V+SIGN) 
ANALOG INPUTS CMULTIPLEXER•ADC, 
8 OIFF 1/P, +10V RANGE,8AITSI10V) 
ANALOG INPUT (~DC, +l•lOV RANGE, 
7BITSI10V+SIGN) 
(SAME FOR +1•5V RANGE, 7~ITSI5V +SIGN) 
(SAME FOR +10V RANGE, ABITSI10V) 
ANALOGUE TO DIGITAL CONVERTER(HBIT, liP 
RANGE 0 TO +5V OR 0 TO ~5V,25 USEC CONV) 
DUAL 10 BIT AID 
SUCCESS. APPROX, ADC (wiTH S+H, +1•5V llR 
0 TO +/•lOV, 12•BIT,23113 USEC ACCESS) 
DUAL 10 ~IT ANALOG Tn DIGITAL fONVERTER 
DUAL SLOPE ADC (+AND• o.0111110V RANGES, 
11BlT RESDLUTlON,20~S CONV TIHf) 
SUCCESS. APP~flXo ADC (WITH S+H, +1•5V OR 
0 TO +/•10V, 10•BIT 1 20111 USEC ACCESS) 
ANALOG INPUTS (HULTl~LEXER~ADC, 
8 D 1 F F I I P , + I• 1 0 V R A tJ G!: d 1 B ITS I t 0 V + S I G t,f) 
ANALOG INPUTS (MULTIPLEXER•ADC, 
8 DIFF I/P,+I•5V RANGE,1!BI1SI 5V+SIGN) 
ANALOG INPUTS (MULTlPLEXER•ADC, 
8 DIFF l/P, +10V RANGE, 12RITS110V) 
ANALOG INPUT (AUC, +/•10V RAN~E, 
11BITS/1~V+SlGN) 
(SAME FOR +1•5V RANGE,t1PITSI 5V+SIGN) 
(SAME FOR +IOV RANGE 1 .12HITSI10V) 
AID, 12BIT ~CD, 16 wAY MULTIPLEx~R, 
16X24BIT STCHH. 1 10 OttSEC /CHANNEl UPDATE) 
A/D CONVERTER (12AIT 1 "~AX 20 tlSEC CONVfR• 
SIGN, +AND•5V, +AND•tOv, +10V RANGES) 
DUAL 12 BIT ANALOG TO DIGITAL CONVERTER 
ANALOGUE TO DIGITAL CnNVERTER (12BIT, 
20 MSEC CONVERSION,RANGE •5V TQ +~V) 
OCTAL CHARGE DIGITIZER (RXB~IT CHARGE 
SENSITIVE AOC, READflUT IN 4X16All ~ORDS) 
5301 
f)(l 200•1021 
DV013 
ADC 1201 
700 
J CTF 10 
J EF 10 
20VM 2013 
Dfl 200•1013 
DO 200•1016 
DO 200•1019 
DO 200•1027 
DU 200•1028 
Dfl 200•1029 
5304 
1244/1244A 
3515 
1241 
t 2 4 311 2 4 ,\A 
DO 200~1003 
1)(.1 200•1009 
DO 200•1024 
on 200•1025 
DO 20lJ•10:?o 
500 
30 
J~20 
(l(l80H 
AI RA SYSTE"'S 
DORNIER 
EG&G 
POL ON 
S t.I PI SC Hlll~AER GER 
SEN 
SIEMENS 
SIF.MENS 
DORN!ER 
DORNIER 
OORNHR 
DORNif.R 
NUCL, ENTERPRISES 
BI RA SYSTEMS 
HORER 
KJNUIC SYSTE"'S 
BflRfR 
~ORER 
f)QRNHR 
DORNifR 
POR,.IER 
DORNJER 
HYH:C 
JOR~><AY 
NUCL. ENTFRPRJSFS 
FG&G 
· WIDTH DELIV. NPR 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
173 
01174 
172 
/73 
171 
173 
173 
173 
171 
173 
/73 
/72 
172 
/72 
172 
172 
/72 
170 
173 
173 
/73 
/'12 
172 
172 
/72 
172 
172 
172 
172 
173 
171 
173 
170 
( 1) 
(9) 
(3) 
(9) 
(2) 
(7) 
XIII 
NC DESIGNATION+ SHORT DATA 
N QUAD FAST GATED lNTEGRAT~H 
(CHARGE D!GITilER, 4X10 BIT) 
MULTI•MODE LINEAR AnC (BRIT,40~HZ CLOCK, 
AREA AND PFA~ ~ODES,N!M LEVELS) 
OCTAL ADC (B FAST l/P 1 68IT/CH, COMMUN 
GATE, NIM LEVELS, BILINEAR MODE) 
N 12•CHANNEL AOC (12 FAST liP, 10B!T/CH, 
C50LISEC CONV, Cf1Mf'111N GATE, NIM LEVElS) 
OCTAL ADC (MIN 5 NS~G PULSES, POS OR ~EG 
BBIT/100 PC RESOLl!TlON, 250 USE'C CONV) 
Ill .NALOGUt T(l DIGITAL CO~> VERTER 
(80MHZ, 12 BlTS) 
ADC • MEMORY INTERFACE 
(FUR J C.N 20/21 AN~ AM 96) 
16,000 CHANNEL PULSE •DC (200MHZ CLOC~) 
1024 CHANNEL PULSE ADC (100MHZ CLOC~) 
QUAD CAMAC SCALER (4X1oBIT OR 2X3201T, 
40MHZ) 
TIME DIGITIZER (4X16RIT,50HHZ CLOCK,wlTH 
CENTRE FINDER, USABLE wiTH PRE•AMP 511) 
TIME DlGITllER (4 N!M STOP CHANNELS, 
COMMON START, 200 PSECS RESOLUTION) 
N QUAD TIME DIGITIZER (SPARK CHAMBER 
READOUT, CENTER FIIIIOING LOGIC} 
QUAD TIME•TO~DIGITAL CnNVERTER(9BlT/CH, 
102/510NSEC RANGES 1 13USEC CONVERS,N!M) 
N OCTAL TlME•TO•DlGITAL C0NVERTER(1QBIT/CH 
102/204NSEC RANGEs, <50USEC CONvERSION) 
TIME DIGITIZER(4X16RIT,CLOCK RATE 
70/85MHZ, wiTH CENTER FINDING LOGIC) 
TIME DIGITIZER (4X16BIT 1 CL8CK RATE 
70/85~HZ,NIM LEVELS) 
SERIAL TIME DIGITIZER (8XRB!T 100MHZ, 
SER + SEQUENT COUNT MOnE,SHIFT•PfG GATE) 
TYPE 
l_lD41 0 
22411 
2249 
9040 
9060 
J CAN 20 
CAN 21 C/H 
,J CAN 40 
1004 
100!:i 
Tfl104 
TD031 
2226A 
2228 
TO 2031 
TD 2041 
STD 2050 
162 Analogue Output Modules (DAC) 
N 8 CHANNEL 8 BIT D/A COt-:VfPTfR (ClJio!RENT 
OR VOLTAGE 0/P,SLOW ~NALOG METER DRIVER) 
ANALOG OUTPUT CDAC 8BJT RESOLUTION, 
+10V OUTPUT RANGf, 5MA) 
(SAME HUT 12BJT RESOLUTION) 
ANALOG OUTPUT CDAC ABIT RESOLUTION, 
+10V OUTPUT RANGE, 5MA, 2 OUTPUTS) 
(SAME BUT 12BIT RESOLUTION) 
AN/ILOG OIJTPIIT (DAC RBJT l<f.SOLUTIO~; , 
+AND•10V OUTPUT RANGf, ~~A) 
(SAME BUT 12f'IT RESOLUTION) 
ANALOG OUTPUT CDAC 8BIT RESC1ll!TIOI~, 
+AND•1 OV OUTPUT RANGE", f.MA, 2 OIITPUTS) 
(SAME BUT 12BIT RESIJLIJT![J~I) 
ANALOG OUTPUT CUAC 8BIT RfSOLUT!ON, 
+AN0•5V QIITPUT RA!IIGE 1 5~1A) (SAME AliT 12BI1 I<FSDLUTION) 
ANALOG OUTPUTANG (DAC 8tiiT RESOLUTION, 
tAN0•5V DUTPUT RANGE, 5MA, ~ (1UTPUTS) 
(SAME BUT !2BIT RfSDLliTIDN) 
ANALU!O OUTPIIT (DAC RBIT RESflLLJT!ON, 
+10V OUTPUT I-lANGE, 5,...A, 4 DIITPUTS) 
(SAME BUT 12BIT RESDLIJTl(1N) 
ANALOG OUTPUT (DAC RAJT RESOLUTION, 
+AND•10V OUTPUT RMlGE, 5MA 1 4 OlllPUTS) (SAME AUT 12BIT RESOLUTIO"<) 
ANALOG nuTPUT (D~C P.BIT RESOLUTION, 
tAND•5V OUTPUT RANGE, 5MA, 4 OUTPUTS) 
(SAME HUT 12bJT RfSOLUTION) 
OCTAL DAC (IOHIT,0•5V,50nHMS 1 10USECS) 
N (SAME RUT ~ITH 2'5 COM~LEMFNT 9H!TtSIGN 1 
+AND• 5v, 500HMS) 
N UUAD OAC (4 (HA!IlNEL vE.RSJ!lfl, OF DAC 1082) 
N (SAMF, 4 CHUINEL VE'<Slr!N OF DAC 1082(1'1) 
!'405 
on 200•1511 
DO 200•1521 
[)f) 200•1512 
[)0 200•1522 
Dl1 200•1523 
DO 200•1515 
DO 200·1~2':1 
DO 200•152ti 
nn 200•1517 
DO 200•1527 
co 200•1519 
on 200•t!:i29 
OAC I 082 
nAc 1 u82<B > 
DAC 1042 
DAC \042(R) 
MANUFACTURER WIDTH 
EGM.G 
LPS•U·CRnY 
LRS•LHROY 
NUCL, ENTFRPRISES 
NUCL, ENTFRPRJSES 
SAJP/SCHLUMBERGER 2 
SAIP/SCHLUM6fRGER 
SA!P/SCHLUMBERGER 2 
RORER 
EG&G 1 
EG&G 
LRS•LECROY 
LRS•LECROY 
SEN 
SEN 
SEN 
BI RA S'rSTE~S 
DORNIFR 
DORNJFR 
0(1RN!fR 
DORNIER 
DORNIER 
DnRi'IJER 
GE.C•F.:LUnTT 
DELIV. NPR 
02174 
170 
171 
01/74 
172 
06174 
171 
/72 
172 
172 
172 
173 
170 
01174 
172 
172 
172 
173 
173 
173 
173 
173 
173 
173 
173 
173 
/73 
173 
/73 
173 
173 
173 
173 
173 
173 
173 
tn 
173 
174 
174 
{2) 
(9) 
(4) 
(6) 
(6) 
{7) 
(2) 
(9) 
(4) 
XIV 
NC DESIGNATION+ SHORT DATA 
DUAL D/A CONVERTfR (10 BIT, 1DUS~C CONV 
TIM~, t10V 1 tAND•!OV, tAND·5V RANGES) 
DUAL 0/A CUNVERHR (12 8IT 1 30LISEC CONV 
TIME, +10V, tAND•tOV, tAN0•5V RA~G[S) 
N OCTAL 0/A CONVFRTER (8RlT RfSOLLJTION, 
0 TO 2MA OR 0 TO +10V OUT) 
D/A CONVERTER (12BIT 1 5 USEC CONVERSION, 
0/P RANGES +AND•2,5V/5V/10V AND +5V/10V) 
8 CHANNEL 10 BIT D•A CONVERTER 
DIGITAL TO ANALOGtiE CONVERTER 
DUAL DIGITAL•TO•ANALOG CONVERTER (!OBIT, 
OUTPUT 0 TU +IOV OR •5 TO +5Vl 
C DUAL OAC (10BlT 1 tAND•!OV OR +AND•20MA) 
C DUAL OAC C!2BIT 1 tAND•!OV) 
TYPE 
8 D/A 
31 
J 110 
7015 
2DAC 2011 
C 76451•AI5•A2 
C 7645t•At5•A .J 
MANUFACTURER 
JOERGER 
JOERG~R 
JflERGER 
KINETIC SYSTE~1 S 
NUCL, ENTERPRISES 
SEN 
SIEMFNS 
164 Analogue Handling and Processing Modules I (MX) 
SEE ALSO CORNIER ADC TYPES 
FET MULTIPLEXER f8 DIFF 1/P, 
MAX tOR•lOV, DATAWAY SET+l~CR ADDRESS) 
(WITH FRONT PANF.L CONNECTOR) 
12 INPUT ANALOGIIE t-'ULTIPL.EXER (IHNDUM !HI 
SCAN ACCESS CONTROLLED BY SKIP REGISTER) 
15 CHANNEL MULTIPLEXER (ANALOGUE SIGNALS 
ROUTED TO ADC/DVM,DIRECT + SCAN MODES) 
RELAY MULTIPLEXER (16 CHANNELS 1 MAX 200V/ 
75QMA DR 10VA 1 OATAwAY SETtlNC~ ADDRESS) 
(~ITH FRONT PANEL CONNECTOR) 
RELAY MULTIPLEXERC16 CHANNFLS 1 MAX 200V/ 
750MA OR !OVA, DATAwAY SETtlNCR ADDRESS) 
(WITH FRONT PANEL CONNECTOR) 
ANALOG MULTIPLEXER (15 CHA~ N ELS,REED 
RELAYS 1 MAN AND DATAWAY SEL, EXPANDABLE) 
15 CHANNEL RfLAY MULTIPLEX 
MASTER MULTIPLEXER (16 CH, 4 POLE REED) 
SLAVE MULTIPLEXER (16 CH, 4 POLE REED) 
16 CHANNEL RELAY MULTIPLEXER 
STANDARD LEVEL) 
(SAME FOR LOW LEVEL) 
MULTIPLEXER MANUAL ~ONTRnL 
16•CHANNEL FAST MULTIPLEXER (ffT 
SWITCHES FOR ADC 1243 AN D 1244) 
FET MULTIPLEXER (16 CHANNELS, 
MAX tOR•lOV,DATA~AY SET+lNCR ADDRESS) 
(wiTH FRONT PANEL CONNECTOR) 
FET MULTIPLEXER (16 O!Ff I/P, 
MAX tOR•lOV, DATAWAY SET•INCR ADDRESS) 
(WITH FRONT PANEL CONNECTOR) 
MULTIPLEXER•SULIO &TAT( (16 SI NGLE•ENDEO 
OR 8 OIFF CHAN,RANDOM OR SEQUE NT ACCESS) 
N 32 CHANNEL ANALOG MuLTIPLEXER (SERVE AS 
CHANNEL EXPANDER FOR 5301 DATA SYSTEM) 
MULTIPLEXER (32 CHANNEL, 2 CONTACTS) 
MULTIPLEXER (32 CHANNEL, 4 CONTACTS) 
FET MULTIPLEXER (32 CHANNELS, 
MAX tOR•lOV, DATAwAY SFTtlNCR ADDRESS) 
(wiTH FRONT PANEL CONNECTOR) 
FET MULTIPLEXER (32 DJFF liP, 
MAX tOR•10Vr DATAWAY SFT+l NCR ADDRESS) 
(SAME WITH FRONT PANtL CON NECTORS) 
FET MULTIPLEXER (64 CHANN~LS 
MAX tOR•IOV, OATAwAY S~T+INCR ADDRESS) 
(~ITH FRONT PANEL CONNECTOR) 
DO 200•1033 
f'i!l 200•1233 
MX 2025 
1701 
DO 200•1035 
DO 200•1235 
[)(1 200•1036 
DO 200•1236 
AM 
3!>30 
601 
600 
MX 10 
J M)( 20 
J AX 10 
1704 
DO 200•1031 
DO 200•1231 
Dll 200•1234 
9020 
5101 
DO 200•1032 
nn 200•1232 
DO 200•1037 
()(l 200•1237 
DfJ 200•1061 
DO 200•126! 
DORNI!:R 
DOR~JIER 
SFN 
BnRER 
DORNTER 
DORNIER 
JOERGER 
K !NETIC SYSTE~IS 
NUCL, ENTERPRISES 
BORER 
OO~NIER 
Bl RA SYSTEMS 
SIEMENS 
OORN!f.R 
DOf.INIER 
WIDTH DELIV. NPR 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
173 
173 
173 
171 
172 
170 
/71 
/73 
/73 
/72 
/72 
172 
172 
/71 
171 
/72 
172 
/72 
/73 
170 
170 
173 
/73 
172 
172 
/72 
/71 
02174 
/73 
/72 
/72 
/72 
172 
/73 
/73 
(2) 
(6) 
l6) 
(3) 
(6) 
( 4) 
NC DESIGNATION+ SHORT DATA TYPE MANUFACTURER WIDTH DELIV. NPR 
165 Analogue Handling and Processing Modules II (LIN. Gates, Ampl., Discriminators etc.) 
$AMPLE•A~D·HOLD AMPLIFIER (DUAL UifF 
AMPL,+/•10V RANGE,20MA 0UT,5USFC SETTL) 
(SINGLE AMPL VfRSlUN, ROTH TYPES HAVE 
HOLD AND TRACK MQOES) 
PROGRAMABLE AMPLIFIER/ATTf~UATnR 
(-A..T TEN U AT I U ~~ • 6 0 () B T (I 0 DR , 6 STEPS , 
AMPLIFICATinN OUB TU 60DB, 6 STEPS) 
p'Rt)G'RAMABLE AMPLIFIER I A TTniUA TOR 
(ATTENUATION •6008 TO 00~ IN 6 ST~PS, 
GAIN ODS TO 60PB TN 6 STEPS, 2 CHANNELS) 
DIFFERENTIAL AMPLIFIER 
(GAIN CONTRnLLED FROM DATA~AY) 
ATTENUATOR {0 DB TO 60 D~, MANUAL ANU 
DATAWAY CONTRO~LED) 
VOLTAGE CALIBRATOR 
DIGITAL WH<DOw DISCR!MtNAHIR (WITH 
128X16BIT BUFFER, PARALLEL + SER!AL l/P) 
DG 200•1040 DORNIE.R• 
on 200•1041 
0(.1 200•1052 DORNIER 
1)0 200•105J OnRNIER 
cs 0014 NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
J AT 10 SA!P/SCHlUMBERGER 
f.T 10 SAIP/SCHLUMBEHGER 
DIOD 2046 SEN 
17 Other Digital and/or Analogue Modules- Mixed Analogue 
and Digital, Not Dataway Connected etc. 
NUMERICAL CONTROL SYSTEM 
COMPRISING CASSETTE RECDRER C 503 1 
DATA WRITER AND DISPLAY C 504, AND TYPES 
SERIAL CONTROLLER 
DATA RECEIVER FOR MECHANICAL OPERATIONS 
(5 DECADE DATA,3 DECADE INSTRUCTION REG) 
C CURRENT SOURCE 
(1~A TO 10MA A~D FUR PT 100 ADAPTnR) 
500 
502 
501 
ROT 
SIE~ENS 
2 172 
172 
2 /73 
173 
NA 
2 
3 170 
173 
172 
NA 
2 173 
2 SYSTEM CONTROL EQUIPMENT- COMPUTER COUPLERS, 
CONTROLLERS AND RELATED EQUIPMENT 
21 Interfaces/Drivers and Controllers- Parallel Mode for 4600 Branch 
and Other Multi-Crate Bus, Single-Crate Systems, Autonomous Systems 
211 Interfaces/Drivers for Multicrate Systems I (4600 Branch Compatible) 
EXECUTIVE SUITE 
ASSE~BLY OF MODULAR CO~TROLLERS IN CAMAC 
CRATE, COVERS SYSTEM COMPLE~ITY FPOM 
SINGLE SOURCE•SlNGLE CRATE TO MULTI 
SOURCE•MULTI CRATE SYSTEMS,COMPRISING 
EXECUTIVE CONTROLLER (TRANSFOR~S 
STANDARD CHAT~ lNTn SYSTEM CRATE) 
BRANCH COUPLER (ONE PER BRANCH, MAX 7) 
AND SYSTEM lNTERFAC~ SOURCE UNITS, ALSO 
OPTIONALLY AUTONOMOUS CO~TROLLER SOURCE 
UNITS (ALL INSERTED INTO SYSTEM CRATE) 
AUTONOMOUS CONTROLLER 1 (FOR MULTILEV~L 
AUTONOMOUS 8LOCK TRANSFERS VIA DMA) 
PDP•11 SYSTE~ INTERFACE, COMPRISING 
PROGRAM TRANSFfR INTERFACE 
UNIBUS TERt-'INATIUN II~IIT 
SYSTEM INTERFACE AUS CLINKS UNIBUS TO 
ALL SI SOURCE UNITS FORMirJG INTERFACE) 
·INTERRUPT VfCTOR GENERATOR {ADnS AUTONO• 
MUUS ENTRY OF GL•DERIVFD llliTERIWPTS) 
DIRECT MEMURY ACCESS I~TFRFACE (AD~S 
MULTICHANNEL DMA,NEI:DS AUTONOMOUS CTRL) 
NOVA/SUPERNOVA SYSTf~1 INTU<FACE, CllMPR 
PROGRAM TRANSFE~ INTERFACE 
l/0 BUS TERMINATION UNIT 
SYSTEM INTERFACE ~US 
INTERRUPT VECTOR GENERATOR 
INTERDATA 70•StRJES SYSTFM INTERFACE 
COMPRISING 
PROGRAM TRANSFER INTERFACE 
110 ~us TERMINATION UNIT 
SYSTfM INTERFACE BUS 
INTERRUPT VtCTOR GENERATOR 
HONEYWELL 316/516 SYSTFM INTERFACE,CO~PR 
PROGRAM TRANSFER INTERFACE 
I/0 BUS TERMINATION UNIT 
SYSTEM INTERFACE HUS 
GEC•EL.LIOTT 
MX•CTR•2 
HR•CPR•2 
GF.C•FLLIOTT 
SC•ACU•1 Gf.C•Ht InTT 
GF.C•ELLIOTT 
PTl•ll c /[) 
TRM•11 
S!•BUS•Xll 
1VG•11 
f)~IA •I 1 
GEC·~LLIOTT 
PTi•N C/0 
TfHI•N 
SI•BliS•XN 
IVG•N 
GFC•ELLiflTT 
PTI •70 CID 
T~l-1·70 
SI•BUS•X70 
1VG•70 
GFC•ELL!£1TT 
PTl•H16 C!D 
T~M·H16 
SI•BUS•XH16 
2 /72 
2 172 
173 
172 
/72 
/72 
172 
17':5 
3 /72 
1 172 
172 
173 
1"!'3 
173 
173 
173 
17'!. 
(8) 
{7) 
XVI 
NC DESIGNATiON+ SHORT DATA 
GEC 2050/4080 SYSTf~ lNTE~FACE, COMPR 
DIRECT TRANSFERS I~TERFACE 
SYSTEM lNTERFACE AVS 
SYSTEM CRATE TEST UNIT (T,_l ,•COMMAN(l TEST 
UNIT FOR CHECKING SYSTFM CRATE SYSTEMS) 
MlCROPRDGRAMM£0 BRANCH DRIVER FOR PDP•11 
(WITH 256, 512, OR lk ~ORDS OF MEMORY) 
PDP•11 CAMAC C()NTRrlLLER(SEQliE"'TIAL READ/ 
WRITE,24 GRADE~•L INTERRUPT DIRECTLY) 
POP•15 CAMAC INT~RFACE(\8/24BIT,PROGR, 
SEQUENT ADDR AND BLOCK TRA~SFER MODES) 
PDP•9 CAMAC INTERFACE 
(SOMEWHAT MODIFIED CA 15 A) 
PDP•!! INTERFACE/BRANCH DRIVER 
(24 VECTOR ADDRESSES, PROG~AMMED AuD 
MULTIPLE OMA•TRANSFFR, ADDRESS SCA~ AN~ 
•LIST MODE, REPEAT•, LAM• AND STOP MOuE) 
PDP•11 BRANCH DRIVER (fUR 4600 COMPATI• 
BLE,PROGRAMMED AND SEQUENT ADDR MODES) 
PDP•11 BRANCH DRIVER 
INTERFACE AND DRIVER FOR PDP 11 OR PDP 8 
MULTI•CRATE SYSTEM, COMPRISING 
BRANCH INTERFACE 
16•BIT CONTROLLER (~lTH EITHER OF THE 
FOLLOWING INTERFACE CARDS ) 
PDP 11 INTERFACE CARD 
INTERFACE CARD FOR DEC POP R SERIES 
INTERFACE CAMAC•PDP 11 {PF<rJGRAMMED,BLOCK 
TRANSFER AND SEQU~NTIAL ADDR MODES) 
NOVA BRANCH DRIVER 
INTERFACE/SYSTEM CONTROLLER TO HP2100, 
2114, 2115, 2116 
INTERFACE FOR VARIAN 6201/L/F COMPUTER 
(PROGR,SEQUENT AND BLOCK TRANSFERS) 
SYSTEM CONTROLLER FOR Sl~MENS 404/3 
(TR~NSFER OF 16 OR 24 BIT DATAWORDS 
PARALLEL BRANCH COMMAND CHAINING) 
(SAME BUT wiTHOUT COMMAND CHAINING) 
SYSTEM CONTROLLER FOR SI~MENS 404/J 
·(TRANSFER OF 16 OR 24 f:IIT 1/ATh!lRDS 
PARALLEL BRANCH AUT NQ COMMAND CHAINING) 
t~ BRANCH DRIVER•INTE.RFACE FOR SP!".•Iti•SER 
WITH PROGRAMMED & DMA DATA TRANSFER MODE 
MlCRODATA 800/CIP 2000 BRANCH DRIVER 
BRANCH DRIVER (24HIT, PROGR 1 SEQU~NT AND 
BLOCK TRANSFER MQO~S, MAX 7 CRATES) 
H316/DDP516 CA~AC BRANCH HIGHWAY PRIVER 
(MEETS , EUR 4600 SPECS) . 
lNTERFACE•DRlVER FOR VARIAN 7J/620l/620L 
MULTI•CRATE SYSTEM, COMPRISING 
BRANCH lNTlRFACE 
16•BIT CONTROLLER 
AND 
INTERFACE CARD FOR VARIAN 73/620I/6~0L 
SERIES COMPUTERS 
INTERFACE FOR K202 COMPUTER (2481T,AUTO• 
NOMOUl BLOCK TRANSFERS TO/FROM MEMORY, 
L•NUMBtR INTERRUPT ENCnDFR) 
INTERFACE tAHAC • T2000 
A BASIC BRANCH CONTROL RACK 
C CAHAC • T2000 BRANCH INTERFACE 
N SYSTEM CONTROLLER FnR SIEMFNS 320/330 
(AUTO•GL, 24 VECTOR ADDR, PROGRAMMED & 
OMA TRANSF, AUDR•SCAN,JNCREM 1 RANDUM LIST 
REPEAT,LAM ~ STOP MODES) 
TYPE 
PTI•2050 CID 
SI •.flUS•XZOoO 
SC•TST•1 
1201 
CA 11•A 
C A 15 A 
CA 15 A/PDP•9 
CA. 11•C 
80•011 
KS 0011 
9031 
9030 
9032 
9034 
ICP 11/lCP 11 A 
1251 
2201 
2204 
DO 200•2921 
on 200•2922 
DO 200•2923 
CAD 16/MOD 72•077 
91 
5400 
9031 
9030 
cs 0044 
100 
co~ 1 o 
T IC 20 
7245\ AJt\02 
MANUFACTURER 
Gt:C•H LiflTT 
BI RA SYSTEMS 
D 
D f. 
0 
EG&G 
KINETIC SYSH:MS 
NUCL, ENTERPRISES 
SAlP/SCHLUMBERGER 
BI RA SYSTFMS 
FlORER 
RORER 
DORNTER 
DORNIER 
GEN~RAL AUTOMATIUN 
JORWAY 
LAAfN 
MICRn CONSULTANTS 
NUCL, ENT~RPRISES 
P[ll(lN 
SAIP/SCHLUMAERGER 
SIFMENS 
WIDTH DELIV. 
3 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
2 
3 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
6 
6 
NA 
NA 
NA 
8 
173 
173 
/72 
/72 
/71 
17\ 
/71 
/72 
111 
171 
/72 
/72 
172 
/73 
171 
173 
/71 
17'2 
173 
173 
173 
/72 
/72 
173 
/73 
173 
/74 
NPR 
l5) 
(2) 
(1) 
( 4) 
(4) 
(7) 
(7) 
(7) 
(4) 
(5) 
(4) 
(7) 
(8) 
(8) 
(7) 
(7) 
(R) 
XVII 
NC DESIGNATION+ SHORT DATA TYPE 
212 Interfaces/Drivers for Multicrate Systems II 
(for other Parallel Mode Control/Data Highway) 
N DEDICATED CRATE CONTROLLER FOR NOVA 
N TERMINATOR FOR ~OVA l/0 AUS 
DATAwAY CO~TROLLER DDP·516(PA~T OF 7000• 
SER SYSTEM WITH EXT CONTROL HIG~~AY) 
PROGRAMMED DATAWAY CONTROLLER (PART OF 
7000•SER SYSHM wiTH EXT CtlNTR HIGHWAY) 
COMMAND GENERATOR 
TRANSFER REGISTER 
PROGRAM CONTROL UNIT 
WIRED STORE 
PLUGBOARD STORE 
CRATE CONTROLLER FOR NOVA COHPUTfR 
CRATE CO~TROLLER 8US TERMI~ATOR FOR 
CC 2023A/B (ON£ PtR SYSTEM) 
NC02.3 
NT022 
7062•1 
706.3•1 
0362•2 
7044•1 
7077•1 
CC 2023A/B 
AT 2022 
MANUFACTURER 
NUCL, FNTERPRISES 
NUCL, ENTERPRISES 
SEN 
WIDTH 
2 
1 
2 
2 
1 
NA 
1 
3 
2 
1 
213 Interfaces/Drivers for Single-Crate Systems (41 00 Dataway Compatible) 
SINGLE CRATE CONTROLLER TO HP 
(CERN TYPE 066) 
SINGLE CRATE SYSTEM CONTRULLERSCStE 
EXECUTIVE SUITE, CLASS ,211) 
PDP•11•SERIES CRATE CONTROLLER 
CRATE CONTROLLER/PDP11 UNIBUS INTERFACE 
NPR CONTROLLER FOR DMA TO PDP11 E,G, VIA 
1533A CRATE CONTROLLER/IN~ERFAC~ 
N SINGLE CRATE CONTROLLER/PDP•11 INTERFACE 
DEDICATED CRATE CONTROLLER FOR PDP•11 
(MULTIPLE TRANSFER llR AUTO ADDRESS SCAN) 
UNIBUS CRATE CONTROLLER PDP•11 
INTERFACE AND DRIVER FOR PDP 11 OR POP 8 
SINGLE CRATE SYSTEM, COMPRISING 
16•BIT CONTROLLER (WITH EITHER OF THE 
FOLLOWING INTERFACE CARDS ) 
PDP 11 INTERFACE CARD . 
INTERFACE CARD FOR DEC PDP 8 Sl~IES 
AUTONOMOUS CONTROLLER FOR PDP 11 
CAMAC CRATE•POP 11 INTERFACE 
CRATE INTERFACE FOR PDP 8/I 
C CRATE•SYSTFM CONTROLLER FO~ ~DP•11 
(24 BIT READ ~ wRITE CA~AHILITIES) 
NOVA•SERIES CRATE CflNTROLLFR 
SINGLE CRATE CONTROLLER Tfl HP 
DATA+RANGE IN 1 12BIT REG 0/P FOR CONTROL) 
VARlAN•CA~AC INTERFACE CRATE CONTROLLER 
(16BIT SEQUENT+BLOCK TRANSF, I CC/CRATf) 
CONTROLEUR DE CHASSIS MIJL TI 8•(UjAC 
(24BIT,PROGR,SIMULT I/Q,INTERRUPT MODES) 
CONTROLEUR DE C~ASSIS ~ULTI 20 • CAMAC 
(24BIT,~ROGR,SIMULT l/f1,INTFRRUPT MODES) 
INTERFACE•ORIVER FOR VARIAN 73/620I/620L 
SINGLE CRATE SYSTfM,COMPRISING 
16•BIT CONTROLLER 
AND 
INTERFACE CARD FOR VARIAN 7J/620l/620L 
SERIES COMPUTERS 
N CRATE INTERFACE FOR MULTI 20 
CRATE CONTROLLFR 320 
CRATE CONTROLLER 404 
15.31 
1304 
1533A 
1542 
DCO 11 
3911 
9030 
9032 
9034 
9033 
J cc tl 
J CP[)P 8/I 
C•CSC-11 
1303 
1531 
C JOO 
JCM A 
JCM 20 
9030 
cs 0044 
J CM 20 
BflRER 
BI RA SYSTEMS 
"ORER 
D E C 
EG~G 
K !NETIC S'fSTEMS 
NUCL, ENTERPRISES 
NUCL, E~TERPRISES 
SAIP/SCI1LUMRE~GER 
SAIP/SCHLUMBERGER 
WfNZEL ELEKTRnNIK 
BI RA SYSTEMS 
Bf1RER 
INFORMATEK 
lNTf:RTECHNIQUF 
INTERTECH~IQU~ 
NUCL, E~TERPRISES 
SAIP/SCHLUMBfRGER 
SIFMFNS 
SIEMFNS 
2 
2 
2 
NA 
2 
2 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
DELIV. NPR 
/73 
/73 
170 
/70 
/71 
170 
170 
170 
/71 
170 
/71 
/72 
/73 
17?. 
/73 
01/74 
172 
/72 
/72 
/73 
/73 
17'3 
/72 
/73 
/72 
/72 
/71 
/73 
17?. 
/74 
172 
/73 
(4) 
(8) 
(9) 
(7) 
(7) 
( 7) 
(8) 
(7) 
(3) 
(8) 
(7) 
(8) 
XVIII 
NC DESIGNATION+ SHORT DATA TYPE MANUFACTURER WIDTH DELIV. NPR 
214 Controllers for Autonomously Operated Systems (and Related Units) 
DATA PROCESS[JR (AUTnNnMOUS PROGfo/IIMABLE 
SINGLE OATAWAY CONTROLLER 16 REGISTERS 
(SAME wiTH 32 REGISTERS) 
(SAME wiTH 48 REGISTERS) 
(SAME WITH 64 REGISTERS) 
PROGRAM MEMORY 
(READ•ONLY MEMORY, 256 WORD5 OF 16 BITS) 
(SAME BUT 512 ~-oDRDS OF 16 BITS) 
(SAME BUT 768 wnRDS OF 16 BITS) 
(SAME BUT 1024 WORDS OF 16 BITS) 
ADDITIONAL MEMORY 
(RANDOM ACCESS MEMORY 1024 wORDS 16 BIT) 
(SAME BUT 2048 wORDS OF 16 BITS) 
(SAME BUT 3072 wORDS OF 16 ijJTS) 
N PROGRAM MEMORY FOR PROCESSOR (2K PROM) 
N (SAME BUT 3K PROM) 
N {SAME BUT 4K PROM) 
DO 200•2951 
DO 200•2952 
Dn 200•2953 
DU 200•29!:1.4 
0(1 200•2961 
DO 200•2962 
DO 200•2963 
DO 200•2964 
[)(] 200•2971 
DO 200•2972 
DO 200~2973 
DO 200•2965 
DO 200•2966 
DO 200•2967 
DClRNIEFI 
DORNJER 
DORNIER 
DllRNIER 
217 Other Parallel Mode Interfaces/Drivers/Controllers 
SYSTEM 3000 CONTROLLER (FOR DISTRIBUTED 
INTERFACE SYSTEM, PARALLEL MODE) 
N SYSTEM CRATE CONTROLLER 
N MODCOMP IrMODCOMP II & MQDCnMP III 
SYSTEM DRIVERCUSE WITH 3960) 
N PDP•ll SYSTEM DRIVER (USE wiTH 3960) 
N MANUAL SYSTEM DRIVER{USE WITH 3960) 
1552 
3960 
3970 
3971 
3980 
RORER 
KINfTIC SYSTEMS 
22 Interfaces/Controllers/Drivers for Serial Highway 
SY~TE~ 3000 CONTROLLER (FON DlSTPIBUTED 
INTERFACE SYSTEM, SERIAL MODE) 
SERIAL EXTENSION UNIT. 8 ~IT BYTE SERIAL 
LINK, BRANCH COMPATIBLE, CONSISTING OF 
SERIAL DRIVER (TERMINATES BRANCH ~IGH-AY 
AND RET~ANSMITS COMMANO SERIALLY) 
SERIAL RECEIVER (RECEIVES SERIAL DATA, 
DRIVES TYPE A•l SYSTEM, OPTICAL ISOL) 
N TYPE L•l CRATE CONTROLLER FOR THE 
"STANDARD" SERIAL HIGHwAY 
RORER 
JOERGER 
SD 
SR 
3950 I<INETIC SYSTEMS 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
23 Units Related to 4600 Branch or Other Parallel Mode Control/Data 
Highway- Crate Controllers, Terminations, Lam Graders, 
Branch/Bus Extenders 
DISPLAY DRIVER(CONTROLS 72A DISPLAY, 
ALSO CRATE CTR AND BRANCH DRIVfR) 
72A 
231 Crate Controllers (Type A-1, Other CC Types) 
TYPE A•1 CRATE CONTROLLER 
CRATE CONTROLLtR IESONE TYPE All 
(CONFORMS TO EUR4600 SPECS) 
CRATE CONTROLLFR TYPE CO•l ACCORDING TO 
EUR4600 SPECS WITH CERN OPTIONS 
CAMAC CRATE CONTROLLER TYPE A•l 
(CONFORMS TU EUR4600 SPECIFICATIONS) 
ESONE TYPE A.1 CRATE CnNTROLLERCCnNFURMS 
TO EUR4600 SPtCS, INCL CERN HOLD OPTION) 
CRATE CONTROLLER TYPE A•1 
(CONFORMS TO EUR4600 SPECS) 
BRANCH CRATE CONTROLLER/TYPE A·1 
(CONFORMS TU EUR 4600 SPECS, 1972) 
TYPE A•1 CRATE CONTROLLER 
C CRATE A~1 CONTROLLER 
(CONFORMS TO EUR 4600 SPECS) 
CRATE CONTROLLER TYPE A (CONFORMS TO 
EUR4600 SPECS) 
CRATE CONTROLLER TYPE A•1 
(CONFORMS TO EUR4600 SPECS) 
A•l CRATE CONTROLLER (CONFORMS TO 
EUR4600 SPECS, lNCL CERN SPEC HOLD LINE) 
C CRATE CONTROLLER Al 
(fUR 4600 SPECS AND tfRN NOTE 38•00) 
1301 
1502 
on 200-29o5 
CCl o 1 
cc 2405 
CCA•l 
70A 
3900 
9016 
106 
J CRC 51 
ACC 2034 
JORWAY 
BI RA SYSTEMS 
RORER 
EG&G 
GEC •ELLI nTT 
JOERGER 
J(lRWAY 
.KINETIC SYSTEMS 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
ROT 
SAIP/SCHLUMBERGER 
SEN 
SIE~fNS 
5 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
173 
173 
173 
173 
173 
173 
/73 
173 
173 
173 
173 
03174 
03/74 
03/74 
172 
173 
173 
04/74 
173 
172 
173 
03174 
/71 
17J 
172 
03/74 
172 
173 
172 
173 
173 
/71 
/72 
172 
170 
(9) 
(8) 
(9) 
(5) 
(7) 
(4) 
( 1} 
(1) 
XIX 
NC DESIGNATION+ SHORT DATA 
TYPE A•1 (ESONf) CRATE CCINTRClll ER 
TYPE At CDNTRULLfR wiTH TERMINATOR 
(MEETS 4600 SPECS OF JAN 1972) 
CRATE CONTROLLER TYPE D (Cl'NFORMS TU EuR 
4100, USED WIT~ DO 280 COMPUTER SYSTEM) 
232 Lam Graders 
LAM GRADER (24 BIT MA8K REGISTER, 
PLUG•IN PATCH BOARD, CFRN 0~4) 
LAM GRADER {INTERNALLY PATCHAALE, SwiTCH 
SELECTABLE MULTI•CRATE BG•RESPONSE) 
LAM GRADER•SDRTER 
LAM GRADER 
(DE.SIGNE.D Tl1 EUR 4600 SPfCS) 
LAM GRADER (CERN SPECS 064) 
LAM GRADER (CERN SPECS 064) 
TYPE · 
CC•A1 
DO 200•2901 
LG 24 0 I 
LG 
7!) 
064 
c 107 
LG 2001 
233 Terminations (Simple, with Indicators). 
BRANCH HIGHWAY TERMINATOR 
BRANCH HIGHWAY TERHINATOR 
CC•ll TERMINATOR 
TERMINATION UNIT 
TERMINATOR MODULE 
(BRANCH HIGHWAY TERMINATOR) 
BRANCH HIGHwAY TERMINATION MODULE(MOUNTS 
DIRECTLY ON BRANCH HIGHWAY ASSEMBLY) 
BRANCH TERMINATION UNIT (NUN INDICATING) 
BRANCH TERMINATION UNIT 
BRANCH TERMINATOR 
BRANCH TERMINATION wiTH INTEGRAL CABLE 
ARANCH TERMINATOR IN A CONNECTnR 
BRANCH TERMINATOR 
CRATE CONTROLLER HUS TfRMlNATnR FOR A•t 
CRATE CONTRr:JLLER 
BRANCH HIGHWAY TERMINATOR 
BRANCH HIGHWAY TERMINATOR, WITH DISPLAY 
BRANCH TERMINATOR (FULL BRANCH ~ONITOR 
WITH INTERNAL STORAGE AND LED DISPLAY) 
VISUAL BRANC~ TERH!NATOR (STORES AND 
OISPLA~S ON LEOS A~ANCH SIGNALS) 
BRANC~ TERMINATION wiTH AHANCH DISPLAY 
BRANCH TERMINATION UNIT 
(WITH INDICATOR A~O PllwE.R SUPPLY) 
6601 
6602 
6603 
1592 
TCD24 
Cu 1 tltrJ7 
BT 6503 
RT 6601 
BT 
50C 
BT•01 
J AT 20 
BT 2042 
AHT•001 
FIHT•00210 
BT 6!iu2 
VAT 
234 Branch Extenders, Bus Extenders 
N EXTENDED ARANCH SERIAL DRIVER 
DIFFFRENTIAL RRANCH EXTENDER 
(FOR E-XTENDING BRANCHES UP TO 3 K~) 
DIFFERENTIAL MUDE hRANCH HIGH~AY 
EXTENDER (AI•DIRECTillNAL) 
BRANCH HIGHWAY TRANSCEIVER FOR LONG 
DISTANCE TRANSI"ISSIO~ 
UNIBUS EXTENDER, TRANS~"ITTE.R 
RECEivER 
(FOR DISTANCES UP Tn 200 METRE Of< MORE) 
3990 
D~E 6501 
J AHT 10 
1594 
1595 
MANUFACTURER 
STND ENGtNE~RING 
STND ENGJNEFRING 
DORNIER 
GEC•ELLI!ITT 
JORWAY 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
ROT 
BI RA SYSTEI-lS 
BI IH SYSTEMS 
AI RA SYSTEMS 
BORER 
EG&G 
EMIHllS 
GFC•F.LLIOTT 
GEC•FLLinTT 
JOERGE.R 
JORWAY 
qNETIC SYSTEMS 
SAIP/SCHLLIMAERGER 
STND ENGINEERING 
STNO fNGINEERJNG 
JOERGER 
JOR .. AY 
SIF.MFNS 
~INETIC SYSTF.f"S 
GEC•ELL IflTT 
JORWAY 
SAIP/SCHLUMAERGER 
BOR~. R 
WIDTH DELIV. NPR 
2 
2 
2 
2 
NA 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
NA 
2 
NA 
2 
2 
2 
/72 
/71 
/72 
173 
173 
/72 
171 
/72 
173 
173 
173 
171 
172 
/72 
171 
/72 
/72 
/73 
/71 
172 
/7J 
/73 
172 
172 
/72 
/73 
03/74 
/71 
/7J 
172 
/72 
{6) 
(8) 
(1) 
( 4) 
(6) 
(6) 
{3) 
(7) 
(4) 
XX . 
NC DESIGNATION+ SHORT DATA TYPE 
3 TEST EQUIPMENT 
31 System Related test Gear 
SYSTEM TEST U~IT CfOR EXECUTIV~ SUIT 
SYSTEM CONFIGURATION, SEE ~X-CT~·?) 
311 Computer Simulators 
PDP•11 SIMULATOR 
·sc•TST•1 
6101 
MANUFACTURER 
GEC•E.LL InTT 
Bt IH SYSTEMS 
32 Branch Related Testers/Controllers and Displays 
321 Branch Testers/Controllers (Manual, Programmed) 
MANUAL BRANCH T~STER (TYPE A SYST~~ TEST 
SET wiTH MX•CTR•2 & BR·CPR•2) 
TEST MODULE (USED IN SYSTEM TEST OF 
READ/WRITE CAPARILITY) 
BRANCH HIGHwAY TEST POINT MODULE(24 DIR• 
ECT,22 INDIRECT ACCfSS POl~TS FOR TEST) 
BRANCH HIGHWAY REMOVE INHIBIT MODULE 
(REMOVES INHIBIT fROM BCR/BA!BF/BN/BTA) 
MANUAL BRA~CH DRIVER (FOR TESTING TYPE A 
SYSTEMS) 
MANUAL BRANCH CONTROL SET 
(COMPRISING TYPES C COB 10 AND T CMB 10) 
SC•TST•1 
TM024 
co 18104 
CD 18105 
MBD 
C CMB 10 
33 Dataway Related Testers and Displays 
GEC•fLLinTT 
EG&G 
EM tHUS 
E.MIHUS 
JOERGER 
SAlP/SCHLUMAERGER 
331 Dataway Controllers/Testers Manual, Programmed) 
MANUAL CRATE CONTROLLER 
MANUAL CRATE CONTROLLER 
MANUAL DATAWAY CONTROLLER 
MANUAL CRATE CONTROLLER 
MANUAL DATAWAY CONTROLLER/DISPLAY SYSTE~ 
INTERFACE TO DATAwAY 
CONTROL AND DISPLAY CRATE 
I TEST MODULE FOR CRATE CONTROLLfR AND 
OAT AwAY 
MANUAL 24 BIT CRATE CnNTROLLER 
ADDRESS SCANNER (MA~UAL CONTROL OF 
CRATE OPERATIONS) 
DYNAMIC TEST CONTROLLER (GfNERATfS ALL 
POSSIBLE CAMAC CO~HANOS IN Sl~GLE CRATE) 
DYNAMIC TEST CQ~TROLLFR (2 SIMULT TRANSF 
SINGLE,STEP•BY·STEP AND COt-~TI~UOUS MODE) 
332 Dataway Displays 
CAMAC TEST MODUL~/DATA~Ay DISPLAY 
CAMAC DATAwAV DISPLAY (DATAWAY SIGNAL 
PATTERN STURED/DIS~LAYED,2 T~ST ~ODES) 
CAMAC DATAWAY T~ST AND DISPLAY ~OOULE 
DATA~AY TEST MODULECFULL DATA~AY MONITOR 
wiTH INTERNAL STORAGE AND LED DISPLAY) 
DATAwAY MEMORY 
(DISPLAY ~ READABLE REGISTER) 
DATAWAY DISPLAY (STORES A~D DISPLAYS 
DArAwAY SIGNALS, FAR~QXCIZS1S2BP1P2) 
DATAWAY DISPLAY MODUL~ 
DATAWAY DISPLAY 
MCC 
J CMC 10 
D AI 10 
J DA 10 
c .AI 1 o 
DTM 2040 
MCC•240 
TC 2403 
C 1 Of:! 
6102 
1801 
DTM J 
c 340 
1)[1 
3290 
C 7645!•A16•A1 
EISENM,61-1N 
JOERGER 
NUCL, ENTERPRISES 
SAIP/SC~LUMBERGER 
SAIP/SCHLUMBERGER 
SEN 
ST~D ENGtNEFRING 
WENZEL ELEKTRONlK 
GEC•FLLinTT 
ROT 
!:II RA SYSTE:MS 
BORFR 
EI SE N~l A N~J 
GEC•ELLJnTT 
INFORMATFK 
JOERGER 
KINETIC !lYSTEMS 
SifMfNS 
STND ENGTNFFRING 
~~NlEL ELfKTRONIK 
WIDTH DELIV. NPR 
NA 
~A 
5 
NA 
8 
1 
NA 
2 
2 
172 
172 
171 
/71 
/71 
/72 
/71 
/11 
/72 
170 
171 
171 
172 
/72 
17'2 
1'11 
/71 
173 
/71 
/72 
172 
/72 
172 
/73 
172 
172 
(5) 
(J) 
{3) 
(6) 
(1) 
(1) 
(5) 
( 4) 
{1) 
( 6) 
(6) 
( 5) 
XXI 
NC DESIGNATION+ SHORT DATA TYPE MANUFACTURER 
34 Module Related Test Gear (Module Extenders) 
341 Module Extenders 
CAMAC EXTENDtR MODULE 
EXTENSION FRAMf (MODUL~ E'XTENDER) 
MODULE EXTENDER (+AND•6V,~AND~24V fUSED, 
RETRACTABLE LOCKING DEVICE) 
EXTENDER MODULE 
EXTENDER CARD 
EXTENSION LJNIT 
EXTENDER MODULE 
EXTENDER 
MODULE EXTENDER 
EXTENDER (XXXiLENGTH OF CABLE 
IN MM BEYOND RACK, SINGLE WIDTH) 
EXTENDER (X~X=LENGTH OF CABLE 
IN MM BEyOND RACK, DOUBLE wiDTH) 
ME 
11 
1100 
7007•1 
061 
CEX 
ME 20.30 
577/XXX 
5813/X~X 
37 Other Test Gear for CAMAC Equipment 
TRANSIENT GfNERATnR(MODULE NOISE SUSCEPT 
IBILITY TESTED BY TRANSIENTS UN DC LINES 
TG 
AI RA SYSTEMS 
GEC•ELLinTT 
JOERGER 
JORIIIAY 
I<! NETIC SYSTEMS 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
POLO" 
RoT 
SEN 
TEKOATA 
JOERGER 
4 CRATES, SUPPLIES, COMPONENTS, ACCESSORIES 
WIDTH 
41 Crates and Related Components/ Accessories - Crates with/without 
Dataway and Supply, Blank Crates, Crate Ventilation Gear 
411 Crates with Dataway and Supply 
CRATE (270VA,COOLED,MODULAR POWERED BY 
UP TO 8 REGULATORS 1922 OR 192~+1922) 
VOLTAGE REGULATOR (FUR +OR•24V/6A, 
+/•12V/7A,+/•6V/BA/16A24A) 
VOLTAGE REGULATOR (+AND•6V 1 25A MAX, 
270W RATING, USABLE wiTH 4X1922) 
N CAMAC MINICRAlE 
POWERED CRATE 
CONVERTS FASTON CO NNECTORS TO RFCnHMEND• 
ED FIXED POWER CONNECTOR !lN CHOSEN CRATE 
N POWERED CRATE (+&•6V/~OA, +&•~4V/~A, 
200V/ 0 1A, 117V AC, MAX JOOW) 
N POWERED CRATE (SAME, WITHOUT MONITORING) 
POWERED CRATE 
POWER CRATE (7005·2 CRATE WITH 
9022 POwER SUPPLY) 
POWERED CRATE (+AND•6V/25A, +A N0•24V/6l, 
(lNCL POWER DESIGN TYPE AEC432 SUPPLY) 
POWERED C~ATE (6U,VtNTtLATED,NQ FAN,130~ 
+6V/15A,•6V/4A,+AND•24V/2A 1 +200V/50MA) 
CAMAC POIIIER SUPPLY 
(+AND~ 6V/25A, +AND• 24V/fiA) 
POIIIERED CRAH. 
POwERED VENTILATED CRATE (+6V/24A, 
•6V/16A, +AND•24V/3A, MAX 400W) 
POWERED CRATE(SEE P4 ALJ 13) 
POwERED CRATE(SEt P6 ALJ 13) 
POwERED CRATECSEE. P7 AU 13) 
POwER SUPPLY CCAMAC CRATE) 
POWER SUPPLY (CAMAC CRATE) 
P0111ER CRATE (200w IIAX,+6V/25A,•6V/10A, 
+AND•12V/3A,+AND•24V/3A 1 200V/0,05A) 
POwER CRATE (200111 MAX,+6V/25A,•6V/10A, 
+AND•24V/3A 1 200V/0,05A) 
PUWERED CRATE (7U,VENT,+ANr•6V/26A,+AND• 
12VI6,5A,+AND•24V/6.5A 1 200V/0 0 !A,200~) 
POwERED CRATE (SAME AliT WITH 117V AC) 
1902A RORER 
192-2 
1925 
EDS SYSTEMTECHNIK 
MC 200 EG&G 
/AMP GEC•ELLHJTT 
CPU/11 GRENSON 
CPU/12 
1500 KINETIC SYSTF..-.s 
9023 NUCL. E~TERPRISES 
NSI•875CC100AEC432 NUCL. SPECIALTIES 
C JAL•41 
C4ALJ130 
C6ALJ13D 
C7 ALJ 13 Dl' 
CM5125153/Diii/AIP 
CM5t25/53/Aw/AIP 
PC 2006/B 
PC 2006/C 
ROT 
SA I P /SCHLIIMAERGER 
SAPHYMO•SRAT 
SAPHYMn•sRAT 
SF:N 
S!EMFNS 
25 
17 
25 
NA 
24 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
:?.5 
25 
25 
DELIV. NPR 
/73 
1.71 
172 
11\ 
/71 
/70 
/73 
/72 
/70 
/72 
/73 
/73 
/69 
/69 
17'3 
17,3 
01/74 
/73 
/73 
/71 
172 
171 
172 
171 
/73 
/71 
/72 
170 
/71 
/71 
/71 
(4) 
(5) 
(2) 
(8) 
(1) 
(1) 
( 1) 
(3) 
XXII 
NC DESIGNATION+ SHORT DATA 
POWERED CRATE (+AND•6Vt25A 1 tAND•24V/6A, 
.OPTIONAL +AND•12V/JA,+AND•~DOVI0,1A) 
TYPE 
PCS 
MANUFACTURER 
!TND ENGI~EERING 
412 Crates with Dataway, without Supply 
VENTILATED CRATE (ST~NDA~D 24 STATION 
FASTON CONN~CTORS) 
VENTILATED CRATE (STANDARD 25 STATION 
FASTON CONNECTORS) 
VENTILATED CRATE (HEAVY DUTY ~5 STATION 
FASTON CONNECTORS) 
CA~AC CRATE VERDRAHTET 
(EMPTY CRATE ~ITH WIRED OATA~AY) 
CRATE 
CAMAC CO~PATI8LE CRATE (WIRED) 
CA~AC CRATE {WIRED) 
UNPOwERED CRATE wiTH DATAWAY 
(6U, E~PTU, VENTILATED, NO FAN) 
UNPOwERED CRATE wiTH DATAwAy ( ) 
UNPOWERED CRATE WITH DATAWAY 
AND CONNECTORS 
CRATE (WIRED CRATE) 
(360 MM) 
( ) 
(525 HM) 
CRATE (WITH DATAwAY AND VENTILATION) 
V[ 0010 
VC 001 t 
vc 0021 
7005•2 
NSI•B75 CC 100 
012 
CH 5125133/AW 
CM 512~/JJ/DW 
CM 5125/53/AW 
CM 5125/53/Dw 
UPC 2029 
wcs 
r;FC•FLLinTT 
GE.C•tLLIOTT 
KNUERR 
NUCL, E~TERPRISES 
NUCL, SPECIALTIES 
NUCL, SPECIALTIES 
SAPHYMr:l•SRAT 
SEN 
STND ENGINEERING 
StFMENS 
417 Blank Crates and Other Components and Accessories 
CRATE (5U,EM~Ty, 25 STATIONS) 
(SAME BUT wiTH 24 STATIONS) 
CRATE (6U,E~PTY 1 WJTH VENTILATION RAFFLE, 
25 STATIONS, HARwELL TYPE 7000) 
(SAME BUT wiTH 24 STATIONS) 
CRATE (6U,EMPTY,WlTH VENTILATION BAFFLE, 
REMOVABLE PANEL, 25 STNS, HARwELL 7000) 
(SAME BUT WITH 24 STATIONS) 
CRATE (6U EMPTY,~ITH VENTILATION BAFFLE) 
FAN MOUNTING PLATE (FOR IB/9905•5HVt) 
CAMAC CRATE (EMPTY) 
CAMAC CRATE (EMPTY,INCL HARO~ARf SUPPLY 
CHASSIS AND VENT[LATION PANEL) 
CAMAC CO~PATIBLE CRATE 
CAMAC CRATE (UNWIRED) 
CHASSIS CAMAC (6 UNITES AVEC F£NTE 
DE VENilLATION, 525 MM PROFONDEUR) 
(360 MM PROFONDEUR) 
CRAT~ (6U, EMPTY, VE~TILATEO, NO FAN) 
VENTILATED CRAT~ NO POwER NO DATA~AY 
(TWO FANS) 
(SAME ~lTH 3 FANS) 
CAMAC CRATE (EMPTY CRATE) 
CAMAC CRATE {EMPTY CRATE) 
CAMAC CRATE 
(5U NON•VENTILATED,380 MM DEEP) 
(6U VENTILATED,NO FAN,380 MM DfEP) 
(6U VENTILATED RECESSEO,Nn FA~,430 MM 
CAMAC CRATE (EMPTY) HEAVY DUTY 
6U WITH VENTILATION RAFFLE 
5U NUN VENTILATED 
DEPTH OPTIONS 360~M, 460~M, 52~MM 
N CAMAC CRATE wiTH VENTILATION BAFFLE 
(6U, 525MM DEPTH) 
N (SAME BUT wiTH 460 ~M DEPTH) 
N (SAME BUT WITH 360 MM DEPTH) 
lU COOLING DRAWER (FOR CRATE ONLY, 
2 FANS, FITS 6U CRATE) 
2U COOLING DRAWER (CUOLS CRATE AND CRATE 
MOUNTED PS 0003,FAN+CONTROL PAN~L INCL) 
VENTILATinN U~IT 
MC:F/5CAM/S/25 
MCF/5CAM/S/24 
MCF/6CAM/SV/25 
MCF/6CAM/SV/24 
MCF/6CAM/SVR/25 
MCF/6CAM/SVR/24 
tB/9905•5HV1 
CAM/FM 
2,080,000,6 
2,086,000,6 
NSI 875 DB/wV 
NSI 875 CC 100 
9905•2•05 
0!0 
CCHN 
CCHNA 
c 
cs 
5UCHI 
6UC A~~ 
6URCA>1 
9905•5HV 
990!'1•5H 
JMHOF .. BEDCO 
OSL/It-~HOF•BEDCO 
I<NUERR 
NUCL, SPFCIALTJES 
NUCL, SPECIALTIFS 
OSL 
PULilN 
ROT 
STND f~G!NEFRING 
111ILlS!-1ER ~ rJUJCK 
nSL/WlLLSHER&QUICK 
99 055HV 3AV D /96/525 flSL /W Il.l S~IF R ll.(JU J P< 
Q9055~V3AVD/9B/460 
990o~HV3AVD/96/360 
CDR 
CDR 2 
CAM/FV 
r.~. C•H. l. rnTT 
GEC•FLL If1TT 
IMHIJF .. ElEJ"'Cn 
WIDTH 
2b 
24 
25 
25 
24 
25 
25 
::>5 
25 
2~ 
"25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
24 
25 
24 
25 
24 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
DELIV. NPR 
/70 
/72 
172 
06/74 
170 
/71 
172 
/71 
171 
170 
172 
/71 
/72 
/71 
/72 
171 
172 
173 
173 
170 
170 
/72 
171 
17\ 
/71 
/71 
172 
/71 
/7J 
173 
/7J 
/73 
173 
173 
/72 
172 
/73 
(5) 
(2) 
(5) 
/ 
(2) 
(2) 
(5) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
XXIII 
NC DESIGNATION+ SHORT DATA 
LUFTEREINHEIT (VENTILATION UNIT,CnMPLETE 
WITH 3 FANS AND FILTER} 
(VENTILATION U~IT,Nn FAN,NQ FILTER) 
N AIR SCOOP (STOPS CHIMNEY EFFECT BET~EEN 
UN•VENTILATED CRATES IN RACK, 1U HIGH) 
FAN UNIT (FOR ALB/10 SUPPLY SYSTE~) 
CRATE BLOWER liNIT 
VENTILATION UNIT 
1U VENTILATION GRILL 
TYPE MANUFACTURER 
2,08\,000,b ~ N UERR 
NUCL, SPFCIALTIES 
VALB/10 
STND ENGINEERING 
lUVCAM ~ILLSHER & QUICK 
I UG OSL/WlLLSHER+QUICt< 
42 Supplies and Related Components/ Accessories -Single-
WIDTH 
NA 
and Multi-Crate Supplies, Blank Supply Chassis, Control Panels, 
Supply Ventilation 
421 Multi-Crate Supplies 
POWER SUPPLY FLEXIBLE 
SYSTEM COMPRISING 
BASIC CRATE(FUR SUPPLY MODULES,INCLUDES 
REFERENCE,CUNTROL AND 200V/0 0 1A) 
SUPPLY MODULE (+6V/bA) 
(•6V/6A) 
(+12VIJA) 
(•12V/JA) 
(+24V/3A) 
(•24V/3A) 
POwER SUPPLY SYSTEM (CRATE) 
(MODULE OPTIONS AS FOLLOWS) 
POwER SUPPLY MODULE 6 V tO A 
SUPPLY CHASSIS 2Kw 
6 15 A 
6 20 A 
6 40 
12 7 A 
12 V 10 A 
12 V 15 A 
12 V 25 A 
24 V 3,5A 
24 V 6 A 
24 V 9 A 
24 V 15 A 
(RAW SUPPLY FOR REGULATOR MODULES) 
FAN UNIT 
WIRED RACt< 42 U 
POwER SUPPLY MODULE 6 
6 
6 v 
12 
12 
24 
24 v 
5 A(Rf:GULATOR) 
10 A 
25 A 
2 A 
5 A 
3 A 
5 A 
422 Single-Crate Supplies 
COMPACT POWER SUPPLY UNIT (CRATE/PANEL 
MOUNT,+AND•6V/25A,+AND•24V/6A 1 200/300W) 
CAMAC POwER UNIT (+6V/15A,•6V/3A 1 +24V/2A 
•24V/2A,200V/0,05A4 117VAC) 
CAMAC PO~ER SUPPLY 
(+6V/20A 1 •6V/5A,+AND•24V/5A,200V/0,05A) 
POwfR SUPPLY (+6V/20A,•6V/~A, 
+AN0•12V/2A 1 +AN0•24V/3A) 
POWER SUPPLY (RACK MOU~TING,+6V/25A, 
•6V/15A,+AND•24V/5A,200V/0,1A) 
POwER SUPPLY (RACK MQU~JTING,+6V/25A, 
•6V/15A 1 +AND•24V/5A,+A ~ D·I2V) 
POwER SUPPLY (+6V/20A,.6V/5A, 
+AND•24V/5A 1 200V/0 0 05A) 
PO~ER UNIT (+6V/15A,•6V/3A, 
+AND•24V/2A,200V/0 0 05A) 
C POwER SUPPLY (RACK MOIJ~i TING,+6V/15A, 
•6v/4A,+AN0•24V/2A,+200V/50MA,130~) 
POWER UNIT (+6V/20A, •6V/15A,+24V/2A 1 
•24V/2A,200V/O,IA) 
POwER SUPPLY (+6V/25A,•6V/~A, 
+AN0•12V/2A 1 +AND•24V/JA 1 200V/0 0 \A) 
CPU/I 
CFC 
CFP/6 
CFM/o 
CFP/12 
CFM/12 
CFP/24 
CFM/24) 
C4 BIP 203 
BIP 86 10 
RIPC6 , 15 
RIP 06 20 
AJP E6 40 
BIP B12 7 
RIP Ct2 10 
BIP ()1~ 15 
BIP E12 25 
BIP B24 35 
BIP C24 6 
BIP 024 9 
BIP E24 15 
VALB/10 
BC 42 
BPR 605 
APR 610 
f\PR 625 
HFR 122 
1JPR 12!'1 
BPR 243 
tlPR 245 
PS 0003 
CPU/4 
CPU/2 
CPU/5 
CPU/6 
CPLJ/7 
~001 
9022 
CZC•IO 
SP 426 
c 303 
GRENSON 
SAPHYMD•SRAT 
SAPHYI'IO•SRAT 
GEC•fll. !OTT 
GRf.NS ON 
G~E N SON 
GRENSON 
GRE NSQN 
NIJCL. E~o TERP~ISES 
NUCL. fNTERPRJS~S 
POL ON 
PUW~R fLFC~RUNJCS 
RDT 
DELIV. NPR 
/10 
/7'1 
/72 
171 
/72 
17\ 
172 
173 
/71 
171 
Ill 
/71 
17'1 
Ill 
/71 
/73 
174 
Ill 
(5) 
{3) 
l2) 
(2) 
XXIV 
, NC DESIGNATION+ SHORT DATA 
POWER SUPPLV UNIT 
(+bV/lOA,.6V/2A,•AN~·24VI1,5A) 
( +bV /5A, •6V 11 1 5A, +MID•t2V 11, 5A 1 
tAND•24VIt,5A) 
(+6V/2~A,•6V/10A,+AND•t2V/3A, 
+AND•24V/3A 1 +200V/0,1A 1 MAX ?00~) 
SUPPLY C•AND•6V/26A,+AND•12V/6,5A,+ANO• 
24V/6,5A,200v/0,1A,117V AC, 200~ MAX) 
SUPPLY (SAME BUT ~lTHOUT 117Y AC) 
POwER SUPPLY AND BLn~ER UNIT 
POW~R SUPPLY (+AND•6V/6A SHAR~Q AND 
+AND•24V/2A SHARED, METERING OF V AND I) 
TYPE MANUFACTURER 
Pd ALJ 13 SAPHVMO·SRAT 
P6 ALJ 13 
P7 ALJ 13 
7.6455•44 SIEMENS 
7b4o5-A'5 
1410 s STND ENGtNEER!NG 
825 STND ENGINEERING 
427 Blank Supply Chassis; Other Components/ Accessories 
POWER SUPPLY CRATE (STANDARD) 
POWER SUPPLY CRATE (WIRED) 
NETZTEILCHASSIS (EMPTY SUPPLY CHASSIS) 
PO~ER SUPPLY CRATE(FOR SEPARATE SUPPLY) 
VOLTAGE MONITOR PANEL uSING LEOS 
MAINS SWITCH ASSEMBLY 
POWER SUPPLY MONITOR PANEL (WITH MAINS 
SWITCH, TEST POINTS AND LED JNDTCATION) 
POWER INDICATOR 
MCF/4/PPC 
MCF/PPC/~V 
CSAN 
MP 2 
!'IS 3 
PSMP 
0704 
KNUERR 
ROT 
GEC•ELLinTT 
GEC•ELLH1TT 
GEC•ULinTT 
NUCL, ENTERPRISES 
43 Recommended or Standard Components/ Accessories -
WIDTH 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
Branch Cables, Connectors etc., Dataway Connectors, Boards etc., 
Blank Modules, Other Stnd Components 
431 Branch Related (Cables, Connectors etc.) 
BRANCH HlGH~AY CABLE 
BRANCH HIGHWAY CABLE 
BRANCH HIGH~AY CABLE 
{COMPLETE PTFE CABLE ASSEMBLY 1 27CM LONG} 
(I METER L.ONG) 
(2 METERS LONG) 
BRANCH HIGHWAY CABLE ASSEMRLY 
{wiTH CONNECTORS,27 CM LONG} 
(XX CM LONG,PYC JAC~ET) 
BRANCH HIGHWAY CABLE 
(WITH CONNECTORS, 27 CM LONG) 
SAME,••••067,107 & 207 FOR CORRESP 
LENGTH IN CM 1 UTHER LENGHTS TO SPEC ORDER 
BRANCH HIGHwAY CA8Lt 
BRANCH CABLE WITH CONNECTOR 
(1,5 FT TO 75 FT LONG) 
BRANCH HIGH~AY CABLE (~6 TWISTED PAIRS) 
BRANCH HIGHWAY CABLE ASSEMRLY (CO~PLF.TE 
~ITH CONNECTORS, LENGTH 27 CM) 
(SAME, XXX~LENGTH I~ CM, 040,100 eTC) 
BRANCH HIGHWAY CABLESCtOMPLETE WITH 
CONNECTOR 1 XXX ~ LENGTH IN METERS) 
BRANCH HIGHwAY CO~NECTClR 
(FixED MEMBER,SOCKET MOULDING) 
(FREE MEMBER,PIN MOliLOING, 
PXX YYY SELECTS JACKSCREw) 
HOOD (FOR FREE MEMBER) 
BRANCH HIGHWAY CARLE ONLY 
(PLAIN PVC JACKET) 
EXTENDED RRANCH CABLE (LOw COST TELE• 
PHONE CABLE FOR LONG BRANCH RUNS) 
BRANCH HIGHWAY CABLE (t32•~AY) 
N BRANCH HIGHwAY CABLE (TRUE 132•WAY ~ITH 
METALISED POLYESTER SCREEN, PVC JAC~ET) 
CABLE FOR BRANCH HIGHwAY (PVC JACKET) 
(BRAIDED RILSAN JACKET) 
(MEPLAT 20HMX10,8MM,GAINf PVC NUIR)_ 
CABLE EXTENSION MODULE 
(JOINS TwO BRANCH HIGHwAy CABLES) 
BRANCH HIGHWAY TO POP•11 (COMPLETE WITH 
CONNECTORS, XXX= LENGTH IN METERS1 
8!02 
8H001 
CD 18067•27 
CD 18067/107 
CD 18067/207 
cc 66 POL P8•27 
cc 66 POL PB•XX 
BHC 027 
8HC ••• 
CL 90 
1:\HC 27 
RHC XXX 
2000/S/132/XlCX 
wSS0132SOOflNOOO 
wSS0132PXXBNYYY 
loAC 0132 ~005 
~6 POL PB 
E6C XX'I(X 
LIY•Y72X2X0,088 
Ll2Y(ST)Y~6X2X0,1R 
1J2 PE 1119 
\32 PE 210 
132 PE 291 
CD 18106 
5805/P/132/XXX 
B I RA SYSTE~'~S 
EGR.G 
EMlHlJS 
EM tHUS 
GEC•ELLinTT 
JOERGER 
JORwAY 
SAIP/SCHLliMAERGFH 
SEMRA•BE:.NNE.Y 
TEI<OATA 
E:MIHUS 
GFC•ELLinTT 
LEOIIIISCHE 
LEON!SCHF: 
PRECICABLE BOUR 
EMIHliS 
TEKOA TA 
DELIV. NPR 
/11 
17'2 
172 
171 
171 
170 
171 
172 
171 
172 
170 
173 
171 
170 
171 
171 
171 
172 
172 
171 
/71 
/72 
172 
171 
170 
171 
/72 
172 
171 
172 
172 
173 
(5) 
( 4) 
(8) 
XXV 
NC DESIGNATION+ SHORT DATA TYPE MANUFACTURER 
432 Dataway Related (Connectors, Boards, Assemblies) 
.DATAtoAY MOTHERBOARD UqiL Til. AVER PNB) 
OATAWAY SOCKET (MQTHERROAPD COMPLETF 
WITH 25 CONNECTORS) 
DATAwAY MINI wRAPPING 
(MOTHERBOARD ~ITH 25 DATAwAY CONNECTORS) 
CAHAC MULTILAYER CDATA~Ay MOTHERBOARD) 
OATAWAY CONNECTOR, ~DGE TYPf II 
OATAWAY CONNECT(lR,fL(JWSOLDE"R Tf'RHlNATI!lN 
(ADD MOUNTING BRACKETS R500014900000000) 
MlNl wRAP TERMINATION 
SOLDER SLOT TERMINATION 
OATAWAY CONNECTOR (MINIWRAP) 
CONNECTEUR,FUTS DROITS 
(DATAWAY CONNECTOR,STRAIGHT PINS) 
FUTS WRAPPING (WIRE wRAP PINS) 
FUTS A SOUDER (SOLDER PINS) 
CAMAC DATAWAY CONNECTOR (* INSFRT A FOR 
SOLDER TAG, B SOLDER PIN, C MINI WRAP) 
C CAMAC•LEISTE(DATAwAY CQNNECTOR,WIREWRAP) 
DATAWAY FEMALE CONNECTOR, MINI•WRAP 
••1 FOR WIRE SOLDER, ~ FOR BOARD . SOLDER 
OATAWAY MALE CONNECTOR (MATING THE CRATE 
MOUNTED 86•WAY CONNECT OR SOCKET) 
CONNECTEUR 254 DOUBLE 'FACE 
(OATAWAY CONNECTOR,wiRE WRAP) 
(MOTHERBOARD SOLDER) 
(wiRE SOLDER) 
OATAWAV CONNECTOR (MlNI•WRAP ) 
(wiRE•SOLDER) 
(FLOW SOLDER) 
DATAWAY CONNECTOR (••2 FLOW SOLDER,•=J 
SOLDER LUGs,•~4 MlNIWRAP,AU PLATING) 
(FLOw SOLDER,NI + AU PLATING) 
(13 MINIWRAP CONTACTS,OTHER ARE FLOW 
SOLDER,Nl + AU PLATING) 
(••7 MlNIWRAP,••8 SOLDER LUGS, 
NI + AU PLATING) 
MOUNTING BRACKETS FnR ABOVE 
CIM 
. J/DW 
16Jn33 
R500014800000000 
R500016800000000 
EAA 043 D30 1 
KF86 254 ~ED 
KF86 254 flE'I' 
t<f86 254 BES 
' GOJD 086P 28 • ~L 
2422 061 64334 
2422 061 643•4 
2422 060 14314 
254 OF 43 AWV 
254 OF 4J AVV 
254 DF 43 AZV 
8606 86 21 15 000 
B606 86 21 10 000 
8606 86 21 14 000 
288• CSP 221 
2885 CSP 221 
2886 CSP 221 
288• CSP 221 
8523 
STND ENGI~EERING 
ROT 
SAPHYI'IO•SRAT 
TECH AND TEL 
CARR FASTENFR 
EMIHIJS 
FRS CQNt--ECTRPN 
ITT CANt-<nN 
K-NUERR 
PHILIPS 
PHILIPS 
SOC.AI'E X 
SOUR tAU 
UECL 
433 Module Related (Blank Modules, Patchboards etc.) 
N CAMAC CARRYING CASE (8 & 12 i'IUnULES) 
BLANK MODULE KIT {SINGLE WIDTH) 
NEW SIMPLIFIED DESIGN 
(SAME,••2,3 & 4 FUR CURRFSP WIDTH) 
SINGLE CARD MOUNTING KIT (fMPTY MODULE) 
(SAME, n2,3 II. 4 fOR CllRRESP WIDTH) 
DOUBLE ENCLOSED BIN KIT (EMPTY MODULE) 
(SAME, ••3 & 4 FOR CORRESP WIDTH) 
SINGLE CARD MOUNTING KIT 
(EMPTY MODULE,gHORT SCREE N PLATE) 
(SAMf,•=2 1 3 & 4 FOR CORRESP ~lOTH) 
SINGLE CARD MOUNTING KIT (EMPTY MODULE, 
(EMPTY MODULE,LONGT SCREFM ~'LATE) 
(SAME,•=2,3 & 4 FOR CORRESP wiDTH) 
CAMAC HARDWARE 
CAMAC•I<ASSETTE (EMPTY MODULE,~IDTH l/25) 
(n2,3,4,5,6 FOR CORRESP!lNOI NG wiOTHS) 
CAMAC COMPATIBLE MODULE. (EMPTY, ~IDTH•t, 
ALSO IN 2 & J UNIT WlDTHS) 
CAMAC MODULE (EMPTY MODULE HAR DwARE) 
(SAI'IE, u 2, 3, & 4 FO!.> CORRFSP l"lDTH) 
CAMAC MODULE 1 SHIELOED (EMPTY, I wiDTH) (SAI'IE, ••2, 3 1 AND 4 FUR CORRESP ~lOTH) 
C CAMAC MODULE (EMPTY,wat/25) 
C (••2,3,4 1 6 & 8 FOR CORRESP WIDTH) 
C (••0&2 FOR wiDTH tO & 12 RfSPECTIVELY) 
EMPTY MODULE I UNIT 
(SAME,u2,J & 4 FC•R Cnf:IRESP wiDTH) 
ElM * 
BCK/5CAM/CM1 
BCK/5CAM/Ch1• 
BCK/5CAM/8M2 
ACK/5CAI'I/BM• 
CAM/M1/A 
CAM/M•IA 
CAM/Ml/B 
CH•OOI 
2,090,001,8 
2,090,00•,8 
NSl 875 D~ 
NSI 875 CM•100•1 
NSI ij75 CM•100•• 
NSI•875•DM/SPH•1 
NS1•875•DM/SPH•• 
021 
02• 
OJ• 
CCA 
CCA * 
HENESA 
GEC•HLJ!1TT 
li'IHUF•AEDCD / 
IMH OF•AEDCO 
lMHOF•BErtCO 
KINETIC ~YSTE~-iS 
KNlfERR 
NUCL, SPF.CJALTTES 
NUCL, SPECIALTifS 
NUCL, SPfCJALTIES 
POL ON 
ROT 
WIDTH DELIV. NPR 
2 
170 
/71 
/71 
no 
170 
170 
170 
171 
170 
/73 
170 
/71 
/72 
170 
1'10 
170 
171 
/71 
/73 
/73 
/71 
/71 
/71 
172 
173 
/72 
173 
/71 
170 
170 
170 
/72 
/72 
/71 
/71 
171 
171 
/71 
170 
(2) 
(6) 
(!5) 
(!5) 
(5) 
(4) 
(2) 
(5) 
(5} 
XXVI 
NC DESIGNATION+ SHORT DATA 
EMPTY MODULE SCREENED (I wiDE, ADD TYPE 
SU~F)X A FOR SHORT, B FOR LONG SCREENS) 
(I>JTO, n2,3 1 4 OR 6 FC1R CORRESP wiDTH) 
MODULE HARDWARE (E~1PTY MODULE, wat/25, 
ALSO AVAILAt3L~ W•2125 1 3/2~ R. liP TO 8125) 
CAMAC MODULE (fMPTY,l/25 CARD MODULE) 
C••2,J & 4 FOR CORRESPONDING WIOTH) 
CAMAC MODULE (EMPTY,l/25 CARD HUDULE) 
C••2,J & 4_FOR CORRESPONDING WIDTH) 
CAMAC MODULE(EMPTY 1 1/25 SCREENED MODULE) 
C••2,3 & 4 FOR COR~ESPONDING WIDTH) 
CAMAC MODULE(EMPTY 1 2/25 SCREENED MODULF) 
C••J & 4 FOR COR~ESPONDING wiDTH) 
EMTV MODULE WITH HINGED CARDS (2/25) 
( 3/25) 
EMPTY MODULE (1/25) 
<••• T2, TJ, T4, T5, T6, T8, T10, 
AND T12 FOR CnRRESPONOING ~IDTH) 
TlROIR MOOULAIRE PllU~ COMMANDE 
BLANK CAMAC MODULE PC ~OARD (GOLD PLATED 
& ETCHED FINGERS BOTH SIDES) 
MK•l KLUGE MODULE 
(131 MIXED 14, 16, 24 PIN SOCKETS) 
MK•5 KLUGE MODULE (HAS 70 14 PIN, 13 
AND 2 24 PIN WIRE WRAP SOCKETS) 
N MK•6 KLUGE MODULE (HAS 34 14 PIN, 
16 16 PIN & 3 24 PIN WIRE WRAP SOCKETS) 
CA!'IAC•UNIVERSAL•BOARD(PRINTED CARD MODll• 
LE WITH 28 14•PIN + 28 l6•PIN SOCKETS) 
CAMAC PROTOTYPE ASSEMBLY BOARDS 
(~X 81 HAS 66 SITES, MX B2 HAS 80 SITES) 
(MX B3 HAS 68 SitES,MX B4 HAS 80 SITES, 
MX B3IMX B4 INCLUDE 5V CIRCUIT) 
GENERAL PURPOSE IC P•TCHBOARD (MAX 33 
14/16•PlN AND 5 24•PlN DIP,WIRE wRAP) 
PRINTED CIRCUIT TEST BOARD 
KLUGE CARD CFOR CREATING vnuR OWN CAMAC 
MODULES) 
KLUGE CARD 
C EXPERIMENTIERPLATTE 
(PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD) 
N EXPERIMENTIERPLATTE CP.C.B 0 ) 
N DECODED MATRIX BOARD (FOR PROTOTYPE 
WIRING OF 64 14•PIN SITES, A&F DECODED) 
MODULE PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS(TAKE 24,16 
OR 14 PIN, ON THE WHOLE 1092 PINS) 
(SAME, WITH MINI•WRAP TO OV AND +6V) 
BLANK MODULE(COMPLETE ~ITH PRINTED BOARD 
FOR 69 INTEGRATED CIRCUITS, 1 li WIDTH) 
(SAMEr2U WIDTH) 
EXPERIMENT PLATE 
TYPE 
CM1 
CAMCAS 
CAMCAS * 
CAMCAS 1•G 
CAMCAS ••G 
CAMMDD 1•G 
CAMI-400 11t•G 
CAMMOO 2 
CAM~100 * 
Q905•CB2 
9905•CR3 
9905oo5TI 
9905•5** 
9905•TC•1 
NSl•0407l•PC 
!1301 
8305 
8306 
DCl 200•2900 
~IX R1/MX B2 
MX BJ/MX 84 
CAMAC CG 164 
10 
2000•36 
2000 
4.ooo.oa7.o 
4.ooo.oes.o 
D 21 621 
CBP 
CRP 2 
BM 2020/1U 
BM 2020/2U 
MANUFACTURER 
STND ENGINEERING 
._,ILLSHER rJUICK 
IIIJLLSHER & QUICK 
WILLSHER [(. QUICK 
WILLSHER & ~UICK 
[ISL /WI LLSHER &flU I C K 
OSL/~ILLSWER&IlUIC~ 
DSL 
NUCL. SPECIALTIES 
Bl RA SYSTEMS 
DORNIER 
GEC•FLLinTT 
GSPK 
JORWAY 
KINETIC SYSTEMS 
KNUERR 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
SEN 
SIEMENS 
437 Other Recommended or Standard Components/ Access. 
NIM ADAPTOR 
NlM•CAMAC ADAPTOR 
NIM/CAMAC ADAPTOR 
CA"'AC NIM ADAPTOR 
LAM GRADER CABLE C20CM, wiTH CONNECTORS) 
(40CM, wiTH CONNECTORS) 
LA1'1 GRADfR CABLE 
52 WAY CANNON 208525 HARNESSES 
LAM GRADER CABLE 1 XXX• LENGTH IN METERS) 
52•WAY DOUBLE DENSITY CON~ECTOR (FIXED 
MEMBER wiT~ PINS 0 LAM GRADER CONNECTOR) 
C COAXIAL CONNfCTOR (PANEL MOUNTING, CABLE 
CONNECTOR HAS TYPE F 00 0 250 & FS 00.250) 
7009•2 
CAN 
ANC 10 
Ct-IA 2033 
LGC 20 
LGC 40 
5809/S/52/XXX 
2 DB 52 P 
RA 00,250 
NUCL. E~TFRPRJSfS 
ROT 
SAIP/SCHLUMBERGER 
SEN 
GEC•E'LLlOTT 
JOERGER 
ITT CANN(1N 
LEMO 
WIDTH 
2 
2 
3 
2 
2 
2 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
2 
NA 
NA 
2 
DEll~. NPR 
173 
171 
172 
172 
172 
/72 
171 
173 
173 
173 
173 
171 
171 
/73 
173 
/73 
171 
171 
171 
170 
/71 
/71 
173 
170 
173 
06174 
172 
172 
170 
170 
172 
/70 
171 
/72 
171 
172 
172 
170 
170 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
( 4) 
( 4) 
XXVII 
INDEX OF MANUFACTURERS 
AEG-Telefunken 
Elisabethenstrasse 3, Postfach 830 
D-7900 Ulm, Germany 
CAMP AG 
Haldenstrasse 11 
CH-6006 Luzern, Switzerland 
Benney-See Semra-Benney 
BF Vertrieb GmbH 
Bergwaldstrasse 30, Postfach 76 
D-7500 Karlsruhe 41, Germany 
Berthold/Frieseke- See BF Vertrieb 
C B I RA Systems, Inc. 
3520 D Pan American Freeway, N.E. 
Albuquerque, N. Mex. 87107, USA 
Borer Electronics AG 
Postfach 4500 
CH-4500 Solothurn 2, Switzerland 
Cannon Electric GmbH 
Bureau Schweiz 
Brandschenkenstrasse 178 
C H -8027 Zurich, Switzerland 
Carr Fastener Co. Ltd. 
Cambridge House, Nottingham Road, 
Stapleford, Nottinghamshire, 
England 
Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC) 
146 Main Street 
Maynard, Mass. 01754, USA 
Digital Equipment Corporation SA 
81, Route de I'Aire 
CH-1227 Carouge-Geneve, Switzer!. 
Oornier AG 
Vertrieb Elektronik, Abt. VC 20 
Postfach 317 
D-799 Friedrichshafen, Germany 
N EDS Systemtechnik GmbH 
Trierer Strasse 281 
D-51 00 Aachen, Germany 
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Souriau et C1e 
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F-92 Boulogne- Billancourt, France 
Standard Engineering Corp. 
44800 Industrial drive, 
Fremont, California 94538, USA 
Tech and Tel- See Technograph 
Techcal - See Stnd Engineering 
Technograph and Telegraph Ltd. 
Easthampstead Road 
Bracknell, Berkshire, England 
Tekdata Ltd. 
Pentagon House 
Bucknall New Road, Hanley 
Stoke on Trent, Staffs. ST1 2BA, 
England 
N Tektronix, Inc. 
P.O. Box 500, Beaverton, 
Oregon 97005, USA 
Telefunken- See AEG-Telefunken 
TMA Electronics-See Bl RA Systems 
Ultra Electronics (Components) Ltd. 
Fassetts Road 
Loudwater, Bucks., England 
Wenzel Elektronik 
Lamontstrasse 32 
D-8000 Munchen 80, Germany 
Wenzel . Elektronik (UK) Ltd. 
Arndale House, The Precinct 
Egham, Surrey, England 
Willsher and Quick Ltd. 
Walrow 
Highbridge, Somerset, England 
Willsher and Quick GmbH 
Steylerstrasse 27, Postfach 2192 
D-4054 Nettetal 2, Germany 
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